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Foreword
In recent years the highway design engineer has become in-
creasingly aware of the need to incorporate into his design those
features which will enhance the safety of travel by the motor-
ist. Much attention has been directed toward the potential haz-
ard posed by vehicles leaving the roadway. The five papers of
this RECORD will contribute to the knowledge of warrants for
the design and installation of guardrails and median barriers and
of safety designfeatures for unprotected roadside sign supports.

The paper by Olson, Rowan and Edwards reports on the de-
velopment of safer roadside signs by the introduction of certain
break-away devices into the supports. In order to observe the
impact behavior of sign supports containing these devices full-
scale crash tests were conducted. practical application of the
break-away concept in Texas has indicated a marked reduction
in fatalities due to vehicle collisionwith sign support structures.

The second paper reports the results of astudy of a vehicle-
barrier impact simulation done by scale model vehicles and
rigid barriers. The full realization of the intent of the study
wasnot accomplished due to theabsenceof full-scale crash data
against rigid barriers and full parametric descriptions of ve-
hicles needed for accurate scaling. However, Jurkat and Star-
rett conclude that modeling techniques were advanced to a point
where, given sufficient validation data, scale models can be
used to study the efficacy of rigid barriers.

Over the past several years, numerous full-scale collision
tests between standard automobiles and highway barriers have
been conducted. Beaton, Nordlin and Field report on the re-
sults of seven tests in California involving different designs of
blocked-out corrugated metal beam guardrails. Graham, Bur-
nett, Gibson and Freer report on a six-year research program
in New York which included 4B tests on various barrier config-
urations. The latter study included acomprehensive theoretical
analysis of the forces generated between vehicle and barrier
during impact. Four mathematical models were produced for
predicting the trajectory of a vehicle in collision with a given
barrier. In each instance the studies resulted in revision of
the respective state standards for barrier and guardrail design.

Warrants for the placement of guardrails can be determined
in part by evaluating the consequences of vehicles leaving the
roadway and encountering hazardous conditions relative to the
consequences that would prevail if guardrails were to be in-
stalled. Glennon and Tamburri report on a study conducted to
establish a more objective basis for warrants of guardrail
placement along embankments and adjacent to fixed roadside
objects. The collision index, a mathematical measure of the
combined effect of accident severity and accident frequency, is
used to determine the relative safety of a location with or with-
out guardrails. Based on acollision index analysis, it was con-
cluded that guardrails increase the relative safety at several
specific fixed objects while reducing the relative safety at others.





Break-Away Components Produce Safer
Roadside Signs
ROBERT M. OLSON, NEILON J. ROWAN, andTHOMAS C. EDWARDS,

Assistant Research Engineers, Texas Transportation Institute, College Station, Texas

Studies of the behavior of certain types of roadside sign sup-
ports subjected to collisions are described in this paper. The
selection of the types of supports considered was predicated
on Texas Highway Department desiga procedures and the de-
velopment of interim concepts which would minimize hazards.
Certain devices were introduced into the sign supports, and
full-scale crash tests were conducted to observe the impact
behavior of supports containing these devices. These studies
have resulted in revised design details which have been in-
cluded in current construction operations in Texas.

The basic philosophy in the early studies has been termed
phenornenological testing. The method employed was totow a
crash vehicle into a controlled collision with a sign support
and to record the collision incident on high-speed photographic
film, then to study the film and observe the qualitative be-
havior ol the sign support subjected to a collision by an auto-
mobile. In later studies attempts were made to obtain dis-
placement-time information from the high-speed film, and
still later accelerorneters mounted on the frame of the crash
vehicle were employed to provide a deceleration-time trace
on a recording oscillograph. The simultaneous use of photo-
graphic and electronic instrumentation has been the outgrowth
of these earlier investigations. A corollary activity was the
development of an electronic computer program to simulate
the collision incident.

Phenomenological testing has been an important aspect in
the testing procedure. Observation of films has produced a
clear impression of vehicle and sign behavior. Improvements
in camera technique and film data reduction, combined with
electronic instrumentation and data reduction have augmented
and extended the phenomenological testing. These improve-
ments have produced quantitative analytical information. The
mathematical model has been a product of the phenomenolog-
ical testing and the quantitative testing.

.IN HIGHWAY design, roadside signs have been employed in increasing numbers,
mainly because of the increasing mileage of completed Interstate highways. Many
factors have been considered in the design of the sign supports for roadside signs.
Normally, these supports consist oi two vertical cantilever wide-flange beams which
are strong and stable when subjected to wind forces. They have aesthetic quality,
support a readable sign, are easily maintained, and are located adjacent to the road-
way. In short, the sign support is excellent, but lethal. It is this last characteristic
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Figure l. Developmentol chorocterislics ofsign supports: (o) broced-leg structure, (b) unbroced post
suppori, (c) slip bose, ond (d) froclure foint.

which has motivated this study. In 1962 alone, highway sign accidents in Texas re-
sulted in 15 traffic fatalities, and by 1965 the toll had risen to 39.

In 1963, the Texas Transportation Institute (ttI) anA the Texas Highway Depart-
ment, in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, became actively engaged
in studies of the impact behavior ol roadside sign supports. From the standpoint of
public safety, it was imperative that some means be found to reduce the hazard of
collisions involving roadside sign structures. To accomplish this objective, engineers
of the Bridge Division of the Texas Highway Department worked in close cooperation
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Figure 2. Breok-qwoy detoils.

with the TTI research staff. The project was a team effort in which engineers of the
highway department performed the developmental design work, and the research staff
of TTI concentrated on development of test facilities, testing and evaluation.

Most of the earlier researct¡ particularly that reported hereiri, was devoted to ob-
taining an immediate solution to a safety problem. Substantial mileage of the Interstate
System in the state was under construction or scheduled for construction, and there was
an urgent need to develop better design standards for roadside signs. Engineers of the
Texas Highway Department proposed basic design concepts, and these were incorporated
in experimental desigrrs. These designs were tested, and after each test or series of

9s
PLATE



Figure 3. Vehicle domoge, slow-5pssd fixed post test.

testswasconducted, certain design modifications were made to improve the impact be-
havior of the supports. Because of the extremely close cooperation between the
agencies involved, the new design concepts were incorporated in the design standards
for the state as soon as they had been proven by test and evaluation by TTI.

Facilities and procedures were developed to create controlled vehicle collisions with
sign supports and to obtain time dependent data pertaining to a collision incident. To
launch the crash vehicles into sign supports a "reverse tow" procedure was used.
Photographic data were obtained at 1000 pictures per second. In later tests, electronic
instrumentation, including strain gages and accelerometers, wasemployed in data ac-
quisition.

A mathematical simulation was developed which expresses quantitatively the dynamic
behavior of a sign support subjected to impact by a vehicle. The results from tests
were correlated with typical results from the mathematical model.

LARGE SIGNS

The first phase of research was concerned primarily with the development of safer
sign supports for large roadside signs. The spacing of support posts in large signs is
sueh that automobile collisions involve only one support. Consideration of accident
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reports and photographs of damages resulting from collisions with these supports led
to a hypothesis that three primary characteristics of the sign support contribute sub-
stantially to the severity of a collision: the mass, the structural rigidity or stiffness,
and the condition of fixity at the base of the sign support.

In the initial phase of the research special attention was focused on what was referred
to as a braced leg structure (Fig. la) which constitutes a reduction in mass and struc-
tural rigidity. Three tests were conducted on this type of support, two of which em-
ployed a safety feature called a fracture joint, which was formed by cutting the tubular
supports 6/2 ft above the foundation and inserting a cast aluminum core which had high
static strength but low impact strength. As verified by high-speed motion pictures of
the crash tests, the colliding vehicle ripped out the lower sections of the support struc-
ture with little resistance or damage to the vehicle.

From the standpoint of design, construction, and maintenance, the development of
the unbraced post support which would slip under impact of collision (fig. t¡) was
chosen for study. To provide satisfactory impact characteristics, it was necessary to
develop a base connection which would withstand the overturning moment induced by
windloads and at the same time would break away under the force of a collision. The
base connection is referred to as a break-away base (¡'ig. 1c). The lower post stub is
bolted to a universal testing foundation at the test site; the stub is normally embedded
in a concrete foundation in roadside installations. Both the base of the post and the
foundation fitting are slotted to receive bolts which hold the post in an upright position.
These slots permit the bolts to slip out, releasing the post when impact occurs.

The earlier tests on this type of support (1) showed that the break-away base func-
tioned satisfactorily, but there was a furtherìeed for the post to fold up out of the way,
and permit the colliding vehicle to pass under the post. A fracture joint was introduced
in the post 7 ft above the foundation (fig. ta). This fracture joint was formed by cutting
the post and reconnecting lt by boltingcast-iron plates to the front and back flanges. It
was anticipated that the fracture joint would permit the lower portion of the post to
break free. In the full-scale crash test of this concept the break-away base functioned
adequately; the fracture joint failed, permitting a portion of the post to bounce on the
hood of the vehicle and brea} the windshield of the automobile. Obviously, this behavior
was considered unsatÍsfactory.

Another modification was needed to allow the post to swing up to clear the colliding
vehicle. This was accomplished by replacing the fracture joint with a "hinge joint. I'
The front flange and the web were cut leaving the back flange intact (Fig. 2). The front
of the post was then reconnected by a cast-iron plate bolted to the front flange. It was
anticipated that the cast-iron plate reconnecting the front flange would fail in tension;
then the back flange of the post would serve as a hinge to permit the lower section of
the post to fold up out of the way of the colliding vehicle. Three full-scale crash tests
were conducted to verify this behavior. In these tests, the design utilizing the hinge
joint was struck at speeds of 25 to 50 mph and the lower section of the post folded up,
clearing the automobile. Relatively minor damage was incurred by the automobile
during impact. The third of these tests was performed to evaluate the impact behavior
of the support when struck at an angle to simulate the condition of a vehicle leaving the
roadway. The angle of impact, or the angle or incidence for the crash test was es-
tablished at 15 deg. The selection of this angle was based on previous research which
indicated that approximately 95 percent of vehicles leave the roadway at angles of l5
deg or less (Ð.

Difficulties in casting, handling, bolting and maintaining cast-iron fuses led to the
development of an alternate fuse fabricated from steel plate with slots at one pair of
bolt holes (fig. Z¡. This slotted steel plate is currently specified in Texas Highway
Department Standards.

The research and development work described in the foregoing and subsequent
discussions was performed at the crash test facility located at the Texas A and M Re-
search Annex. This crash test facility was developed to permit the launching of ve-
hicles into full-scale sign supports under controlled collision conditions. The method
employed to launch the vehicles is referred to as the "reverse tow" procedure, since
the tow vehicle moves in a direction opposite to the crash vehicle (1, pp. 1-3). The
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Figure 4, High-speed fixed post iest.

two vehicles are connected by a cable and a system of pulleys, the crash vehicle being
guided along a rail fastened to concrete pavement. A release mechanism is provided
to disengage the cable prior to impact of the crash vehicle with the test element.

SMALL SIGNS

There are numerous signs in use on controlled-access facilities which have small
post spacing; thus, a vehicle can collide with both the supports. Such signs constitute
a different problem. hnproving the safety of this type of sign is important because
these signs are employed at points where the probability oi being struch is great. A
common location of smaller signs is in the gore of an exit ramp, where the sign con-
stitutes the reference point for final action by a driver. Driver indecision contributes
to collision with such signs.

Although accident records clearly indicated that conventional gore signs do con-
stitute a hazard, it was desirable to conduct full-scale crash tests of the conventional
design to establish a comparison for experimental designs. Full-scale crash tests were
conducted using signs fabricated in accordance with the Texas Highway Department
Standards for Interstate Signing (SMD-4). The design selected was a 5 by 6-ft plywood
sign supported by two posts 3t/s ft apaú, The posts were 5-in. WF 16# beams of 436
grade structural steel.

A test of this design was scheduled to obtain high-speed motion pictures of the crash.
It was planned that the vehicle would strike both legs of the support. A mechanical
lailure in the automobile transmission impaired the speed and direction, and the vehicle
veered to the left after its release from the towing mechanism. As a result, the ve-
hicle struck the left leg of the sign near the center of the hood. The crash speed was
later calculated at 22 mph. The darnage effects of this collision are sho\¡r'n in Figure 3.

The sign installation was not damaged appreciably, and another test was conducted
imrnediately. The vehicle, a 1955 Pontiac, struck both posts simultaneously at a speed
of approximately 55 mph. The sign supports failed in the weld at the base plate, but



Figure 5. Crosh Test No. 32.

failure occurred after much of the impact energy had been dissipated (fig. e). A final
test on a fixed-base interstate-type sign support was conducted primarily to obtain
accelerometer data for comparison with film records. Figure 5 shows the vehicle and
sign folloqing the crash.

Experimental Designs

The results of the crash tests involving conventional types of small dual support
signs emphasized the need for improved safety aspects. As satisfactory performance
had been attained in the large signs using a break-away base and hinge joint, these
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same safety devices were employed in the small signs. Details of the experimental
sign supports are shown in Figure 6. The 3-in. I-beam supports are capable of with-
standing wind velocities up to ?0 mph. A 4-in. I-beam would be required to withstand
w.ind velocities to 100 mph.

The break-away base for the small signs is similar to the base used in the large
signs. Four bolts were used to hold the sign support in plac'e (fig. OU and c). These
bolts were torqued to 450 in. -lb. The hinge joint was formed by cutting the front flange
and the web of the l-beam ? ft above the foundation and reconnecting it with a cast-iron
plate (Fig. 6d and e).

The experimental design was subjected to full-scale crash tests to determine the
effect of various parameters. These conditions were (a) crash speed, 25 and 55 mph
(approximately); (b) angle of impact, 0 and 15 deg; and (c) impact condition, one or
both legs struck. The effect of these parameters on the impact behavior was deter-
mined by observation and study of the high-speed motion picture films.

Speed

At 55 mph, the sign with horizontal base plates struck the trunk of the vehicle.
However, at slower speeds (25 mph) the sign struck the top of the automobile face down
and caused considerable damage. Sedans having steel tops would provide some pro-
tection for occupants of the vehicle. The sign rotated satisfactorily over the top of the
automobile at high speeds. The variation in speeds at which the crash vehÍcle struck
the sign support did not materially affect the amount of damage done to the front of the
vehicle.



Figure 7. lmpocf behovior of smoll signs: (o) 50-
mph test, horizontol bose plotes; þ) 25-mph test,
bose plotes inclined l0 deg; ond (c) single leg Ìest.

Films of the slow-speed tests indicated that the slov¿-moving vehicle did not have
time to clear the sign during its rotational passage over the top of the automobile (fig.
7a). To elevate the sign over the top of the vehicle, the break-away base of each sup-
port was inclined 10 deg as shown in Figure 6f. The inclined base forced the sign up-
ward immediately after the base of both supports was released, and this added lift was
sufficient to permit the vehicle to pass under the sign (Fig. ?b). When the sign was
tested at a 15-deg angle, the total lift was not as great; however, the lift was sufficient
to cause the sign to clear the vehicle at slow speed.

Angles of Impact

The impact behavior of the sign supports r,vas not materially affected by changing the
angle of impact from 0 to 15 deg. There was no difference in the damage sustained by
the automobile, and there was no appreciable difference in the manner in which the sign
rotated above the automobile after slipping free at the base.
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(o)

(c)

Figure 10. Duol pipe suPPorl test: (o) before test, þ) during test, ond (c) ofter test.

In a test ilr which only the left leg of the sign was struck, the support was easily
released at the base and the hinge joint functioned properly to permit the post to hinge
up out oI the way of the crasìr vehicle (fig. fc¡. After the vehicle had passed from
under the sign, the sig"rr itself rotated horizontally, causing the cast-iron plate on the
hinge of the right post to fail, resulting in total sign collapse.

PIPE SUPPORTS FOR WARNING, REGULATORY, AND SMALL GTIIDE SIGNS

Standard galvanized steel pipes ranging in diameter from 2 to 5 in. are frequently
used for single supports for warning, regulatory and small guide signs. The signs are
ofte¡r located at decision points where the probability of collision is great.

A breal<-away base similar to that employed in the two-Ieg supports and a revised
hinge joint were designed to fit the circular cross section of the pipe (nig. 8).

In crash tests on 3-in. and 4-in. pipe supports at a speed of 45 mph, the slip base
functioned properly, and the impact caused only minor damage to the front of the auto-
mobile. However, the hinge did not function and a secondary collision vras experienced
when the sign supports struck the roof and trunk of the crash vehicles (fig. Sa and 9b).
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Figure I l. Wood post tests: (o) Pennsylvonio design, ond (b) TTI design.

Although vehicle damage was not severe, an alternative was sought to avoid the
secondary collision. The break-away base was inclined 20 deg as shown in Detail B in
Figure 8. Both the 3-in. and the 4-in. pipe supports were modified to incorporate the
inclined base and subjected to full-scale crash tests. In both tests at 35 mph, the in-
clined base functioned properly, and the impact caused only minor damage to the front
of the vehicles. Once the base slipped, the sign pitched upward and over the top of the
automobile; thus, the secondary collision was avoided.

Dual Pipe Supports

In some instances where direction signs exceed 13 ft in width, dual pipe supports are
used (Fig. 104). A full-scale crash test was conducted using a typical ¿uat pibè desiga(fig. fO¡). A slip base inclined at a vertical angle of 20 deg wai-emptoyed.- the sign
was attached to the sign rack of each post by post clamps botted to the plywood sign
faces.

The sign was oriented at an impact angle of 15 deg. The vehicle struck the left post
at a speed of approximately 30 mph. The bumper, the grill, and the hood were de-
formed approximately 8 in. before slippage occurred at the base of the post. Once the
base slipped, the post rotated upward, swinging to the right. This rotation pulled the
post partially loose from the sign, its horizontal movement finally caused the sign to
break in half (fig. 10c), and the teft portion of the sign and the left support fell io the
right of the vehicle. The sign functioned as a hinge in both the horizontal and vertical
directions. It was concluded that the dual pipe mounts with a breah-away base would
perform satisfactorily. It is believed that the inclined base is beneficial because the
post is thrust clear of the automobile.
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1VOOD POST SUPPORTS

In an effort to reduce a potential hazard, Pennsylvania is using notched wood posts
as sign supports for gore or EXIT signs on some of its Interstate highways, These
signs have been erected on an experimental basis on I-90, along Lake Erie. Accident
reþorts have indicated satisfactory impact behavior €), ¡ut these reports yield no in-
formation concerning phenomenological behavior. Controlled crash studies were con-
ducted by TTI on the Pennsylvania design and an alternate experimental design, termed
the TTI design.

The Pennsylvania design for a 5 by 6-ft E)flT sign normally placed at the nose of the
exit ramp was made of extruded aluminum panels, and was supported by two 6 by 8-in.
penta-treated pine posts. tüedge shaped notches were cut in the front and rear edges
of each post. The posts were trimmed to a 4 by 6-in. rectangular cross section at the
base and inserted into sheet metal sleeves embedded in the concrete foundation.

As an alternate to the Pennsylvania design, a desigrr utilizing 4 by 6-in. treated pine
posts was developed. To provide a reduction in shear capacity at the base, a'h-in,
drilt was used to make an oblong hole 2 in. wide through the post below the bumper
level. This hole did not materially reduce the capacity of the post to withstand an over-
turning moment due to windloading because the hole was located at the neutral a:<is.

Before the crash studies were conducted, Iimited tests were performed to deter-
mine the dead load capacity of the support. Dead load weights were applied to the sign
in 50-tb increments; failure occurred when 850 lb had been applied. The load causing
failure is comparable to a load of 826 lb that would result from a 100-mph wind ac-
cording to AASHO specifications.

Both designs were subjected to full-scale crash tests to determine their impact be-
havior. The signs were erected so that the crash vehicle hit both supports of each
design simultaneously at approximately 45 mph

Pennsylvania Design

When the vehicle collided with both supports (fig. tta¡, the left support broke at the
lower notch after the post had deformed the front bumper approximately 4 in. Failure

.t lf5,,,DtA. o. H,

STEEL NOTCHED PLATE
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REAR

in the right post then followed, beginning at the lower notch on the front, and pro-
gressing to its back edge at the foundation.

After the posts sheared at the base, the sign and supports were thrust forward and
upward. The sign slipped off the angles to which it was clamped, leaving the posts in
rotational motion. The upper end of the right post struck the top of the vehiclã over
the rear seat, deforming the top approximatety 4 to 5 in.

TTI Design

lVhen the vehicle struck both posts simultaneously, the left support broke in two
approximately 3 in. above the bumper (fig. ff¡). The break was inltuenced by a knot
in the timber. The post then broke off at the top of the foundation. The section of the
post containing the elliptical hole was intact after the test. The right post failed by
shearing in front of the hole and splitting from the back of the hole to the top of the
foundation. The front bumper was deformed about 3 in. before post failure occurred.
After the posts were broken from the foundation, they were thrown clear of the auto-
mobile, rotating over its top.

I
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INSTRUMENTED CRASH TESTS

As discussed previousLy, high-speed motion picture films were made of each of the
crash tests. Crash testing and studies led to the conclusion that quantitative data were
needed to corroborate developmental design assumptions. A literature search revealed
that other investigators had conducted instrumented full-scale crash tests of automobiles
with a variety of fixed objects. Severy, et al (5) conducted a series of collisions with
fixed barriers. Some of the experiments utilized instrumented vehicles and anthropo-
metric dummies. Beaton and others subjected concrete bridge rails (6) and median
barriers (7) to full-scale automobile impacts. Lundstrom and Skeels f8), Henautt (9)
and Jehu (T0) performed research on different types of guardrails subje-cted to impaõt.
British investigators including Moore (11), Christie (12), and Blamey (13), investigated
lighting poles, lamp columns, and telegraph poles subþcted to collision-õy automobiles.
The automobile industry in the United States has conducted crash tests for many years.
Stonex (14) has reported the development of crash research techniques at the Gênerat
Motors Proving Ground. Important experiments concerning human exposures to linear
deceleration were conducted by Stapp (15) at Muroc Air Force Base, Calif.

Study of these works led to the belieflhat instrumentation utilizing available equip-
ment could produce quantitative data susceptible of analysis. A series of three tests
was conducted in the spring of 1965, in which high-speed motion picture records were
supplemented with accelerometers attached to the crash vehicle and strain gages
mounted on the break-away posts. These early tests produced encouraging results, and
an additional series of tests was proposed for JuIy 1965.

Description of Tests

Tests 32, 33, and 35 were conducted in March and April 1965 and Tests 39, 40 and
41 were conducted in July 1965. Tests 32 and 39 were conducted on two-leg supports,
boited firmly to a concrete drilled footing. The remaining four tests were conducted on
break-away type sign supports.

In Test No. 40 the break-away type post was fabricated in accordance with THD
Standard SMD-8; and i.n Test No. 41 certain modifications were made. These are dis-
cussed in detail later. Figure 12 shows the type of mechanical fuses used in these
tests.

Test No. 39

Construction Details-The sign supports were constructed in accordance with Texas
Hi@rstateStandardRoadsidePlywoodGuideSigns(sMD-4,Rev.
1962). Details of the signs are as follows:

Size of sign face: B ft by 16 ft by %-in. plywood
Support posts: 2-8WF 20 (¡e0 steel, painted)
Windbeams: 3-32 2.33 (6061-T6 aluminum)
Foundation: 24 in. by 8-ft drilled concrete footing

Four 1Il in. by 2t/z-1t anchor bolts

Crash Vehicle Description-A 1955 Ford V-8, 4-door sedan weighing 3240 lb was
used in this test-

Crash Vehicle Instrumentation-An Endevco Accelerometer, Model 22llC, was
moffiember9ftbehindthemostforwardbumperpoint.
An amplifier and power source were placed in a wooden box and bolted to the floor of
the trunk. The signal generated by the accelerometers was transmitted to a recording
oscillograph by means of 1000-ft, 4-conductor, shielded cable (Belden 8404).

Post Instrumentation-A strain gage bridge was installed 6'/, Ît above base of post
on@(rig.rs¡.
Test No. 40

Construction Details-The sign support was constructed by a commercial fabricator
inaffisHighwayDepartmentInterstateStandardRoadsidePlywood
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Guide Signs, Break-Away Type Posts (SMD-8, 1965). This standard was modified by
the substitution of aluminum Zee sections for windbeams in place of extruded aluminum
windbeams specified by the standard drawings. The Zee sections were bolted to the
flanges of the support post, thus eliminating the post clamp as specified on the draw-
ings. These modifications were made to insure that the support post would remain
fixed to the windbeams, thus permitting the cast-iron fuse to fracture, and the lower
portion of the support post to elevate over the crash vehicle.

Construction details of the sign are as follows:

Size of sign face: I ft by 16 ft by s/s-in. plywood
Support posts: 2-8WF 20 (A44L steel, hot-dip galvanized)
Windbeams: 3-32 2.33 (6061-T6 aluminum)
Mechanical fuse: 5'/nby ït/oby %-ln cast-iron plate

(448, class 30)

Crash Vehicle De:gllplign-A 1955 Ford V-8, 4-door sedan, weighing 8240 tb was
useF

Crash Vehicle Instrumentation-The vehicle instrumentation was identical to that
desffi

Post Instrumentation-Post instrumentation was similar to that shown in Figure 13.

Test No. 41

Construction Details-The sign and sign supports were constructed in accordance
witñTêxãsTÏghwayõepartment Interstatã Standard Roadside Plywood Guide Signs,
Break-Away Type Post (SMD-8, 1965) with certain modificationi. Aluminum dee'
sections were used in place of extruded sections for windbeams and these sections were
bolted to the support post as described in details for Test No. 40.

A further modification was the substitution of a notched plate in place of the standard
cast-iron fuse. The support post was fabricated by TTI personnel from 436 steel.
This modification was necessary to meet the testing schedule,

The ungalvanized mechanical fuse was fastenedto the support post by using 1-in.
diameter 4325 high strength bolts. Other details are as follows:

Size of sign face: 8 ft by 16 ft by 5l-in. plywood
Support posts: 2-8WF 20 (A'S0 steet, painted)
\ilindbeams: 3-32 2.33 (6061-T6 aluminum)
Mechanical fuse: SYnby 5'/oby %-in notched steel plate (e+at¡

Crash Vehicle Desgllplign-A 1955 Ford V-8, 4-door sedan weighing 3620 lb wasuseF
Crash Vehicle Instrumentation-The vehicle instrumentation was identical to that

desffi
Post Instrumentation-Post instrumentation is shown in Figure 13.

High-Speed Camera Instrumentation

Motion pictures were made of each test. A summary of the equipment used is given
in Table 1. Many useful ideas were taken from reports by other investigators. Ex-
perience gained from earlier tests led to careful positioning of cameras, addition of
stadia markers (reference targets) on the vehicle, and the location of the centi-revolu-
tion clock. This latter instrument was mounted on the backboard in Tests 39, 40 aud
4t. All of the changes were made to produce a better photographic record for analysis.

Philosophy of Instrumentation

The instrumentation employed in Tests 39, 40, and 41 was planned to provide cor-
roborative information. The primary measuring device was the high-speed camera.
The camera was operated in accordance with a characteristic curve furnished by the
manufacturer so as to produce a nearly constant speed of 1000 frames per second. The
centi-revolution clock was calibrated by stroboscopic light technique, which indicated
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TABLE 1

PHOTOGRÀPHIC INSTRI'MENTATION_TESTS 39, 40 AND 4I

Device Descriptlon Location To Provlde

High-speed motion \ryonensak, Ibstax WF-3T Camera A (see Figs. Crash vehicle time-
picture camera l6-mm Kodachrome tr 2 and 3 of Ref. 3) displacement data

daytight KR 449 film
1000 frames/sec

High-speed motion Wollensak, Fastax WF-3 Camera B (see Figs. Crash vehicle tfme-
picture camera 16-mm black and $'hite 2 and 3 of Ref. 3) displacement data

Moderately hlgh- Kodak Ctne Special U, Random posttions General vievs of
speed motlon 16-mm Kodachrome tr, crash test
picture camera dayltght KR 449 film,

64 frames/sec

Standard-speed Bell and Howell 70 IIR, Random positions General vlews of
motion plcture 16-mm Kodachrome II, crash test
camera daylight I(R 499 film

24 frames/sec
Stadla reference 2 in. by 6 in. by 12-ft Adjacent to impact A flxed hortzontal
børd pine board wtth black and area length reference

white spaces in alternate
12-in. lncrements

Stadi¿ markers 6 tn, by l6-gage sheet metal On slde of crash Length reference for(reference painted with 3 þ 3-in. vehlcle (eee Fie. 24) analysts of high-
targets) dlamond-shaped black speed motlon

trlangles on wl¡ite
h.ckground

Range polee % in. ly 8-ft plpe polea Aqiacent to stadla Flxed reference points
wtth black and white reference boardg
spaces ln alternate (see l'ig, 24)
12-ln. lncrements

Centi-revolution 2-ft diameter clock Mounted on bckboard Tlme reference for
clock face, divided into 100 (see Fig. 24) analysis of high-

Tri-X reversal TXR 430
ftlm 1000 frames,/sec

intervals, clock hand
attached to 1800 rpm

(back-up for camera
A)

pictures

speed motion
picture fllm

synchromous electrlc
motor

Backboard 16 by 12-ft plyboard See Ftg. 24 and Background for
mounted on wood truse Ref. (3) photography and
frame pertinent test

information

that the clock hand revolves at 1800 rpm. Analysis of the high-speed film was ac-
complished by means of a Wollensak FastÐr 16-mm motion analysis projector, Model
WF 3298. This projector has a frame counter attached to its drive mechanism. The
time of various events was thus determined by using the frame count and the centi-
revolution clock.

Installation of piezoelectric accelerometers to furnish a record of apparent decelera-
tion of the vehicle and acceleration of the support post was intended to provide data to
compare with high-speed film data.

A radar speed meter was installed to provide a determination of speed before impact
for comparison with values determined by high-speed motion picture analysis. I¡l
current tests, strip switches are employed to provide velocity before and after impact.
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Figure 14. Film onolysis by grophicol differentiofion.

High-Speed Motion Picture Analysis

The motion analysis projector is equipped with a speed control which permits frame
by frame analysis. The stadia markers determine linear displacement of the vehicle.
The film analysis is accomplished by bringing one of the stadia markers on the crash
vehicle into range with a fixed vertical reference; range poles provide a fixed reference
point on the film. The time is recorded, and the film is advanced frame by frame until
the next stadia marker is brought into range, the time recorded, and the process is
repeated. The recorded data are plotted as shown in Figure 14a. The slopes of the
fitted curves indicate the vehicle velocity before impact, during the event (i. e., during
the time the vehicle is in contact with the post), and following the event.

The slope of the displacement-time curve is plotted and yÍelds the velocity-time
curve (Fig. 14b). Similarly, the slope of this curve is the deceleration-time curve
shown in Figure 14c.

The film speed used and the 3-in. stadia increment on the vehicle permit a reliable
plot of distance-time curves before impact and following the collision. However, the
scatter of points during the event permits a variety of curves to be fitted to the data.
In Figure 14b two arbitrary curves have been fitted to the data, and as a result the
slopes of these curves give a striking difference in the value of decelerations (Fig. 14c).
Thus the process of differentiating distance-time curves and velocity-time curves

l
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Figure 15. Accelerometer onolysis by grophicol integrotion.

produces magnification of minor irregularities. Considerable judgment is required in
curve fitting. Even attention to variatÍon of coordinate scales affects the results. The
reproducibility of data reduction, therefore, is dependent on the technique employed.
Severy and Barbour (16) report: "Application of poor curve fitting techniques may in-
troduce errors as hig-h as 100y', even though correct differentiation is applied to õorrect
basic data. "

Vehicle Accelerometer Analysis

A piezoelectric accelerometer was mounted on the frame of the crash vehicle. This
accelerometer was located 9 ft behind the bumper impact point. The signal transmitted
from this accelerometer was transmitted to a recording oscillograph, and a trace of
time dependent deceleration was recorded.

The method of analysis is shown in Figure 15. This process depends on graphical
integration. Three methods were employed in this study: (a) tracing the record on
graph paper, counting squares, and computing the velocity-time data, (b) using a
planimeter, and (c) measuring amplitude values of the acceleration trace for small
time inerements, then computing velocities and displacements by digital computer. The
three methods employed produce results which are in good agreement.
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Starting with the deceleration-time curve (Fig. 15a) areas are computed, tabulated,
andthe velocity-time is plotted (Fig. 15b), and the integration process is repeated
producing the displacement-time curve in Figure 15c.

This process of graphic integration produces surprisingly good results, as is dis-
cussed later. The rnagnification of minor eruors found in the graphical differentiation
technique does not occur in the integration process.

A typical set of curves for Test No. 41 is shown in Figures L6, L7, and 18. The
displacement-time plot in Figure 18 shows crash vehicle displacement with time as
predicted by mathematical sirnulation, and the actual determinations by accelerometer
and high-speed film analysis.

Support Post Instrumentation

Electric resistance strain gages, a piezoelectric accelerometer, a variable re-
sistance linear transducer, and a potentiometric linear transducer were installed
(ta¡te z).

MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION

A dynamic mathematical simulation has been developed which expresses quantita-
tively the behavior of the sign support subjected to impact by a vehicle. To obtain a
working model as quickly as possible, a thorough study was made to determine which
variables were most pertinent to the behavior of the actual sign. Detailed observations
of high-speed films revealed that the portion of the post above the hinge and the attached
sign were rigid against rotation and translation for the initial period of response.

Idealization of the support post and vehicle system shown in Figure 19a consists of
a rigid post, connected by a plastic hinge, to a rigid support at the top, and by a slip
plane at the base. To simulate the action of the real sign post, the slip base is assumed
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TABLE 2

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION_TESTS 39, 40 AND 4I

Description LocâtiÕn To Provide

Piezoelectric
accelerometer

Piezoelectric
accelerometel

Piezoelectric
accelerometer

Recording
oscillograph

Impact force
transducer
(electric resistance
strain gage bridge)*

Electric resistance
strain gage bridge*

Electric resistance
strain gage bridge*

Linear displace-
ment transducer

Linear displace-
ment transducer

Radar speed
meter

Endevco Model 221lC with
Model 26148 input
amplifier

Endevco Model 2211C with
Model 26148 input
amplifier

Endevco Model 2215 with
26148 input amplifier

Honeywell Visicorder
oscillograph, Model 1508

4 Bucld strain pges,
metal film type
c6-121

2 Mirco-measurement
strain gages, 90o
Rosette, type EP-30

2 Micro-measurement strain
gages, 90o Rosette, type
EP-030 125TF-120

4-in. potentiometric
displace¡nent transducer

19-in. potentiometric
displacement transducer

Electro-matic radar
speed meter, Model
S2A, rvith Esterline
Angus Graphic
Ammeter, Model AW

Mounted on left main
frame member 9 ft
behind most forward
point on hrmper

Mounted on 1ã0-lb
concrete block belted
to driver's seat

Mounted near bse of
post

Situated in instrumen-
tation trailer ?5 ft
from target sign

Mounted on flanges of
post*

Mounted on rear flange*

Mounted on mechanical
fuse*

Slip-joint release
mechanism at base of
post

Stip-joint retóase
mechanism at base of
post

Near impact area
(net. s)

Deceleration data
(crash vehicle)

Deceleration dÀta
(crash vehicle)

Acceleration data
(support post)

Paper record of
accelerometer and
strain gage sensing
under dynamic
loading conditions

Measurement of impact
force (time variable)

Measurement of strain
in rear flange (time
variable)

Measurement of
strain in fuse
ptate (time
variable)

Precise determination
of post displacement
on impact (time
variable)

Precise determinâtion
of post displacement
on impact (time
variable)

Velocity of crash
vehicle before
impact

¡Tests 40 ond 4l only.

to offer a constant resistance to slipping until maximum slip occurs (fig. fgc). The
moment curvature relation is assumed to be as shown in Figure 19b.

Numerical Procedure

The method used in the solution of this problem was developed by Srnith (17). It is
a modified constant velocity technique which utilizes a forward step integratlõn in time
of the finite difference equations of motion.

In the free body diagram for the post and vehicle in Figure 20a and d, the action
shown exists at any specified time during the impact event.

The equations of motion for the vehicle can be expressed in the following finite dil-
ference relations:

x1,t*1=X1,t*X1,tat (1)
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Fl,t*1= (xrrt+1 - x2rt+1)K

xr,,*1= -(F1, t*t)/Mt

*r, r* 1 = *1,, * il, t+ l at

where

X = displacement (ft),
I = velocity (ft/sec),
ii = acceleration (ftÁecz),

Fl = force on vehicle (lb),
Ml = vehicle mass (lb secTft), ano

K = vehicle spring stiffness 0b^t).

(2)

(3)

(4)

\
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For the post, the equations are

Q+l=

Mr, t* 1 = (F1, 
t+ t' A) -

0,

(

+ ôrat (5,

(6)lVH2!'2, t*1' -T'

e' ot* I

sin ot* r )

%,t*r

%+t = (M¡r,t+1 - ì4e, ¡*1)/t

ôt*1 = ôt *öt*rat
where

O= rotation of post (rad),
MF = accelerating moment (ft-lb),
Ir{e = ¡egirting moment of hinge (tt-t¡),

ð = slope of moment rotation properties of hinge (ft-tU/rad), and

J = mass moment of inertia 
"au, 

ntn "(@""0 )
The tnttial starttng condltions and order of calculation in the numerical proeedure

are shown in Figr¡re ?1.

Correlation

Figure 22 is a plot of the slip base displacement vs time for the actual sign and the
model. The model values fit the actual data very well up to the time of maxlmum slip
(14.8 millisec and 0. 0?3 ft slip). After slip is completed, the model values t"t rn" 

,.
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actual displacement. This is due to the rigid nature of the top support, i. e., no rota-
tion is allowed in the upper portions of the post above the hinge. Hence, the lower
portion wiII tag behind its tiue position. There is an excellent correlation between the i

times when slip is initiated and when the maximum slip occurs. i

Figure 23 plots vehicle displacement vs time. The results of the model show close
agreement with the test data. These plots appear as straight lines. In reality they are
not linear, but curvilinear in nature. This face can be observed by a proper choice of
ssale. Because the change in velocity is very small, the true nature of the curves is
obscured.

Two curves (nigs. 22and 23) are shown for the mathematical model. One curve
represents a solution computed using an impact velocity of 41. 0 mph (from radar
record); the other curve represents a solution computed using an impact velocity of
42.5 mph (high-speed film analysis). Both curves are included because the exact im-
pact velocity is not precisely known.

The data show a very good correlation for the early stages of post response to ve-
hicte impaet. The model accurately predicts post response up to the time that the base .
slips. To use this particular model, one must be very careful to insure that the upper
post and sign provide a very high rotational inertia and torsional rigidity. This implies
that this model is good only for large rigid posts. Other models are being developed to
handle smaller posts.

It is difficult to determine the time of critical events from the high-speed film with
any degree of certainty. Attempts have been made to install other instruments which
would verify film observations. These attempts have been only partially successful at
this writing. Figure 24 shows sequence photographs from the high-speed film of
Test No. 41. The critical events observed are listed below:

= 0, bumper touches post,
= 0.015, post base disengages,
= 0.027, mechanical fuse fractures, and
= 0.070, post leaves contact with the vehicle.

Conclusions

The concepts developed through this research have been put into practical applica-
tion on the Interstate Highway System in various parts of the country. At this writÍng,
there have been 31 accidents in Texas involving break-away roadside signs of various
types. There have been no fatalities and no serious injuries. In eight of these acci-
dents the vehicle involved did not remain at the scene. In all but two cases the ve-
hicle was removed under its own power.

The mathematical model has proven valuable for the evaluation of design parameters
by providing information that could otherwise only have been obtained through a costly
testing program.
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Automobile-Barrier Impact Studies
Using Scale Model Vehicles
M. PETER JURKAT and JAMES A. STARRETT

Respectively, Chief and Research Engineer, Traffic Research Division, Davidson
Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology

oTHIS is a report on the continuing development of scale models as tools in the study
of vehicle dynamics. In this case, models were used to study the automobile-center
bamier impact phenomenon.

The particular intent of the initial study was to develop design criteria for non-
yielding concrete center barriers, such as those installed on the New Jersey State
Highway System. The method for evaluating proposed criteria was to build scale mod-
els of the barriers and to test the effect of the incorporated design features by cata-
pulting scale model vehicles into them at various speeds and angles. The resulting
trajectory and attitudes of the model vehicle, as observed by high-speed movies, would
then give an indication of the effectiveness of various design features.

The design data were not realized in this effort, due to circumstances mentioned
later, but we feel that indicatio¡rs of the usefulness of models as tools in testing vehicle
restraining devices were established.

BACKGROUND

The use of scale models in the evaluation of design features has an extensive history.
Their use in aerodynamic studies in wind tunnels is common knowledge. Hydrodynamic
studies on hull shapes and rudders areonly slightlyless well known.

Considerably less well known is the use of models in off-road mobitity research.
The Davidson Laboratory G, !) pioneered this application a^fter World lVar II; the field
has since grown to the poiril rflhere some off-road equipment manufacturers and several
laboratories have soil bins in which model tests can be run. Model testing is now a
standard, accepted alternative to theoretical and full-scale work in the evaluation of
vehicles and components to be used in media ranging from water through marsh and mud
to solid packed earth.

Not completely proven, but actually less complicated, is the modeling of roadway
vehicle dynamics. Here the road-tirefwheel interface does not need to include soil
sinkage and cohesion; however, the tire-pavement interface is still complicated enough.
I will mention four particular efforts.

An early effort in road vehicle simulation by modeling is the work of Kamm (8) in
Germany. Duringthe early 1930's he tested the effects on stability and directioî hold-
ing of uneven brake application-in multi-axle truck-fult trailer configurations. For
these purposes he constructed 7o-scale self-powered models with rémotely actuated
electric brakes on each wheel. These models had complete suspension systems with
friction dampers, operating differentials, and selective all wheel drive. Initially these
were run across a gym floor, but later this work was transferred to a rolling road.

In the late 1950's, I(ainm returned to model work (9). Again he studied stability and
direction holding, this time under the impact of wind lorces. He built a highly sophis-
ticated model, operated on a rolling road, which incorporated remote steering and
brake application. During the running of the model, it was possible to change the
center of gravity fore-aft and laterally, as well as the attack point of the wind forces.
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More recently, in 1960 the Davidso¡r Laboratory (6, 7) studied the stabillty properties
of a train of four j eeps and the controls necessary toipõrate it at roadway speeds . By
modeling only the steering linkages, backbones, and rear axle differentials (on the roII-
ing road), we found the changes needed to allow the train of vehicles to track truly and
also to be stable at 50 mph, whereas the original configuration became unstable at 20
mph.

Closer to our effort is the study performed by Ayre and his associates (1, 2, 3) at
Johns Hopkins University in the early 1950's. Under study there wereeneflgylabîorbing
cable and post-type guardrails. The layout consisted of a track along which the model
was propelled until it achieved its desired speed; the model then rolled freely on a plat-
form where the cable, anchored at one end, was stretched at an angle in the path of the
oncoming model vehicle. The other end of the cable was attached to a tensioning device
which could be adjusted to yield initial tension and included a strain-gaged section to
record maximum tension during impact. Posts were set into the platform behind the
cables to simulate the upright supports of a cable guardrail. There was no solid con-
nection between the cable and the posts.

The model consisted, essentially, of a box mounted on four wheels. The wheels
were baII bearings, the outer race of which acted as the tire. The surface of the plat-
form was varied to yield different coefficients of friction. Most of the results were
given for a coefficient of 0. 33 . The vehicle was scaled essentially by what is called
Froude's law for time, rnass and distance, and a law for force which was determined
by the ratio of the elastic properties of the full-scale cable to the model cable. As no
vertical motion was contemplated by the investigators, they judged this to be sufficient
for modeling the phenomenon they were studying.

Their results yielded data about the relationship of the angle of departure and maxi-
mum cable tension under various initial angles of vehicle impact and velocity.

Our attempt reversed the foregoing procedure, in that our model was dynamic and
our barrier rigid. We allowed for vertical motion of the model vehicle, and so extended
the list of vehicle parameters required to be modeled correctly. The restriction to
.ron-yielding bamiers made the modeling of the trajectory and attitude of the vehicle
depend entirely on the vehicle itself, the barrier playing the passive role of just being
there. Whe¡r a model is built wlúch faithfully simulates the impact of a full-scale vehi-
cle against such a barrier, it ca¡r be assumed to be a good model and may be used with
confidence i¡r studies with other rigid barrier shapes and active restraining devices.
This is the approach we have attempted.

EQUIPMENT DESIGN

Scaling Laws

In our case, which involved afree-moving body impacting a rigid, non-yielding bar-
rier, the choice of scaling laws to follow was relatively straightforward. The vehicle
would move forward o¡r the test platform, climb the barrier under its own momentum,
be propelled vertically and laterally from the face of the barrier, and descend onto the
platform (or the barrier) and continue its motion, either rolling on its wheels or sliding
on its body. Inertial and gravitational effects tend to predominate over frictional and
other dissipative forces. We are clearly then inthe realm of Froude scaling. The
modeling formulas used are as follows.

Froudets law

MVZ/L _

MG

mv'/1

v=u
/ Lc /t*

(1)

mg
(2)
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For scale factor

Ground pressure

For equal ground pressure

Newtonrs law

P = F/Lz

P=tA2
F Lz .2-=-Â=^ft"

G=g
Y=L/T
v=Vt

L=trI

v={Ñ

T={It

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(?)

F=À2f

lV = À1¡y

F = ML/Tz

f. = ml/tz

F ML t2 M=-=---=-fmlTzm

M=ppl

m = pmlt
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I
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(8)
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(10)
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bquat density

PP=Pm

( 13)

For this presentation, full-scale parameters are indicated by capital letters and
model parameters by lower case letters. Froude's law postulates the equality of the
dimensionless quantity: velocity over the square root of distance times the acceleration
of gravity, for both the full-scale vehicle and the model (Eq. 1). If this ratio is squared
and the numerator and denominator are multiplied by mass, this law states that the
relative effects of inertia (in the numerator) and gravity (in the denominator) should be
the same on the vehicle and the model (Eq. 2).

Clearly, G = B. From this, the fact that V = L/T, v = Vt (Eq. 3), and that the
tengths are related by the scale factor ¡ (Eq. 4), we see that velocity and time scale
with the factor Vf (Eqs. 5, 6).

In the determination of how to scale forces, we are faced with some difficulty.
An instinctively satisfying assumption, and one which is used in off-road mobility

work and some on-road vehicle modeling, is to require that ground pressure (Eq. ?)

under the tire contac! patch be equal for the prototype and the model. This yields a
force relation with ).2 ás the scalè factor (Eq. S). In particular, weight scales as À'
(gq. 9) . The density scaling factor- may be derived by the application of Newton's law
(Eq. 10). The ratio of masses is ).'(Eq. 1l), and it is also the ratio of densities times
À3. This yields a density relationship which is as l/À (Eq. 12).

TVo problems appear, one practical, the other theoretical. Practically, scaling a
lO00-lb car by % scate gives 62 Ib as the weight of the model; even at %z scale the
model weighs 28 tb. If the foregoing theory were beyond question, we would be limited
to using only heavy models. But to say that the forces involved in the tire-road inter-
actions at various speeds and road surfaces are directly and predominantly related to
ground pressure is quite presumptuous. The tire-road interactions are a combination
of elastic deformation, mechanical reaction, and friction phenomena which are still
not entirely understood. This makes a force scaling based on equal ground pressure
rather tenuous.

An alternative is to assume equal densities between prototype and model and to use
Newtonrs law to derive a relation between forces. This yields a cube law for scaling
(Eq. 13). It also forces the model tires to be so constructed that the measurable ef-
fects of the tire-road interaction hold according to this cube scaling law. These include
cornering force, static radial and side deflection (spring ratio), and coefficient of
friction. These quantities do not yield the entire description of a tire, but the state of
the art is not sufficiently advanced to do much more. Dynamic deformations, rolling
momentsof inertia, etc., canbemeasured, butoneisalmostforcedtoscaledownthe
measuring device to validate the model tires built according to these parameters.

The model described here was constructed according to the cube law for force
scaling.

Prototype Data and Scaled Quantities

A description of a full-scale vehicle sufficiently complete to build a model has so
far been impossible to locate. As the effort undertaken by Davidson Laboratory did not
include the testing of full-scale vehicles, we were forced to rely on published and in-
dustry sources for full-scale data. General Motors, Monroe Auto Equipment Co., and
the research labs of Uniroyal Corp. were cooperative in supplying such data as they
had, but for proprietary reasons, and because of their lack of need for such data, we
could not get information on many parameters neededfor complete and accurate scaling.
Nevertheless, we used what we could get.

FM
Tm - PpLt - '.o*¡-"
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The following table gives the physical parameters of the full-scale vehicle we tried
to model: a typical 1964 low-priced, full-size 4-door sedan loaded with four passen-
gers.

Parameters Full-Scale Vehicle Scale Factor
Model

Ideal Actual

Wheelbase

Track
Front
Rear

Center of gravity
Lateral

Longitudinal

Vertical

Tire OD

rvVeight

Front
Rear

Moment of inertia
Pitch

Static ride rate
Front
Rear

Tire vertical
Spring rate

118 in.

60.3 in.
59. 6 in.

0.26 in.
(teft of center)

59.2 in.
(front axle)

21. 1 in.
(ground)

25. 5 in.
4353 tb
22t6 tb
213? tb

2935 slug ftz

191 lblin.
203 lblin.
925lb/ín, at 25 psi

1100 lblin. at 30 psi

^ 
='/a t4 .'t5 14.0

ì
I

À

I
À

7.54
7.46

1.4
7.4

0.03 0.0

?.39 7 .4

2.64 2.6

3. 19 3.2

8.50 8.5
4.33 4.3
4.17 4.2

415.0 415.0

2.985 3.0
3.165 3.2

14.45 3t.2
1?. 18 3t.2

À

À3

À3

tr3

À5

À2
).2

À2

À2

The second column shows the scale factors of each particular parameter. For this
study we chose a /çscate model. The column tabelèd 'rideal'r lhows what the param-
eters of the model would be under exact application of the scaling law, and the last
column shows the parameters of the model as actually constructed. Briefly, this tabte
calls for a model with a L{t/n-in, wheelbase, Zlz-in.lrack, and weighing a6óut g% t.
One discrepancy is that the model tires are about twice as stiff as called for by the
ideal value, because we did not get the tire data in time to acquire the approprÍate
materials before this model was tested.

Important by their absence are the parameters for which we got nofull-scale data.
Roll and yaw moments of inertia, unsprung weight, and the restoring moments of the
front wheels are important values for automobile-barrier impact studies. lt¡e made
educated guesses at these quantities.

Overall Configuration

In the model weconstructed(Fig. 1), a backbone partlyof 3l-in. aluminum box section
is rigidly connected to two beams to which the rear end is connected. The solid rear
axle is connected by a fa}e drive shaft to the backbone with a ball joint which allows aII
but fore-aft motion. The Panhard rod, partly hidden in the photo, provides lateral
rigidity.



Figure I. Fully ossembled model.
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Suspension, Wheels and Tires

The rear suspension consists of two
coil springs and shock absorbers mounted
forward of the axle. Rear weights and a
roll bar are shown.

The front end uses an unequal length
parallel A-arm suspension supported by
concentric shock absorbers and coil
springs. (This may be seen more clearly
in Figs. ?, B and 9.)

Figure 2 showsthe shockswhen extended
compressed and disassembled. The rod
is about St/,tín. long, the body about lr/z in.
Iong.

The wheels are made of two machined disks of aluminum screwed together. They
are supported on 7rin. tempered steel stub axtes by small roller bearings.

The tires are machined from potyurethane foam of 10 pci density, and coated. The
density of the foam is the major way to vary tire characteristics, with the coating and
the dimension of the tire retainer affecting side wall strength and cornering force
characteristics to some degree.

Thebodyof theshockabsórberassembly (Fig. 3) ist/z-in. ODbrasstubingwithTeflonend
seals which act as bearings for the rod. The piston is mounted rigidly on this rod.
Different compression and rebound damping rate is achieved by drilling holes in the
piston and mounting a flapper valve against one side. rühen the rod wants to move up
(compression), fluid forced through the holes opens the valve and flows around the edge
of the piston and through the hotes. When the rod wants to move down (rebound), the
fluid closes the flapper valve and seals the holes, thereby allowing fluid to pass only
around the piston. Damping rates can be varied by changing the size of the piston, the
number and size of the holes, and the density of the fluid.

Barriers
The purpose of the model, of course, was to test barriers, in this case the New

Jersey concrete barrier curb (Fig. 4b). The GM barrier (19) is very similar to the
N.J. Larrier(Fig.4a). Itisincludedinthisstudybecausõ-ltwastheonlyconcrete
barrier against which recorded crash tests had been run. It turned out that the movies

Figure 2. Shock obsorber ond wheels.
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of these tests, which were run by GM be-
fore their installation at the GM Proving
Grounds, were not entirely adequate for
model validation purposes, as discussed
later.

The dimensions shown are the /¡scate
model barriers. FulI scale, thesebarriers
are 32 in. high, with the center cut 10 in.
high in the New Jersey bamier and 13 in.
in the GM bamier. The other major dif-
ference is that the top face in the N.J.
barrier makes a 6-deg angle with the ver-
tical, whereas the top face of the GM bar-
rier makes about a 10-deg angle with the
vertical.

The New Jersey State Highway Depart-
ment has been using these barriers as
center barriers on state highways. The
actual heights, as installed, range from
18 to 40 in. GM has installed its version
of this barrier as bridge parapets on two
bridges in the proving ground.

The model barriers we constructed
were originally made of wood, but we found
that the metal rims of the wheels took
large chunks out as the model impacted.
(The model barriers in Figs. ?, 8 and 9
were made out of concrete.)

Test Layout

Figure 5 shows the overall plan of the
test facility. A compressed-air catapult
is used to propel the model, guided by a
track, under the timing gate and into the
face of the barrier. The speed of the
model is picked off by two cat whiskers
through which the front and rear roll bars
of the model complete a timing circuit
with a 100,000 cps counter. The front bar
starts the counter, the rear bar stops it.
The barrier is placed on a platform under
an overhead camera running at 128 pic-
tures per second (pps). A higher speed
camera, running at 700 pps, is mounted
in front of the model and points in a di-

Figure 3. Shock qbsorber ossembly.

rection parallel to the face of the barrier. Lights are arranged in two rows, one be-
hirtd the banier, the other facing the barrier on the other side of the indicated lane
markers. A sequence timer synchronizes the camera, tights, and catapult when a test
is being run.

To achieve various angles of impact, the barrier is moved in relation to the catapult
and the entire platform is moved to present the same view to the cameras. Speed of
the model is controlled by the pressure in the catapult accumulator.

Test Procedure

The test procedure is very simple. The model Ís positioned, the cataputt accumula-
tor is filled to the desired pressure for the desired speed (we were able to hit a planned
speed within 2 b 3 ft/ sec), the cameras are loaded, and a sequence timer is started.
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GENERAL MOTORS

BARRIER

MODIFIED N. J.
BARRIER

Fisure 4. Model borriers (model dimensions in inches).

At the proper times the camera starts, gets up to speed, the lights go on, and the
catapult fires.

Even with film changes and planned model configuration changes, 20 or 30 impact
tests can be conducted in half a day.
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Figure 5. Test loyout showing cotopult, borrier ond comerc¡s.

RESULTS AND FUTURE PLANS
Results

In a model investigation the burden is on the model builder to prove that his model
properly simulates the full-scale event. At the start of this effort, we had hoped that
there existed sufficient data describing automobiles and severalfilm-documenled futl-
scale impacts to allow us to validate the model or evaluate modeling distortions. This
hope was never completely or satisfactorily realized.

Some of the vehicle parameters needed for modeling about which we were unable to
find adequate information have been mentioned. Furthermore, we found only one
recorded impact with a concrete barrier: that by GM when they were studying bamiers
to find a suitable one to use as a bridge parapet. The GM tests, which préceáed ours
by several years, were not run to obtain information precise enough fofmodeling; con-
sequently, the test practice included many features which compromised its vatudior
our purposes. The overhead/side view camera was panning, the undercarriage of
the car remained in shadows for most of the test, the exact speed was not mealured,
the friction characteristics of the road surface were not meaJured, and thehigh-speed
film stopped before the action was complete.

The upshot of this is that we were not able to vatidate the model with confidence. At
present, we have built a model with the information we had available and have tried to
compare its overall aspects to the GM film.

The significant action of the GM test is shown in Figure 6. Figure ? shows the
model run which closest approximates the GM run, but the speed was significanfly



Figure ó. Full-scole vehicle, Generol Motors borrier, S0 mph, l2-deg ongle of impoct.

Figure 7. Dovidson loborotory model, Generol Motors borrier, 23.8 mph, l2-deg ongle of impocf .

lower. Model runs at speeds comparable to the GM test are shoÌvn in Figures I and 9,
Figure 8 showing a model run against the GM barrier and Figure I showing a run
against the New Jersey barrier.

The major discrepancy between these two high-speed model runs is that against the
GM barrier the model rolls away from the barrier and lands on its right wheels,
whereas against the New Jersey barrier the model rolls toward the barrier and lands
on the teft wheels. This action was consistent at all speeds and angles tested.

That the model shown does not accurately simulate the GM test may be seen by the
fact that at speeds comparable according to modeling laws, the model climbs much
higher on the barrier and rolls to a greater degree. AIso, the rear axle bottoms in
the model runs, but it does not appear to do so in the GM test. To correct these de-
ficiencies, we would have to know the roll moment of inertia, the restoring rates of the
steering system, and the unsprung weights of the rear and front suspension assemblies.

In all, there are overall similarities and some significant deviations between the
full-scale run and the model impact.
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Figure 8. Dovidson loborotory modelrGenerolMotors borrierr 43.0 mph, l2-deg ongle of impoct.

Figure 9. Dovidson loborotory model; New Jersey borrier, 40.5 mph, l2-deg ongle of impoct.

There were several things which could have made the model a more valid repre-
sentation: softer tires, steerable front wheels, and greater roll inertia. A flexible
steering would have allowed the front wheels to assume a position more parallel to the
barrier face and would haverrsteeredrr the car along and down the barrier much like
the full-scale vehicle. We feel that proper tire and chassis distortion modeling are
also important areas of improvement.

However, a trade-off shows itself . Even if we could duplicate what is on the GM
film, it would not constitute a validation. No information is known about how repre-
sentative the GM run is, how the undercarriage components act during impact, and just
what the tire-road/barrier interactions are. Until such information is available, it
seems inappropriate to spend more money building a better model.

Plans

Should vehicle description data become available,
step to complete the model to represent it faithfully.

it should be a relatively simple
Then a serious model testing
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program to investigate the action of many barrier configurations can be under-
taken.

Witha model, and its ability to generate large amounts of data quickly, astatistically
valid experiment is straightforward to run. Controlled and systematic variation of
parameters can be introduced to many variables in the barrier design, and precise in-
formation about height of the vehicle climb, degree of roll, force of impact against the
barrier and road can all be generated in several weeks of running. In addition, studies
could introduceenergy-absorption materials into the experiment. Both yielding bar-
riers andvehicle-mounted absorption devices could be studied. However, it must be
realized that the introduction of yielding structures introduces significant dissipative
forces, whose scaling is a harder problem than that described here. Conceptually,
few problems appear in the scaling of strength of materials; practically, there are
sure to be some.

In summary, it would seem that this effort shows vehicle model testing of impact
phenomenon is a feasible method of data gathering and points to a flexible and inex-
pensive way of testing new restraining devices for our highway systems.
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Dynamic Tests of Comugated Metal
Beam Guardrail
JOHNL. BEATON, ERIC F. NORDLIN, andROBERTN. FIELD

Respectively, Materials and Research Engineer, Assistant Materials and Research
Engineer, and resting Engineer supervisor, california Division of Highways

This report gives the results of seven full-scale test collisions
with several different designs of blocked-out corrugated metal
beam guardrail. Three beam heights, two post spacings and
two beam metals were tested. Short lengths of guardrail were
also tested. The overall results of this test program were cor-
related to field performance and the results of past tests to ar-
rive at a new standard guardrail design for California highways.

'A RECENT study G) of "ran-off-road'r type accidents indicated that the primaryreason
for installing guardiãil on embankments anã adjacent to fixed objects is tõ reducä the
combined effects of the severity and frequency of such accidents. The study concluded
that guardrail will reduce accident severity only when the overall severity of striking
the guardrail is less than the overall severity of going down the embankment or striking
the fixed object. This, combined with operational indications that 1960 guardrail de-
signs were somewhat inadequate for present day high-speed traffic, led us to reexamine
current California standard designs. We felt that, in the future, when guardrail is
necessary it must provide a positive means of redirecting the impacting vehicle. In
addition, we wanted to verify the results of dynamic tests conducted at Lehigh Univer-
sity (Ð, which had indicated the possiblity of utilizing aluminum as an alternate for
steel in corrugated beam guardrail. The Lehigh tests had been conducted under colli-
sion conditions somewhat less severe than the general guidelines established by the
HRB Committee on Guardrails and Guideposts (3).

Therefore, a series of full-scale impact test3 of blocked-out corrugated metal beam
guardrail was conducted in 1964 by the California Division of Highways. In general,
this report covers tests of two post spacings, three beam heights and two beam metals,
and correlates the findings from other tests and field performance to this series.

Following the Missouri Highway guardrail test in 1934 (4), California adopted as the
standard guardrail the curved steel plate beam mounted on heat-treated spring steel
brackets and wood posts. This guardrail served well until the late 1950's when the
speed and weight of traffic started to overpower it.
_ . In 1960, following full-scale dynamic tests at the General Motors Proving Ground
(Ð anA [mited tests of our o\rrn (Q, a new guardrail design was adopted as tie Catifor-
nia Division of Highways standard. It utilized a l2-gtge (0. 105-in. ) corrugated steel
beam mounted 24 in. high overall, blocked out with 8- by 8- by 14-in. treated Dougtas
fir blocks on 8- by B- by 60-in. treated Douglas fir posts spaced 12 ft 6 in. on ceniers.
This design was used until the results of the tests in this report were analyzed. As a
result of these tests, the standard guardrail design now used utilizes a L2-gage (0. fOS-
in.) corrugated steel beam mounted 2? in. high overall, blocked out with g: uy g- ¡y
14-in. treated Douglas fir blocks on 8- by 8- by 64-in. treated Douglas fir posts spaced
6 ft 3 in. on centers.

Poper sponsored by Committee on Guqrdroi ls. Medion Bqrriers ond Sign, Signol ond Lighting Supports
ond presented ot the 4óth Annuol Meeting.
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In 1965, following adoption of this guardrail design, it was decided that the effec-
tiveness of short sections of guardra.ii or other energy attenuation devices to protect
traffic from collision with solid roadside objects should also be investigated. The first
two tests of this series are included in this report and the results are considered fun-
damental to good guardrail design. Two short lengths (3?.5 and 62.5 ft) of guardrail
were tested to measure the effectiveness of such installations.

AII tests followed the criteria outlined by the HRB report on full-scale testing of
guardrails (3). The test procedure, in general, followed that outlined in previous Cali-
fornia reporTs (S, q). The test vehicles, 1962 and 1964 model 4000*-lb automobiles
utilizing their own power, were guided into the test guardrail collisions by radio con-
trol. An anthropometric dummy (Sierra Sam) occupied the driver's seat during each
collision. It served two functions: (a) as a human simulator to provide a record of the
kinematics of a body during such collisions, and (b) to test various restraint systems
which were furnished and installed by the California Highway Patrol. The data from
the first function are included in Table 3. The data from the second function were not
considered germane to this report.

DISCUS$ON

Beam Height

Operational experience and previous tests indicate that beam height above ground
is one of the more significant variables contributing to the effectiveness of a barrier
system. Experience (tO) atso indicates a beam height of 30 in. functions well in double
blocked-out median barriers. In addition, the test on a single blocked-out metal beam
median barrier (Test 106, Appendix) gave excellent results. However, this test and
others (6) indicate that a rubbing rail is needed with a 30-in. beam heiglrt.

Operãtionat experience reveals that a beam height of 2? in., even though blocked
out, is about optimum for guardrail without a rubbing rail, if wheel entrapment is to
be avoided. This was confirmed by Test 107, in which the beam height was 27 in.

Test 105 showed that the 1960 standard guardrail design, composed of a blocked-
out steel beam mounted 24 in. high on posts spaced 12 ft 6 in. on centers, was ineffec-
tive and unreliable in redirecting a modern vehicle traveling at high speed and impact-
ing at an angle of 25 deg. The 24-in. beam height used in Test 105 was a factor in

Figure l.
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*Exit 
ongle mecured os vehicle leoves borrier.

TABLE I

VEHICLE REACTION VS BEAM HEIGHT

qt/ \

sa:.ùri¡

TEST EARRIER TYPE BEAM MATERIAL
PERM.

'ET 
Ii

BEAM

IEAM HEIGHI /EHICLE ROLI VEHICLE
I

EXIT
ANGLE

OF
LEFT IIGHT SPEED

r05 S¡ngle Elocked-out
Guordro¡l 12 90. Golv. Steel 5" 24" t6" - Jump - 58 mph 30"

r06 Single Elocked -out
Medion Borrier 12 qo. Golv. Steel 2t" 30" 34" - Flot - 60mph t30 t9'

r07 Single Blocked -oul
Guordro¡ I

12 go. Golv. Steel t8" 27" 29" - Flol - 60mph t70 r3'

ro8 Single Blocked-out
Guordro ¡l l2 go. Golv. Sleel t8" 24" 28" 5o 59 mDh t90 r3'

r09 S¡ngle Slocked-oul
Guord ro ¡l O.l56" Aluminum 24" :o¡ led lefore

bilu ¡¡
60 mph

Figure 2.
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permitting the vehicle to mount, and thus vault, the guardrail.- In this test tåe de-
ilecUng guardrail reached a point where, due to the tocation of impact forces (front
bumper), the beam rotated about its own axis to a ramp position; then, as the front
wheet of the vehicle retracted upward into the wheel well, it mounted the beam easily
and smoothly (rig. f).

The 24-in. beam height was retained for Test 108; however, the post spacing was
reduced to 6 ft 3 in. on centers. In contrast to Test 105, the vehicle in Test 108 was
successfully redirected because the shorter span increased the lateral and torsional
stabitity of the beam. However, the vehicle rolled slightly into the guardrail during
impact (ta¡te t).

In Test 107, raising the beam height to 2? in. and retaining the 6-ft 3-in. post
spacing produced results similar to those of Test 108. However, there was less
pócketing and no tendency for the vehicle to roll (Table 1).

The 30-in. -high beam in Test 106 and the 27-in. -high beam in Test 10? deflected
taterally and upward (taUfe t). This upward deflection ls caused by the 'rriding underrr
tendency of the vehicle. In this manner vehicular roll was held to a mlnimum value
as the guardrail provided a restraining force to the upward movement of the adjacent
vehicle side. The 30-in. -high beam provides added insurance against vehicle roll-
over or penetration, particularly where uneven or sloping terrain could cause a ve-
hicle to vault immediately in advance oI impact.

Guardrait beams mounted at a height of 24 in. showed a slight rotation outwardly
(counterclocli¡pise in direction of vehlcle travel) around the longitudinal a:ris due to a
combination of the deflection behavlor of the guardrail system and vehicle roll. This
rotation was not evident ln beams mounted at a height of 27 or 30 in. where the upward
deflection prevented vehicular roll.

Figure 3.
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Rubbing RaiI

A moderate amount of post damage caused by wheel entrapment was evident in the
guardrail studied in Test 10?, which indicated tha:t 27 in. is the maximum beam height
that should be used without a rubbing rail. The rubbing rail was effective in installá-
tions with beam heights exceeding 2? in. In Test 106, the rubbing rail sustained con-
siderable damage and materiatty aided the barrier in redirecting the veNcle. Although
this function is secondary to that of preventing wheel entrapment, the rubbing rail on
the 30-in. -high guardrail gives added strength to this system.

A rubbing rail of lesser section modulus than the structural channel employed in
Test 106 was used in another test (not reported here). The results emphasized the
need of. a strong rubbing rail to prevent pocketing when the 30-in. beam height is used
(Fie. 2).

Bumper Height vs Beam Height

Data analysis from Test 105 indicated that the vautting problem on the 24-in. -high
blocked-out corrugated steel beam guardrail was compounded by the front bumper {e-ometrics of the 1962 Chrysler test vehicle (Fie. 3).

Investigation of bumper geometrics revealed that a majority of U. S. -manufactured
vehicles for the years 1962 through 1965 were equipped with bumpers having charac -
teristics similar to those of the 1962 Chrysler test vehicle (Fig. a). It is possibte that
this feature of the newer vehicles has contributed to the high incidence of guardrail
vaultings reported by our operational departments. Note in Figure 4 that the bumpers
of the newer automobiles from the four leading manufacturers would strike a 24-in. -
high guardrail above the center of the beam. This point of impact, in conjunction with
the curved, sloped-back bumper design, increases the possibility of vaulting due to the
eccentric loading about the beam's longitudinal axis of rotation.

Post Spacing

The importance of the relationship between post spacing and torsional stability of
the beam at critical beam heights can be demonstrated by comparing Tests 10b and
108. Although three of the posts spaced 6 ft 3 in. on centers were shattered or badly
damaged in Test 108, there was sufficient resistance to rotation for a sufficient length
of time to develop the beaming action necessary to effectively redirect the vehicle. 1n
Test 105, with the beam at the same 24-in. height but with posts spaced 12 ft 6 in. on
centers, the vehicle readily vaulted the guardrail. Therefore, post spacing as well as
beam height should be considered a major factor affecting guardrail (or bairier) per-
formance.

Effect of Blocked-Out Beam

The relative effectiveness of the blocked-out barrier design in preventing excessive
vehicular roll may be seen by comparing Test bOb, conducted in 195g (Fig. b), with
Test 108, Piate C (Appendix). Even with the additional rigidity providediy ttre double
beam, the design used in Test 505 was ineffective in preventing vehicle roll-over.
During contact with any semirigid beam-type barrier, an impacting vehicle tends to
roll toward the barrier. Resistance to this roll is provided by the weight of the ve-
hicle acting downward, and it is either helped or hindered by the moment couple be-
tween the horizontal center of gravity of the car and the center of gravity of the beam.
Since the most critical time of any barrier collision occurs during- the first few hun-
dredths of a second after impact as the beam is being deflected but before axial tension
has become effective, it is important that the beam height be maintained or increased
slightiy as the post rotates (Fig. 6) . The effect of btocking-out the beam is to minimize
vehicular roll by providing restraining forces above the center of gravity of the vehicle
during the early and most critical time of collision. In contrast, the height of the non-
blocked-out beam immediately decreases during post rotation, thereby décreasing the
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1965

L964
CHE\TROLET

-
L964

POttTIAC

L964
FORD

Comparison of vehlcle
bumper heights to

24-in. high guardrail.

L965 L963 e L964
CHRYSLER

Figure 4.

effectiveness of the barrierrs restraining forces. This can result in the beam acüng
as a ramp before it has an opportunity to start resisting axially.

Beam Material

Satisfactory guardrail performance may be expected only when a beam of sufficient
strength is used in conjunction with a proven geometric design. This was amplified

@

r.965 L963

L963
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TEsr 505 1g5B

DoubLe Metal Beam Median Barrler wlth
galvanlzed steel corrugated beam
mounted,on B- ¡y B-in. O. F. posts
spaced ô-ft 3-1n. on centers.

Impact Speed l8lmph
Impact angle 31t
Beam Hetght ZJ-Lo,

Figure 5.

by all of the tests in general, and rests 108 and 10g in particular. The aluminum
beam of Test 109 exhibited numerous individual failures through the impact zone. In
this test, failure resulted from a combination of tensile and bending stresses in ex-
cess of those capable of being resisted by the material (r'ig. ?). The aluminum atloy
used in this series of tests had been selected by the Aluminum Assoclation Committee
on Highway Applications following the results oftestsconducted by Lehigh University
q). It is important to note that the Lehigh tests were conducted at impãct angles nó
greater than 15 deg and utilized vehicles weighing less than 3500 lb.
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Previous tests (9) on median barriers
using aluminum beam material have shown
that aluminum beam failures generally
occur at posts, either through reduced
sections at splice holes or at other points
of high stress concentration induced by
severe bending deformation. Some fail-
ures occurred near midspan and are be-
lieved to have been initiated by the same
lack of resistance to high dynamic stress
concentrations. These bending stresses,
present with large beam deflections, cause
Iocal buckling at the top and bottom of the
beam. The buckled areas, appearing as

ripples, are more apparent in steel sections, although they do not cause tears as in
the aluminum. The difference in performance of steel and aluminum appears to stem
from the difference in stress-strain relationships and ductility of the two materials
(rig. g and Table 2).

This difference can be observed by comparing the examples (a, b and c) ofdeformed
steel beams that were successful in redirecting the vehicle with the examples of alu-
minum failures (d, e and f) shown in Figure ?.

Due to the unpredictable manner of load application by the various vehicle compo-
nents, a barrier beam must have the capability of accepting large plastic deformations
without failure, or it must operate within its elastic limit and resist local deformations
such as is done by most bridge rails Q). Steel exhibited this plastic capability and
performed satisfactorily with no failures that a"ffected the effectiveness of the guard-
rail (Fig. ?).

Energy Dissipation

The behavior pattern of any semirigid barrier subjected to vehicle impact must in-
clude deflections if the collision is to result in lower deceleration values (acting on
both the vehicle and its occupants) than occur during a similar collision with a rigid
barrier. At the instant of impact, the vehicle has a certain amount of kinetic energy
(ta¡te 3) which may be resolved into components parallel, perpendicular, and vertical
to the barrier. If the vehicle is to be redirected effectively, the perpendicular and
vertical energy components must be reduced or dlssipated. In the semirigid corruga-
ted metal beam guardrail, the energy dissipation is accomplished through bending
distortion and crushing of various parts of the vehicle and the barrier, including the
foundation soil. In a rigid barrier most of the energy is absorbed by vehicular failure
($), althongh the New Jersey solid concrete barrier at low angles of impact appears
to dissipate energy and minimize vehicle damage by uplift. A positive redirected
trajectory is attained by the vehicle only when its lateral kinetic energy component is
dissipated to the extent that it is less than the resistance of the barrier to further lat-
eral deflection.

Barrier Behavior

Beam Reaction-Although the barrier considered in this report is referred to as a
beañ-[ffi@i'he beam must withstand high axiat tensile stresses as well as bend-
ing stresses, if it is to function properly. This feature has received comments by
other researchers, some of whom state that full tensile strength of the beam should
be developed(!, Ð, while others claim by definition thataxial tensile stresses may
be considereA negligibte (13). It is believed that more information is needed concern-
ing this aspect, since a prãvious study (_Ð and Test 109 illustrate effects that may be
expected when the imposed tensile stresses cannot be resisted by the beam.
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Figure 7. Typicol foilures of steel ond oluminum beoms.
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Some insight as to the magnitude of the tensile stresses was gained from observa-
tions of the longitudinal movements of the beams during impact loading and the effects
of such movements. As the vehicle strikes the barrier, the lateral deflection of the
beam pulls the beam longitudinally toward the point of impact from both directions
along the installation. This movement is resisted by the posts through the bolts used
for mounting the beams and blocks. As the beam begins to move and before all the
slack in the bolt slots is taken up, the resisting force consists primarily of friction
¡etween the beams and blocks. When the ends of the slots reach the bolts, an addi-
tional resisting force is provided but, in most instances, some movement will still
occur and this tends to bend the bolts, causing extremely high bearing pressures on
one half of the block-post interface. Observations during this test series revealed that
the block frequently splits through the bolt hole in a plane perpendicular to the barrier.
There were instances where the tearing action of the bolts extended the slot length in
the steel beam by approximately 5 in. (Fig. 9). However, these severe reactions were
Iimited to the impact zone, where larger strains in the beams were evident.

TABLE 2

MECHANICAL TEST AVERAGES OF GUARDRAIL MEMBERS

o.¡os"St..t Brom o2c;.;;>:

SPECIMEN NUMBER YIELD POINT
PSr

ULTIMATE
PSI

ELONG, R.A.
o/o

IMPAC' It
LI ¡tANs

Ste€l Boom

to5 54, t22 7t, 49t 2t.t

56.4 9.0 t6.7
t06 56,396 75, O78 20.2

t07 57,203 77, 160 t9.8

to8 53,O03 7t 147 20.8

Aluminum Beom(.156") t09 59, 4 r5 67, 08O t6.o 34.2 5.3 5.3

Steel Chonnel t06 47,370 65,297 24.3 50. I t 6.7 38.7

Nofe: All somples token from beom in ¡mmediote impocl oroo.
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TABLE 3

DYNAMIC DATA ON VEHICLES

*Reodings 
indicole relqlive impqct ¡nlens¡ties os recorded on mechonicql stylus "lmpoctogroph." The mogniludes qre not to be

conslrued ø ocluol G forces.
**Exit ongle ond speed meosured 25 ft from point of impoct.

u*b

I

o00R DUMMY
RE-

;TRÂINT

000R
)PENEO

DUMMY IMPACT i VEHICLE IMPACT * VEHICLE TRAJECTORY

NO.
'ATtOÀ

LO NG. VERT. LONG. I VERT. ANGLE TT SPEEDI T
I MPACT

LOCAT IONL R UP 0l¡. L R 'w0J8cx UP ON ENf. EX IT ÉNT. EXIT

r05 o TYPÉ 4 )LOSEC .5 2 ,5 .4
NO

RECORO I NGS 25" JUMP 58 55 AT POST#8+2'

r06 t/2 TYPE 4 cLosE0 2.9 r.6 .2 t,4 t.5 t.6 250 t30 60 43 AT POST # t2+2'

to7 3-t/¿ LAP
EELT )PENEO 2.5 .9 t.l t.9 1.5 25. t7. 60 37 aT POST#t2+4'

to8 2" LAP
EELT )PENED 3.3 2.4 t.8 t.o t_8 t.5 250 t70 59 35 Af PosTJêI3

t09 2-t/d' TYPE 4 )PENEC 3.6 6 5 t.: 4.4 t.2 2.2 L 25" 60 o AT POST,'I2

Figure 9.
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Two types of post splitting were ob-
served. In the impact zone, posts some-
times split through the bolt holes. At
locations outside the impact zone, cracks
were observed near the edges of theposts,
caused by the high bearing pressures of
the blocks. When no slack was available
in the bolt slots for longitudinal beam
movement, greater torsional loads were

ir,'t transmitted to the posts and into the soil,
as was evidenced by wedge-shaped gaps
between the posts and the soil along the
sides of the posts. Operational orperience
indicates that post splitting near points of
impact on guardrail installations isfairly
common for Douglas fir posts.

Post-Soil Reactlons- Reviews of test
aataTäñãiTñ3þãõïiõn of the ins ta[ations
after impact indicate that posts are sub-
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"x" .28'LT¡¡t lo?
2C'-f.rr rO9

Boll6 ol Po¡t

Figure 10.

jected to severe damaging forces from direct vehicle contact and beam restraint. Final
deflected postions of the posts were someu¡here between the original vertical positions
and the maximum dynamic deflected positions. Madmum horizontal dynamic defl.ec-
tions through the impact zone exceeded permanent deflections by as much as 150 per-
cent. In transmitting tlre forces to the soil at the test site (a clayey loam), the posts
deflected as cantilevers and rotated about points along their vertical a¡<es. As the lat-
eral deflections of the post tops increased, the centers of rotation moved down along
the post axes. For very large deflections the rotation center appeared to very near the

a

i

I

l

l,

'l
I

Figure I l.
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Figure 12.

bottom of the post, which is in agreement wlth previous findings Q!) for rigid posts
(Fie. 10).' 

Éin"e'the installation was constructed on an airport runway with no imported base

material, the 2-in. asphalt wearing surface provided a cover which afforded an excel-
lent opportunity to obsérve the zonós of manimum stress within the soil. The asphalt
UehinAihe posts sheared cleanly in almost perfect circles approximately 2 ft in diam-
eter with the back faces of the posts cutting chords from them. These circles were
apparent only for posts in the impact zone and indicated, at the ground surface, the

limits of shear failure within the soil.
Figure 11 shows soil heave after one of the latter tests and illustrates the need for

adequáte setback from the hinge point, or deeper post embedment, for guardrail in-
stallations on fill sloPes.

Operational Experience

The blocked-out beam barrier concept has been supported consistenüy by satisfac-
tory performances of single and double block-out corrugated steel beam banier field
inslaitaUons. Investigatións of in-service barriers at accident locations revealed bar-
rier.behavior patternj almost identical to those exhibited by successful test barriers.
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Double blocked-out median barriers have performed exceptionally well, as shown in
Figures 12 and 13.

The operational success of 24-in. -high blocked-out guardrail with l2-ft 6-in. post
spacing did not equal that of the doubled blocked-out median barrier. However, Test
108 showed that the basic single blocked-out design was effective in redirecting the
vehicles if appropriate design dimensions, such as 6-ft 3-in. post spacing and 24-in.
(preferably 26- to 27-in,) beam height, were used.

Field surveys of damaged short sections of blocked-out guardrail with 12-ft 6-in.
post spacing used as obstruction deflectors for sign posts and bridge columns reveaLed
marginal performances, as shown in Figures 14 and 15 and verified by Tests 131 and
132 (Appendix).

Effect of Length

Certain design factors appear to be more significant in short deflector-type guardrail
installations than in the longer median barrier of guardrail installations. For in-
stance, in short installations the individual connections (Fig. 16) to posts must with-
stand greater loads than those of longer installations. The long lengths of guardrail
permit load transfer to posts at appreciable distances in both directions from the point
of impact. The tendency of the short barrier to deflect laterally as a unit (Tests 1.31
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Figure 14.

and 132) indicates that the combined resistance of the connections to the posts is less
than the strength of the beam.

In other words, there must be a sufficient number of posts in any beam and post
system to completely develop the axial strength of the beam. If not, then the strength
must be developed in some other manner, such as anchors. It may be possible to de-
sign connections to each post that would develop the full strength of the post-soil sys-
tem. This would also require closer (than present) tolerances in compaction and
moisture content control of the soil around posts. It appears that an anchoring system
would be the most practical.
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Figure 15.

Test 133, next in the current test series on short lengths of guardrail, will be
¡nducted on a short length of guardrail utilizing special 26-ft corrugated steel beam

end sections to form approximately 18 ft 9 in. of beam extension at each end. In a
manner employed by the Texas Highway Department, the extended beam ends will each
be twisted down and fastened to a concrete anchor.

sÉcTtoN TBRU
SEAM ELEMENT

BEAM SPLICE
5/0-¡ l.l/4'luiloô ñaûó orct t¡outta¿ Þolr ¡¡th ña¡ ñút¡.
lolol: t tar ttllca art a c.r r..ñ¡.ot raat¡on.

Figure ló. Corrugoted beom splice detoils. The beqm is fostened ot eqch post with os/"-in.corrioge
bolt (lorge heod) utilizing o cul steel wosher under the nut.
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CONCLUSTIONS

1. A 12-gage (0. tO¡-in. ) corrugated steel guardrail beam mounted 27 in. lúgh,
blocked out at least I in., on standard timber posts spaced 6 ft 3 in. on centers, will
perform satisfactorily. A 27-in. beam height is optimum for blocked-out corrugated
steel beam guardrail without a rubbing rail.

2. A guardrail (or median barrier) installation with the corrugated steel beam
mounted more than 2? in. high, even though blocked out, requires a rubbing rail to
prevent wheel entrapment.

3. A blocked-out corrugated steel guardrail beam mounted 24 in. high, on standard
timber posts spaced 6 ft 3 in. on centers, will generally perform satisfactorily. How-
ever, since this beam height is only slightly higher than the center of gravity of the
average passenger car, there are possibilities of vehicle roll-over and penetration
under extreme conditions of impact.

4, A corrugated steel beam guardrail with a span length of 12 ft 6 in. provides in-
sufficient lateral and torsional stability to resist heavy, lúgh-speed vehicle impact.
The torsional stability of the beam is particularly critical at this span when a beam
height of 24 i¡r. is used.

5. The results of Test 109 indicate that 0.156-in. Alclad 2024-TS aluminum alloy
is not equivalent to 12-gage (0. 105-in. ) galvanized steel for use as a corrugated guard-
rail beam in the current Califor¡ria standard geometric design.

6. Short sections (3?.5 and 62.5 ft) of corrugated steel beam guardrail are not sat-
isfactory barriers when impacted at high angles by heavy, high-speed vehicles. The
relatively small number of posts in these short sectio¡rs do not provide sufficient 1o¡r-
gitudinal resistance to the applied impact load. This permits the beam to form a pock-
et as it is pulled from each end toward the point of impact. The vehicle, under these
circumstances, proceeds through the guardrail with very little redirection.
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Appendíx
The following plates contain pertinent data and photographs of the seven impact

tests discussed in this report. Each group covers (a) a description of the bairÍer
installation, purpose, performance, barrier damage and vehiclã damage; (b) a data
sheet showing overhead or panned camera views ofvehicles through impáct, and a
tabulation of test parameters; (c) a sequence of pictures from the front Aatâ camera
or scaffold-mounted camera; and (d) photographs of barrier and vehicle damage.

TEST IO5 PLATE A

BARRIER: Blocked-ouü metal beam guardrall with galvanized
ffi (0.10!-ln.) steel corrugated beam mounted 24-tn. high
ftoõ õaqè of ùeam io sround), bÍocked-out with 8- uy 8- ¡y
ì4-i". ãreated DF bloõks, oi-8- by 8-tn. by 5-ft 6-in. treated
DF posts spaced 1'z-ft 6-in. on centers.

pURpOSE: To proof test the 1960 California standard blocked-out
ñffiean guärdrail design to obtaln base data for comparlson
wl-th test data from other guardrail designs.

pERFORI{ANCE: The vehlcle impacted the guardrail betwêen posts
F-a speefof !8-mph. The bumper rotated the beam axially
lnto a- ramp positÍon, enabling the car to vault the barrler.
The vehictê i.ose to à maxlmum height of 3O-1n. and was alrborne
lor 25-1t.

BARRIER DAI,IAGE: Two sectlons of beam were damaged. Three
posts wereTnocked out of altgnment, one of whlch-was shattered.
öne þlock-out block was splintered and one was split.

VEIIICIJ DAI4AGE: The vehicle sustained moderate front end
Aã¡nãæa6_vehicle was repaired for $250 and used as the
lmpact vehlcle 1n Test 10P.
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TEST 106 PLATE A

BAIRIER: Slngle blocked-out metal- beam medlan barrler wlth
galvan:Ized 12 gage (O.1O!-in.) steel corrugated beam mounted
30-1n.-hlgh (top ed¿ie of beam'to ground) aña bt-ocked-out withö- by U- by I4-1n. treated DF btocks, añd 6-in. 8.2-f¡galvanlzed steel chanhel rubblng ralL mounted L2-ln. hlgh(center of ralL to ground) on 8l Uy 8-in. by 6.0-ft treated
DF posts spaced 6-ft 3-in. on eenters.

3!¡npOSE: To proof test the 1960 Caüfornta standard slngle
bLocked-out metal beam medlan barrler deslgn.

PERFORI¡IANCE: The vehicle lmpacted the barrler
speæ-¡f¡O-mph and. remalned- ln contact for app
before being redlrected to an exlt angle of 13o
showed no tendency to Jump or ro1L.

at a post at a
roxlmately 19-ft
. The vehlcle

Þ¿E&IER DAMAGE: Three sectlons of beam and two sections ofrffi5fng rtrïïere damaged. Six posts were knocked out of
all-gnment, one of whlch was brokèn and one was spllt. Threeblock-out blocks were splintered, and two were sþl_it.

VEHICLE D4MAGE: The vehlcle sustalned. maJor front end damage
anã-was cortsftered a total loss.



IIPACT+3l2tS.c

SINGLE BLOCKED - OUT

METAL BEAM BARRIER

IMPACT+l79HS.c

160.o'

BEAM RAIL 129o. Goþ. Stccl r 13'-6.5'
RUBBING RAIL. 6 E 8.2 Golv. Stcal r 12'-6"

PosT. 8"r 8" Rough D. F. r 6'-o"
POST EMBEDMENT , 4I..

POST SPACTNG . . .6'- 3"
LEI{GTH OF INSTALLATION .162.5

GROUND CONDITION ' DrY

BEAM RAIL DEFLECTION - PERMANENT . 2I''
RUBBING RAIL DEFLECTION-PERMANENT. 17"

ITPACT*93XScc rtPAcT + 2

Contoct W¡1h
Bor ricr

1ES1 XO. 106

DATE .9-25-64
VEHICLE .1962 Chrysler Se<lon

VEHICLE WEIGHT . 457O{f
( W./ DUMMY A I NSTRUMENTATION)

¡MPACT SPEED. 6OmPh

IMPACT ANGLE . 25O

EXIT ANGLE. ¡3O

DUMMY RESTRAINT. TYPo 4
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TEST ]-06 PLATE D
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TEST ]07 PLATE A

BARRIER: Blocked-out metal beam guardrall wlth galvanlzed
E eage (0.105-in.) steel corrugated beam mounted 2T-in.
þigh (tod edge of beam to ground), blocked-out with 8- ¡y
8- by l4-in. treated DF bl-ocks, on 8- by 8-in. by 5-ft 3-ln.
treated DF posts spaced 6-ft 3-in. on centers.

PIIRPOSE: To test the effectiveness of the 1960 California
Ft-ãñ-dard bl-ocked-out metal- beam guardrail design with the beam
height increased from 24- to ZT-In. and the post spaclng
decieased from 12-ft 6-1n. to 6-ft 3-in. on òenters.

PERFORITIANCE: The vehicle impacted the guardrall at a post at
a speêA-õT-6O-mph and remained ln contact for approximately
l-3-ft before being redirected to an exlt angle of l-7o. The
vehicle showed no tendency to jump or ro11.

BARRIER DAI4AGE: Three sectlons of beam were damaged. Four
postr wm¡cked out of allgnment and two were spllt. Two
block-out bfocks were splintered and three were sp}lt.
VEHICLE DAMAGE: The vehtcle sustalned maJor front end damage
ãñã- was consñered a total l-oss.



IMPACT*584XS¡c

METAL EEAM
GUARDRAIL

TIPACT+taoI¡..

BEAM RAIL . 12 go. Gotv. Siccl r t3'-6.5"
RUBBING RA|L.. ...Nonô
POST.. .8"rE" Rough D.F. x S'-3"

GROUND CONDITION .....DRY
BEAM RAIL DEFLECTION-PERMANENT. .J8,'

TESTNO. ......to7
DATE.. .....to-t-64
VEHICLE ....1962ChrysterScdon
vEHtcLE wEtGHT. ...4570{f
(IV,/DUMMY A INSTRUMENTATION)

IMPACT SPEED. ..6Omph
IMPACT ANGLE. ...25O
EXITANGLE ....I7O
DUMMY RESTRAINT . Lop Brtt
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TEST 108 PLATE A

.BARRIER: BLoeked-out metal beam guardrall wlth galvanlzed
ffi'f o.iof-in.) steel corrugaled beam mounted 24-tn. high
7t"ã Ëã"è oi 6eam io sround), bÍocked-out wlth B- ¡y 8- uv
ì+-i". ãreated DF bloðks, oá-8- ny B-in. by 5.o-ft treated DF
posts spaced 6-rt 3-tn. on centers.

pURpOSE: To test the effectlveness of the 1960 California
ffiiard blocked-out metal beam guardra,il design with the post
spacing decreased from l-2-ft 6-1n. to 6-ft 3-1n. on centers.

PERFORMANCE: The vehicle inpacted the guardrail between posts
æ-aJpeæ--of 59-nph and remained 1n contact for approximatel-y
13-ft before Uóing'redirected to an extt angle of }po. Thu
vé¡,lctu showed no-tendency to Junp. The barrler deflectlon
permitted the vehicLe to rol-1 to a maxlmum of 5e left.

BARRIER DAMAGE: Three sectj-ons of beam were damaged. 'Five

Fõsffiere-Fìocked out of allgnment and flve were split. Two
Ëlock-out blocks were splintered and four were sp1it.

VEHICLE DAMAGE: The vehicle sustalned naJor front end damage
andGs cõr¡sÏõered a total loss.



InP GT * ll7 I toc lIt¡CT+!77tSrc ITPACT+125 IS.c IMPACÎ

?r t'SÍt
.lgo\

BEAM RAIL. .l2go. Golv. Sieet r 13'-6,5"
RUBBING RA|L.. .Nonc
PosT . . .8"x 8" Rougtr D.r. r 5'-o"
Posr EMBEDMENT... . .35"
Posr sPAcrNG..... .s'-3"
LENGTH oF INSTALLAT|oN.. .. .. .t62.5'
GROUNO CONDITION .....DRY
aeelr h¡¡L DEFLEcTIoN -pERMANENT rg"

Conloct lY¡th
Ecrricr

TESTNO. ...tO8
DATE.. ....tO-7-64
VEHICLE .... 1962ChryllcrSadon
VEHICLE WEIGHT . . 4570 *
(W./ DUMMY & INSTRUi'ENTATION )

IMPACT SPEED. ....59mph
IMPACT ANGLE. ..25O
EXIT ANGLE ... .I9O
DUMMY RESTRAINÌ. ..Lop B.lt
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TEST 1O8 PLATE D
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TEST }O9 PLATE A

BARR]ER: Blocked-out metar beam guardralL with o.156-1n.
Eãfãa-'-2O24-T3 aluminum alloy corrugated beam mounted 24-Ln.
iriåñ itõp e¿Eã oi-'üããt to àräuna), õloqred-out wlth.8- ¡v 8-
.y"t4ì1n-. treate{ DF blocks, on B- by 8-1n. by 5.0-ft treated

:' posts spaced 6-ft 3-tn. on centers.

pURpOSE: To test the effectlveness of the 1960 Californla
ËÈffiå ¡iãcke¿-out metat beam guardrall oe-sign wlth 0.156-1n.
alumlnum alIoy coffugated beam substltuted for the standard
O.iO¡-f". galianized-steet corrugated beam and the post spaclng
¿eòréasea irom 12-ft 6-1n. to 6-rt 3-1n. on centers.

PERFORIIANCE: The vehlcle lmpacted the guardrall between posts
ãffipæ-of 6O-mph and remalned 1n contact for approxlmately
iz-tt before the bèam separä.ted. The vehlgle snagged the
separated beam, resultlnþ ln a vlolent 1O0" spin-out' The
.rãï.tf "f"rs 

momeñtum, as li snagged, caused the falLed beam to
oenetrate the wheei well and floor boards and impale the dummy.
'ÀÀ !f,e vehicle spun-out, B-lt of the beam broke off near the
wheel welf and remalned ln the vehicle.

BARRIER DAMAGE: Two sectlons of beam were destroyed. The
õ'ealn-iffiæ conpletely ln three places. Flve posts were
knocked out of ätlgnmènt, three of whlch were spl1t. Three
bLock-out bLocks were spilntered and slx were split'

VEHICLE DAMAGE: The vehlcle sustalned maJor front end, dash-
¡Ërã-ñõ-TãSsenger compartment damage and was consldered a
total loss.



ÍXPACT*524MScc ItPACl*S3OMScc

BEAM RAIL. .. 0.156" Atuminuñ x t3'-6.5"
RUBBING RAIL... . .. . .. No¡e
POST... .8"r 8" Rouçh D.F. r 5'-o"
POST EMBEDMENT.... .....35.'
Posr sPActNG . .....6'- j"
LENGTH OF INSTALLATION..... .......162.5,
GROUND COND|T|ON.... .. ....Dry
BEAM RAIL DEFLECTION-(BEFORE FAILURE) 24.'

IMPACI+t22 MS.c IMPACT+3 t S.c

TEST NO.... .....tog
DATE... ..to-t4-64
VEHICLE. .......1962 ChryslorSôdon
VEHICLE WEIGHT 4570#
(W./DUMMY A INSTRUMENTATION)
IMPACT SPEED.. ........ 6O mph
TMPACT ANGLE. .........250
EXIT ANGLE. . ..Ooot time of foiture
DUMMY RESTRAINT..... .........Type 4
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TEST 109 PLATE D
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TEST ]09 PLATE E
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TEST ]31 PLATE A

BARRIER: A 37-ft 6-in. unanchored lnstaLl-ation of blocked-out
metal beam guardrail with galvanlzed 12 gage (0.10!-i_'n. ) steel
corrugated beam mounted^27-in. high (top edge of beam tô ground),
btocked-out with B- ¡y B- ¡y l4-iñ. Èreâted-DF blocks, on-B- by'-
B-in. by 5-ft 4-in. tieated-DF posts spaced 6-tt 3-in. on
centers.

PURPOSE: To test the effectlveness of a 37-ft 6-tn. unanchored
Tengll-of 1965 Californj-a standard bl-ocked-out metal beam guard-
rai1.

PERFORI'IANCE: The vehi-cle lmpacted the guardrail at the center
põsf-ãT- speed of 63-mph, pocketed the beam and pu11ed it,
i-ntact, free of all posts exceptlng No. five; and, dragging the
beam and post No. flve, traveled through the installatlon with
J" redirection.

BARRIER DAMAGE: Alf three beam sections and al-l seven posts
ãñd-TfocFs were damaged. Posts one, two, three, four, änd seven
were split as the bolts were pu11ed through the post by the
beam. Post slx split but partially retained the bo1t, causing
the beam to pulJ. free of the bolt. Post five pu1led out of the
ground and remalned attached to the beam. One post bolt failed
at the beam bearing point. There was no indication of fail-ure
at the beam splices.

VEHICLE DAMAGE: The vehlcle sustained major front end damage
ffi'was con=ÏA'ered a total loss.
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BEAM RAIL . 12 9o. Golv. slccl xl3'-6.5"
RUBBING RAIL... ... Nonc

POST . . . . . 8"r I' Rough D. F.r 5'- C'
t POSÎ EMBEDMENT... ... .36' IMPACT SPEED. .. ... 65mph36"

POSTSPACTNG ...6'-3"
LENGTH OFINSTALLATION .. ... . 3?.5'
GROUND COt{DlTlON .. 'DomP

TESTN0. ....131
DATE.. .....11-30-65
VEHICLE .....1964Dodg.Sedon
vEHtcLE WETGHT . ... 4540*
(W,/DUMMY A INSTRUMENTATION )

IMPACTSPEED. .....63mph
¡MPACTANGLE. .....25O
EXIT ANGLE .......220
DUMMY RESTRAINT LoÞ Beli
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TEST 131 PLATE D
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TEST 132 PLATE A

BARRIER: A 62-1t 6-tn. unanchored insta]lation of bl-ocked-out
ñé-tãfTeam guardrail wlth galvanlzed 12 gage (0.1O5-1n. ) steel
corrugated beam mounted-27-ln. htgh (top edge of beam to ground),
bLocked-out wlth Q- ¡V 9- ¡V 14-in. Èreated DF blocks (exõept aÁ
noted below), on 8- by 8-in. by 5-ft 4-in. treated DF posts-
spaced ô-ft 3-in. on centers. The end posts used no block-out
bloeks, the second post from each end used bloek-out blocks  -in.thlck. The bofts through these four posts utllized a head washer
ln addltlon to the standard nut washer.

PURPOSE: To test the effectiveness ot a 6Z-tt 6-tn. unanchored
TãñEEñ-of 1-965 CalLfornla standard blocked-out metal beam guard-
rail with modifled end-blocklng forming a sIlght flare.
PERFORMANCE: The vehlcle impacted the guardrail at post four
FG-ãff-ãt a speed of 61-rnph, pocketed the beam and pulled it,
lntact, free of all posts; and, wlth the bearn wrapped around 1ts
front end, traveled through the installatlon wlth 6u redirection.

BARRIER DAMAGE: A11 five beam sections, ten of eleven posts and
æñf-æ-nfnenlocks were damaged. Posts one, three, five, ni-ne,
ten, and eleven were split as the bol-ts were pulled through the
posts by the beam. Posts slx and seven were shattered to ground
l-evel-. Posts two, four, and elght retained the bolt causi-ng it
to puI1 through the beam. Extreme bending caused three cracks
to occur ln the beam. There u¡as no indication of failure at the
beam spl1ces.

VEHICLE DAMAGE: The vehicl-e sustained major front end damage
anffias-õonffi'ered a totaL l-oss.
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RUBBING RAIL... Nonc
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POST SPACTNG ...6'-3"

TEST t{O. .....t32
oarE .. 6-15-66
VEHICLE .....1964DodgrSedon
vEHtcLE WETGHT .....4540*
(W,/DUMMY 8 INSTRUMENTATION)
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IMPACTANGLE. ......25O
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New Highway Barriers:
The Practieal Application of Theoretical Design
MALCOLM D. GRAHAM, WILLIAM C. BURNETT, JOHN L. GIBSON, ANd

ROBERT H. FREER, Respectively, Director, Associate civil Engineer, senior
Civil Engineer, and Assistant Civil Engineer, New York State Department of
Public Works, Bureau of Physical Research

A six-year research program resulted in the complete revision
of the standard barrier designs for roadsides, medians, and
bridges specified by the New York State Department of Pubiic
Works. The study included a comprehensive theoretical analy-
sis of the forces generated between vehicle and barrier during
impact. This produced four mathematical models used to pre-
dict the trajectory of avehicle in collision with a given barrier.
These models have been programmed for computer solution.
Three provide the force deflection curve of the barrier in the
case of (a) a pure tension rail (cable), (b) a combination of ten-
sion and bendlng (W beam)and (c) pure bending (box beam). The
fourth model gives the trajectory of the vehicleusing theappro-
priate force-deflection curve as input.

Forty-eight full-scale collisions between standard-size pas-
senger cars and various barrier configurations were carried
out. Speeds of up to 60 mph and impact angles of up to 35 deg
were selected as representing the most severe conditions ex-
pected on a highway. Also included were nulnerous dynamic
tests on various guide rail posts embedded in different types of
soil. The contribution of the post to the strength of the barrier
system was determined and it was possible to optimize post
size and embedment conditions.

This research led to thedevelopment ofanewdesign,
termed the box beam barrier. In this approach, a commer-
cially available hollow structural rail section of considerable
beam strength is supported by relatively weak posts; such a
barrier deflects and absorbs impact forces while decelerating
and redirecting the vehicle. By using box beams of different
strengths and by varying the spacing of posts, barrier deflection
can be controlled, thus making this type of barrier suitable for
a guide rail, median barrier, or bridge railing.

A method of guide rail and median barrier selection is pre-
sented based on the amount of deflection which can be tolerated
in any given situation. This criterion, used in conjunction with
the improved barrier designs developed in this program, will
insure that the minimum practicable decelerations wiII be im-
posed on a colliding vehicle.

.\ryHILE only about 10 percent of the highway accidents in New York State are classi-
fied as "fixed object" or "ran off road," this typeofaccidentaccounts forapproximately
30 percent of the fatalities. Each year between ?00 and 800 people lose their lives on

Poper sponsored by Committee on Guordroils, Medion Borriers ond Sign, Signol ond Lighting Supports

ond presented qt the 4óth Annuol Meeting.
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New york State highways as a result of striking a fixed object such as a.guide rail, me-
dianbarrier, brid-ge rãil, bridge pier, sign support, light pole or tree (1). Itisreadily
apparent then that ãny improv"*ettt which can âþpreciably reduce the seîerity of such
aðãiAents can make a tremendous contribution to highway safety.

There are several ',vays in which the numberor seriousness of "fixed object" colli-
sions could be reduced. The object might be removed completely or moved far enough

from the highway pavement so as to no longer be a hazard; however, this is possible in
only a retatively few situations. Another approach i,c to reduce the size of the objects
o" úse special collapsibte designs which lessen the deceleration during impact to alevel
which is tolerable to vehicle occupants. Much progress has been shown in thisareare-
cengy in the case of sign supports and light poles. However, about one-iourth of the

fixed object collisions involve highway barriers; consequently, their improvement of-
fers the greatest potential for increased highway safety. Barriers are placedalongthe
roadway to prevent a vehicle from entering a dangerous area or striking anobstruction,
but barrieré should also be designed to redirect the vehicle parallel to the roadwaywhile
keeping decelerations to a level which will prevent the serious injury or death of the

occupants.
Another major source of highway fatalities is cross-median cotlisions. A surveyof

accidents on divided highways in Nèw York State during 1961 showed that only B percent

were the result of vehiðles ôrossing the median. However, this B percent comprised
62 percent of the deaths due to accidents on divided highways (?). Installation. of. any

stricturally adequate median barrier can certainly reduce cross-median accidents, but
to effectivety reduce fatalities the barrier must redirect vehicles so as to permit sur-
vival of the óccupants and minimize the danger to adjacent and following traffic. In rec-
ognition of the major improvement in highway safety possible-through the development
ol Uette" highway Larriers, the New York State Department of Public Works, in co-
operation wlttr tite U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, six years ago undertook a compre-
hènsive research program on guide rail, median barriers and bridge railings.

Investigations madè by other organizations on this subject, as discussed inareport
;y the Neù york State Department of Public Works (9), havg been concerned withstatic
aid dynamic full-scale teãting of barriers and mathematical studies using scale models.
There has been no investigation which could predict vehicle reaction during collision
with a barrier; nor has there been research which could establish, theoretically, opti-
mum characteristics for barriers to be used in different applications. Previous in-
vestigations have been limited primarily to qualitative and subjective judgments after
observing high-speed movie films of full-scale tests.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The objective of this investigation was threefold: to determine the effectiveness of
existing bärriers, to develop analytical procedures for predicting vehicle and barrier
reactio-ns, and to design highway barriers that would fulfill the followingrequirements.

1. prevent a vehicle from crossing a median strip and from penetrating guide rails
and bridge railings.

2. Decelerate a vehicle so that its occupants can survive the impact.
3. Redirect a vehicle parallel to the traffic flow, thereby minimizing danger to fol-

lowing and adjacent traffic.
4. Minimize vehicle damage so that it can be maneuvered after impact and re-

direction.
b. Satisfy the requirement of economical construction, installation and maintenance.

6. Have a pleasing appearance.

When this program rvas initiated early in 1960, the primary purpose was to develop

a method for èvaiuating barriers and to ôstablish a design for barriers to be installed
on narrow medians separating heavity traveled highways. However, as the program

evolved, the need for â design of other barrier types became apparent. The investiga-
tion has been conducted in three phases as follows:

phase I (February 1960-May 1963). Under contract with the Department, the Cor-
rell Aeronautical LaLoratory, inc., Buffalo, New York, was engaged to perform both
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the mathematical analysis and the dynamic testing. They developed ä mathematical
model to compute vehicle trajectory and three other mathematical models to describe
the load deflection characteristics for three general classes of barriers. Ninefult-scale
tests were performed at the Niagara Falls airport to evaluate existing barriers and to
verify analytical predictions.

Phase 2 (June 1963-December 1963). This phase of the investigationconsistedof ten
full-scale tests conducted by CorneII Laboratory to evaluate bridge railings and design
concepts established during Phase 1. During this time the Bureau of Physicat Research
conducted static and dynamic tests to determine the action of posts, and used the math-
ematical analysis to design experimental barriers.

Phase 3 (January 1964-December 1966). The finat phase of this investigation was
conducted by the Bureau of Physical Researct¡ and included 29 futl-scale dynamictests
of barriers, post tests, completion of the mathematical analysis, and verificationof the
mathematical models. During this phase, new guide rails, median barriers and bridge
railings were developed and have been adopted as standards by the Department.

ESTABLISHING IMPACT CONDITIONS

Physically, there is a minimum radius of curvature a given vehicle can negotiateat
any given speed. A sharper turn than this minimum radius cannot be held because the
tires will not develop enough centripetal force to provide the necessary radial accel-
eration. If a vehicle is traveling parallel to a barrier and is suddenly turned towardit,
the mar<imum angle of. impact cannot exceed a value determined by the minimum radius
of turn of the vehicle (at a given speed) and the initial distance belween the vehicle and
the banier.

For any given speed, the impact angle may vary from nearly zero to a ma¡<imum of
90 deg; however, the 90-deg impact could occur only under two conditions: if the road-
way is very wide and the vehicle moves slowly enough to make such a sharp turn, or if
the vehicle collides with (sideswipes) another vehicle and is pushed towartthe barrier.
Such barrier collisions probably occur less frequently than those involving a singte
vehicle where distractions, inattention or trying to avoid another vehicle causeadrive^
to overcorrect and collide with a barrier. In computing the murimum probable impact
conditions, the following assumptions were made:

1. The vehicle is initially at a known lateral distance from the barrier and is moving
parallel to the barrier with no initial turning rate.

2, The front wheels of the vehicle are moved to maximum effective steer during
zero time.

3. No prior collision with another vehicle or object occurs.
4. The manimum curvature (i. e., minimum radius) is reached immediately after

the front wheels are turned.
5. The minimum radius of turn is determined by the friction developed between a

dry pavement and a tire experiencing incÍpient skidding.
6. The speed of the vehicle is conslant during the turning maneuver.
7. The sideslip of the vehicle is nellected.

Based on these assumptions and using a sliding wheel coefficient of friction whichhas
been measured between tires and dry pavement (0. ?), m¿ìximum probable impactangles
were computed. The results of the computations are shown in Table 1 for speeds of 30,
40, 50 and 60 mph on highways of various widths.

On a 2-lane highway, the vehicle might go to the right, traverse 3 ft of the lane it
occupies, and then cross a 10-ft shoulder (13 ft laterally) before striking the barrier.
It might also go to the left, cross the adjacent lane and then shoulder (2ã ft). On a 3-
lane highway (6-lane divided), the vehicle might cross anadditional 12-ft laneandtravel
as much as 37 ft laterally. Thus, as shown in Table 1, impact angles between 15 and
3õ deg represent the more severe conditions which might be encountered onamajority
of highways. Computations for low speeds and wide roads were not madebecausethese
conditions are normally encountered only on a few rural, 2-lane roads. For the testing
and analysis conducted during this study, a combination of 60 mph and 25 deg was
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TABLE I
COMPUTED IMPACT ANGLES IN DEGREES

TABLE 2

LIMTTS OF TOTERABLE DECELERATION
(Tentative)

Speed
(mph)

29 4l
22 3t 39
18 26 32 37
16 22 27 32

28 40
21 29 3',1

l? 24 28 34
14 20 24 28

30
40
ô0
60

Lateral Distmce From Car to Barrie¡ (ft) Maxlmum Deceleratlon (g's)

Straight Roâd Curved Road (5 deg)
Restrâint

Longttudtnal

10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 Unrestralned occupant
Occupânt restrained

by lap belt
Occupant restrained

by lap belt md
shoulder harnegs

selected as the primary maximum probable impact. A second maximum probable im-
pact condition of 45 mph and 35 deg was selected as this combination is also higtùy likely
on many divided highways and primary state routes.

ALLOTT/ABLE VEHICLE DECELERATIONS

Generally, a highway barrier is considered to serve its purpose when it prevents a
vehicle from crossing into an opposing lane of traffic or from leaving the highway or
bridge. However, equally as important, a barrier should protect the occupants of a
vehicle and keep the car from interfering with other traffic. Under optimumconditions
it would be desirable to have a vehicle which strikes a barrier remain against it while
being gently redirected parallel to the original barrier centerline with no change in speed
or damage to the vehicle running gear. This would require a barrier which "gives"
laterally so that it would not impart a lateral deceleration to the vehicle which would
seriously injure the occupants. To evaluate barrier performance it was first necessary
to establish some guides, no matter how tentative, as to the levels of vehicle decelera-
tion which might produce injury to the occupants.

Investigations have been performed by various agencies in an attempt to determine
-¡urrìân tolerance to deceleration. These studies have been primarily concerned with
longitudinal deceleration and have revealed that the ability of a person to withstand de-
celération depends on (a) method and degree of restraint; (b) duration of deceleration;
(c) magnitude of deceleration; and (d) rate of onset of deceleration. Other factors such
as age of the subject, environment, and emotional state also affect human tolerance to
deceleration.

Stapp (a) performed longitudinal deceleration tests on voluntary subjects. He found
that a humãn, restrained by a lap belt and shoulder harness, can survive 25-g decel-
eration forces for a period of 0. 2 sec provided that the rate of onset is less than 500 g
per sec.

Crash tests performed by Severy (5) indicated that an automobile crashing into a
rigid barrier at 25 to 30 mph experienced a peak deceleration of 14 to 19 g's occurring
in the primary structure of the vehicle with acceleration onset rates of 500 to 800 g's
per sec. He also reported that photographic data of anthropomorphic dummies in the
vehicle indicated that occupants of a vehicle undergoing this deceleration could survive
the crash if they were restrained by lap belts and a shoulder harness. Unrestrained
occupants or those protected only by a lap belt would probably have been killed.

In the case of an automobile collision, if the occupants were restrained by a lap belt
and shoulder harness, they wouldbe more likely to experience decelerations similarto
those of the vehicle. However, in a similar accident involving unrestrained occupants
the deceleration force of the occupants may be of entirely different magnitude tha¡ that
of the vehicle. To illustrate the different decelerations of an unrestrained occupantand
the vehicle consider the following case. A vehicle containing several unrestrained oc-
cupants and traveling at high speed leaves the roadway and strikes a large tree. Two
collisions result. The first is the vehicle with the tree; the second and more critical
is the occupant with the vehicle. As the vehicle decelerates the occupants continue to
travel at the vehicle speed prior to impact until they collide with the interior of the car.

6

t2

5

t0

3

5
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This collision between occupant and vehicle usually results in higher decelerationstha
ihat of the vehicle because stopping distances of the occupants are limited to only a
few inches.

The work listed above all deals with longitudinal deceleration. However, during col-
lision with a highway barrier occupants of the vehicle are subjected to simultaneous
Iateral and longitudinal decelerations. Little work has beendoneontheeffectsof lateral
decelerations and even less is known about the effects of combined lateral and longitu-
dinal decelerations.

In 1961, after reviewing the available literature concerning human tolerance to de-
celeration, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory suggested tentative limits (ta¡te Z) ot
combined lateral and longitudinal decelerations where the duration did not exceed 0.2
sec and the rate of onset did not exceed 500 g's per sec. However, laboratory engi-
neers reported that further work with anthropomorphic dummies subjected to known
decelerations are required to better establish these lÍmits.

Although there is no relationship between the decelerations of a vehicle and an un-
restrained occupant, one c¿m reasonably assume that tow decelerations of a vehicle
would mean that the probable chances of severe injury to the occupants would be less.
During this study a total deceleration of 10 g's for more than 0.05 sec (50 millisec) at
the vehicle center of gravity has been considered as probably capable of producing ser-
ious injuries and perhaps even fatal injuries. Every effort has been made therefore to
keep vehicle decelerations below this level during collision with the barriers developed
during this study.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSES

Mathematical analyses were undertaken to develop calculation procedures for simu-
lating vehicle trajectory during impact with various barrier configurations. The ma-
jority of previous investigations had been limited to full-scale tests because of the com-
plex computations required to simulate vehicle response. Another limiting factor was
the lack of knowledge of the dynamic characteristics of the items involved, such as
vehicle structures, Iateral force developed as a barrier defLected, and yield strength
of posts embedded in soil. For these reasons, simulation of a vehicle collision with a
barrier required a critical study of the interaction of barrier components with one an-
other and with the impacting vehicle.

Basically, the steps required to analyze mathematically vehicle reaction during a
barrier collision are (a) derive equations of vehicle motion in terms of the moments
and forces being apptied to it; (b) determine these forces and moments as a function of
barrier characteristics and deflection; and (c) compare the solution of the equationswith
the desired barrier deflection, vehicle patt¡ and vehicle decelerations.

Model Development

To analyze highway bariers, two types of mathematical models were constructed.
One type of model is used to calculate the barrier resistance during impact andanother
class of model is used to solve the vehicle responses. There are many physical char-
acteristics of the vehicle a¡rd the barriers, and numerous forces that act during a col-
Iision. To have refined all of these would have been impractical, not only because of
the complex mathematics involved, but because of the difficulty of working out a com-
puter program. After considering the forces acting during a collision, it was decided
to simplify the mathematical models, and then to verify and expand these models with
experimental data obtained from dynamic testing.

The characteristics of a given barrier are first used to compute a series of force-
deflection curves which represent that barrier. The datarequiredinclude post strengtþ
post spacing, rail bending strength, and rail strength in tension. These force-deflec-
tion curves, along with the characteristics of the vehicle and additional post strength
data, are then used to calculate vehicle responses for given impact conditions.

Vehicle responses are calculated by a repetitive process programmed for solution
on an electronic computer. During each millisecond of the collision, this process re-
calculates the vehicle position until the corresponding barrier deflections successively
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Lateral-
Force

Lateral Deflection

Figure l. Borrier force-deflection chorocteristics.

agree within specified limits (usually 0.01 in.). The computer then prints out the ve-
hicle position, velocity, deceleration, and barrier deflection.

Barrier Models

Preliminary studies of barrier configurations indicated that a barrier shouldpresent
a continuous medium (surface or railing) to the impactingvehicle, and thatimpactforces
on this continuous medium would have to be transmitted to the ground. A full concrete
wall, for example, fulfills both conditions uniformly and continuously along thebarrier,
while a post and railing barrier transmits impact forces to the ground at discrete points.
The concrete wall, however, is rigid and can produce severe, and sometimes fatal, de-
celeration forces, while a yielding barrier can deflect to absorb impact forces and re-
.uce deceleration.

If lateral vehicle deceleration is to be limited to 10 g's, the lateral resisting force
developed by the barrier should not exceed 10 times the weight of the vehiçle (40, 000 lb
for a 4,000-lb car). Also, during impact, a yielding barrier must absorb the lateral
kinetic energy of the car not dissipated in crushing the car. Ifa4,000-lbcarisassumed
to be initially 25 ft from the barrier and turns toward it as sharply as possible, the lat-
eral kinetic energy of the vehicle at impact varies from about 60,000 ft-lb at 30 mph
travel speed (45 deg impact angle) to 68,000 ft-lb at 60 mph (22 deg impact angle). The
primary impact conditions selected lor this study (60 mph, 25 deg and 45 mph, 35 deg)
would result in a lateral kinetic energy of 86,000 and 89,000 ft-lb for a 4,000-lb car.
As can be seen, the range of energy is not very great even though the speed range is
quite large. This has occurred because the maximum probable impact angle decreases
as speed increases for the same lateral distance. During the most severe vehicle col-
Iisions with a barrier it would appear that not more than 100,000 ft-lb of energy remain
after the car is crushed. If the barrier develops 40,000 Ib lateral restraint immedi-
ately upon impact and maintains this force as ii deflects, the barrier would deflect}Yzft

Lateral
Force E

Area À Energy Àbsorbed by Barrier
Area B Enercy Returned tô vehicle

C Final Deflection
D Maximum Dynamic Deflection
E Maxinum Force

CD
Lateral Deflection

Figure 2. Borrier loqding ond unlooding.

B Rail Àcts
Bendinq E

Tension

C Rail Àcts
Tension
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Initial positlon of concentration Ioad point on vehicle
(primary collision).

Posltion of concentrated load point on vehicle for
maximu¡n vehicle aleformation (prirnary collision).

C. Position of concentrated load point on vehicle for
secondary collision.

Figure 3. The vehicle model.

to absorb this energy. If the lateral resistance of the barrier is proportional to deflec-
tion and the ma:rimum force does not exceed 40,000 lb, about 5 ft of deftection would be
required to absorb the lateral kinetic energy of the car.

Figure I shows typÍcal force-deflection curves for three different types of barriers:
(a) a barrier that produces a nearly constant lateral force by yielding in the structural
members such as a strong beam; (b) a barrier that produces lateral forces from both
bending and tension; and (c) a barrier that produces lateral force through tension in a
structural member, such as a cable. Although the specific values of force and deflec-
tion may be varied by changing the spacing, shape and size ofcomponents in thebarrier,
the shape of the curves will remain essentially the same. These lateral force-deflec-
tion characteristics indicate that different barriers can be used to advantage where dif-
ferent amounts of deflection can be allowed, as, for instance, the greater allowable de-
flection on an open highway fitl than on a bridge.

If some plastic flow (yielding of a metal barrier) has occurred before maximum de-
flection has been reached, the load-deflection curve for unloading the barrier will differ
from the curve representing the loading of the barrier. Plastic flow or yielding is de-
sirable because in this way only a portion of the vehicle's lateral kinetic energy is re-
turned to it, thus decreasing the lateral velocity as it leaves the barrier. The force
deflection curve in Figure 2 approximates the mÐ(imum and final deflections as they
would represent the loading and unloadÍng of a yielding barrier. Of the total lateral
kinetic energy of the car, a small part is dissipated by crushing the car, area A isdis-
sipated in straining the components of the barrier, and area B is returned to thevehicle.

These preliminary considerations of vehicle/barrier reactions formed the basis for
analyzing data for the mathematical models. The objective inmathematicallydescribing
the force-deflection characteristics of a barrier has been to develop the least compli-
cated mathematical models that would correlate with experimental data. Therefore,
certain assumptions were made as discussed in the following sections.

Vehicle Barrier Force-This force is known to be distributed over a finite area.
How@involvedinsimuIatingadistributedforcewithvaryingdis-
tributÍon and contact-area, in conjunction with the lack of vehicle structural data, led
to the use of a point-load approximation of the resultant force.

Barrier Inertia-The mass of the highway barrier moving during impact is relatively
smãifcornpãF&l with the vehicle mass. During initiat deflections of the barrier, when
inertia effects would presumably be at maximum, the deformation of the vehicle reduces
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the accelerations imposed on the barrier. The resulting inertia forces are therefore
considered to be of secondary importance and are omitted.

Bending Moments-Except when there is tension in the rail, bending moments in the
rail and posts are assumed to saturate and remain constant when the dynamic yield
stress is reached. This assumption is based on the concept of a plastic section modu-
lus and an idealized stress-strain curve for plastic deformations, in which both the
upper yield point and the effect of strain hardening are omitted. Thus stress is pro-
portional to strain up to dynamic yield and constant thereafter as strain increases.
When tension is present in the rail, the bending moment is reduced as a polynomial
function of the axial tension. The plastic-yield hinge (saturated bending moment) inthe
rail is assumed to travel with the concentrated load-point. In effect, this treatment
restores elastic properties to the rail after passage of the load whenever the stresses
are reduced to a level below dynamic yield.

Barrier Unloading-Experimental data from full-scale tests indicated only the maxi-
mum and the permanent barrier deflections. Thus, for simplicity, the assumption has
been made that the unloading curve is linear between these two points.

Length of BaIrieJ Deflected-The deflected portion of a barrier on both sides of the
reg@sentedbyalimitednumberofspanssupportedbyelastic
posts. For a rail subjected to bending only, or combined bending and æ<ial tension, a
three-span section is included on each side of the yielded-post portion of the barrier.
In these three spans, the rail bending moment is assumed to decrease to zero. The
selection of three spans for this approximation was based on the complexity of the der-
ivation (particularty with axial tension) rather than on a logical justificatioi. Observa-
tion of full-scale test data film and barrier damage has verified this in most cases.

For a rail subjected to axial tension only, a five-span section with elastic posts is
included. In these five spans deflection is assumed to decrease to zero. Where the rait
element acts only in tension the lateral defleetion decreases progressively at successiv^

1.0
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posts au/ay from the apptied load, without theoretically ever becoming equal to zero.

ho*"u"", the effects ôf tn" O"tt""tion on lateral load will become negligible in the first
i*o o" three spans beyond the outermost yielded post. The- assumption of zero deflec-
tion at the end of five spans therefore intioduces a negligible error in the calculated

lateral load. The resuits of calculations for a typical cable-type barrier validate this
assumption by indicating a negligible deflection at the end oi two spans beyond the out-

ermost yielded Post.
Latärat poit Oeftection-Failure of posts due to excessive lateral deflection by the

""lffitheanatyticáItreatment.Also,failureoftherailelementdue to excessive strain in bending has not been included'

Vehicle Model

vehicle trajectory was obtained by inserting the barrier and_ ground forces acting on

the vehicle intô a sel of equations státing Newton's laws of motion. To achieve a high

degree of accuracy, equatìons should be used to represent the six degrees of vehicle
*Jtion, Iateral, tongi[udinal and vertical linear motions, and roll, pitch and yaw an-

gular motions. 
'Simúltaneous 

solution of these equatÍons to describe vehicle motion

ünãã" i*prct conditions is time-consuming and would have- severely complicated com-
puter programming. The horizontal motions provide nearly a.|t ttrc information that is
^requirìO 

t-o aete".nine the trajectory of a car during the time it is in contact with the

¡"""i"" provided there is no öignifiäant vertical motion. Appreciable roll or pitch of

the vehiôle during impact is unáesirable and if the barrier provides the desired hori-
zãntal trajectory it iÀ unlikely that the vehicle wilt pitch or roll in a vertical plane.

Therefore, only horizontal motion was used in the models'

pi"¡¿¡ss (Ft. )

Measured

calculatêd
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To account for the many important physical characteristics of vehicle and barrier
and the forces which act during a co[iãiõn, it was necessary to make several sim-plifying assumptions. The fact that good verification was o6tained with full-scale testsappears to justify these simplifications. The relatively small portion.;rìr,ã lotãï*.""in the deformed part 

.of the vehicle permits the vehicle to be reþrdea as J singlã rìgiobody. AII forces on the vehicle are assumed to act in the same horizontal ptañ anävehicle roll and pitch are negtected. In the primary (front_end) ú""ì;;iripa;l; , åìu"namount of energy is as.sumed to be dissipateã within the vehicle as it is cruit¡ed. Dîringcrushing, the force between vehicle and barrier is assumed to increase linearlv as itmoves along a straight line (A-8, Fig. B). A secondary (rear_end) co[isionis'assumeA
to occur and the barrier force is instantly moved from þoint B to point C when the linedrawn from B to C becomes parallel to the original barrier centerline. The forces be-tween tires and pavement (Fr and F¡, Fig. B) ire applied along the axles at the inter_section of the car centerline. The Coeffiôient of friciion (¡¿) be"tween vehicle and barrier
and tires and ground are assumed to be constant during thä collision. The tongituãinatforce on the vehicle eaused by each post (Fr) is assumãd to be constant and active for agiven distance.

In the original planning.for this project,_ both_ the analytical investigations forderivingmathematical models and the dynamic, full-scale testswereconsiderðdn"""""""y, *that one might serve to verify the other. This process of analysis and verification has
been continued throughout the project. As the fult-scale testsïerifiea analytiàat pré-
dictions and assumptions, the computer procedures were revised to obtain more exactsimulation of vehicle/barrier response.

10 20 30 40 50
LongitudLnal Distance Ft.
Tråjectory ôf r,tehicLè C.c
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Model Verification

The mathematical models may be considered as tools to be used in evaluating a bar-
rier for a particular purpose or in evaluating the effect of changing the strength or
placement'of a component otabarrier. The confidence one has in a model depends on
'how precisely the model simulates an actual condition or reaction. This precision de-
pendà not otriy on the construction of the model but also on the accuracy of the param-
eters that are used as input.

The only way to verify the models, and the estimated parameters, is to compare

calculated vehiôte reactions with measured reactions. To do this it was necessary to

perform successful full-scale tests, estabtish the actual impact conditions, measure

ihe actual vehicle reactions and then calculate the vehicle reactions using the mathe-

matical models. This was done with 6 of the last 29 tests performed on the threebasic
iypes of barriers studied during this project (tension, bending and combination tension

anã Oenaing). ltigh-speed datatameras recorded the vehicle center of gravity location,
heading anãie anA ¡ari.ier deflection during the collision. The velocity and deceleration
of the õar were then measured by obtaining the first and second derivatives of the center
of gravity locations. Vehicle reâctions for these tests were calculated several times
,r"ing u""iorrs estimates of the uncertain input parameters- untÍl it appeared that no fur-
ther"improvement in agreement between môasured a¡d calculated reactions was likely.

The Lest ag"ee*eni*ould be obtained between the measured and calculated vehicle
tocations (traj"ectories). However, the vehicle deceleration, heading angle, and di-
rection of velócity ue"io" are more sensitive to error. Any small difference in trajec-
iory is magnified in the decelerations, heading angles and velocity vectors which are
derived frjm the trajectory. Therefore these parameters and vehicle trajectory are
used to compare calculated and measured vehicle reactions'

Since there are three force-deflection models, one for each type of barrier, the 
-

vehicle model was verified for each type. The estimated input parameters are likely
to vary depending on the type of barrier. Therefore, comparisons were made for each

Time (Seconds) Lônaitudinat Pi"¡¿¡6s (Ft.)
Tra-jectorY of Vehicte C.G.
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!v99. ^ -fo a1o^i{ any coincidence, comparisons were made for each class of barrier forboth 25- and 35-deg angles of impact.-
No comparisons were made for rigid barriers because the model programming isbased on barriers which are intended to deftect more than a tew inctres.
The vehicle modelÏ¡as validated by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory with barrierswhich deflected less than 3 ft. Undq.r this condition the rear oi ttt" 
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away from the barrier after the rear-end collision. lVhen the barrier deftects severalfeet, the rear end dgg: *oy-. rapidry away from the rail, and the front end 
"g"in "*-tacts the barrier. This action is not accõunted for in thã vehicle model.

Figures 4-9 show graphical comparisons of measured and calcutated vehicle de-celerations (tateral and lbngitudinal), heading angles an¿ direãtion of velocity uecio"sfor six tests. A test at an-impact angle or 2f ae{ ana one ai 
-es 

a"g are inctüaea tãr
each type of barrier-box-beam guide rail (bendlng), tv-section gíia" 

""iiið;*tin"tionbending and tension) and cable guide rail (tension).-'lt is significánt that the simpiiäca-tions and assumptions used in calculating vehicle respotrs"" a"" verified uy tne ðiosi
agreement with measured vehicle responses. lVith this agreement, it is pbssible tostudy the effects on vehicle responses caused by changing-rail strengtfu pãst strengttr,post spacing, and impact conditions.

FULL-SCALE POST TESTS
It was evident from the first barrier tests just how important post strength was tothe proper functioning of a barrier. To begin refining ¡ärrier designs wiîr, trrã- 
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mathematical models it was necessary to acquire data on the dynamic strength in soil
of many commonly used posts. To do this, it was decided to perform dynamic tests.
It was also decided that, as much as possible, the factor of soil resistance on post
strength should be eliminated. In this way, the post could be depended upon to provide
the same reaction in all locations all year round.

Test Procedure

If a vehicle impacts a barrier rail at 60 mph and an angle of 25 deg apost locatedat
or near the point of initial contact will be moved laterally at a speed of about 20 mph.
As the vehicle is redirected, the lateral velocity it imparts to the posts decreases de-
pending on the action of the rail in front of the vehicle. While the posts are moved lat-
erally at speeds probably not exceeding 20 mph, they may be moved longitudinally at
higher speeds when impacted directiy by the vehicle. For these reasons, nearly all
posts were tested at speeds of 10 and 20 mph on the lateral (major) axis andafewposts
were tested at 30 mph on the longitudinal (minor) axis.

A 12, 500-lb truck was used for the tests because the large mass minimized decelera-
tion during contact with the post. A special bumper was mounted on the truck which was
guided between greased channel sections so that it could not move vertically but it was
free to move horizontally. The horizontal movement rearward was restricted by two
load cells and thereby horizontal loads were transmitted to the load cells. Small bolts
through slots in the guide angles and bumper prevented excessive lateral movement of
the bumper (fig. tO). The load cells were wired so that total horizontal load was re-
corded independent of the lateral location of the load applied on the bumper. A light-
beam galvanometer recorder was borrowed from the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads to
record the dynamic loads.

The post test program was set up to include most of the posts then used by the de-
partment. A 3I5.7, a3 by 2-in. tube, and a2by 2-in. fence post were also included
because they appeared to have desirable features. Each post was positioned so that the
top was 27 in. above ground and the bottom 39 in. below ground. The standard posts
were driven or set in the ground as required. The other posts were placed in concrete
to assure that they would bend at ground level. An aluminum post was included to de-
termine the dynamic strength of aluminum.

Results

The posts were tested in three types of soil. In all cases the post strength in gravel
was intermediate between the loose, fine sand and the glacial till, and the post reaction
in gravel was generally not repeatable. Therefore, the gravel test results have been
omitted. The results of tests in fine sand and glacial till are listed in Table 3.

The basis for comparison, since it had worked well in early barrier tests, was the
right-of-way fence post (2'hby 2 by a. 1-lb). All other posts had greater lateral re-
sistance (except 3 by 2 steel tube) but the 3I5. ? post appeared to have the most desir-
able properties. It had adequate resistance to lateral force and low resistance to
Iongitudinal force (even less than the righi-of-way 2fa5y z'¡, The right-of-way fence
post was not considered practical for a barrier post when it was learned that it is
produced from merchant quality steel with the result that extreme variations in yield
stress are allowed and the steel is very difficult to weld.

A second series of tests was performed using only the 3I5. ? post since it is not al-
ways convenient or economical to set a post in concrete, and a more practical soil an-
chor was required. Because only lateral strength was needed, a plate welded to the
post was a logical substitute for the concrete. Furthermore, the plate did not prevent
driving the post into the ground. There lvas no way to calculate the size of plate re-
quired to assure uniform strength in any soil, so several plate sizes were arbitrarily
selected for full-scale tests (taUte ¿). rWhen compared to the concrete embedment, it
is apparent that all of the plates performed nearly as well in glacial till. The 8 by 39-
in. plate performed best in fine sand. However, a depth greater than 24 in. did not
appreciably increase lateral resistance, nor did it decrease the distance over which the
post was active, indicating that it was preventing knifing through the soil. Therefore,
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TABLE 3

DYNAM¡C POST ST&ENGTE

Mâr(lmum Reslðtance
tn lb at 20 mph

Inches Over l,lthlch
&eslstance lvas M¿tntalned

Flne Glâctâl
sild Till uoncrele

Flne Clactel
smd Till uonctete

3rt. ? 5,800 2t
ã, {004 lo
1, ö00 t9z,oooa 18

3, ?00 204,100¿ 2t2,500 202,9OOa 2l
4,7004 24
¿ rooP zo
2, {ooþ 22

34 22
30 23
31 28
28 25
26 2t
27 23
26 2l
31 30
29 24
26
30 28
3t 2l

18

43 13
43 24

õ5
47ö
464
51 6

6,200
õ, e00a
5, ?00e

10,400
?,100
8, {004
9.5004
z. oooa
o, zoob

Irongltudlna¡

3 by 2 lube Lateral

Longttudlnal

R. O, W. Laterâ¡
zYlWZW4,l Longttudlnâ¡

088.5 Latêrâ¡

Longltudlnal

S¡ Lateml

Longttudtnâl

Cedar(8by6) Laterat

5,500
8,800¿
6 zooa
8, 800
3, 000
3, 800
3,000¿

{, 300
4,3004
4, l00a
4, 800
4, 4004

5, 800
{, 800t

Longltuünâ¡ 5,800
6, ô00
õ,2004

Laterål

13, 100
10.200
t, eooa
4,500
4, ã00
4,000
3, 8004

5,400
6, 6004

3br¡' 5lube
Alumlnum

?, r00a

fto mph.
'so rph.

the 8 by 24-in. plate was selected because Ít appeared to be a good compromise among
lateral strength, lateral distance the post was active and area of steel plate required. -
It was not considered economical to use other thanarectangularshapefôrthesoitanchor.

FT'LL-SCALE BARRIER TESTS

It was recognized at the outset of this research program that full-scale testing of
selested barrier configurations would be required to supplement the mathematictl analy-
sis. Because of the complexity of the problem as well as the number and indeterminatô
nature of some of the parameters involved, it was essential that certain values be mea-
sured in order for equations to be derived which would describe mathematically a ve-
hicle colliding with a barrier. Further, full-scale tests were required to veriiy these
models by comparing the predicted performance of a given barrier under impaci con-
ditions with an actual collision under the same conditions of impact. Finall¡ fu[-scale
testing was performed to obtain photographic evidence that would demonstrate the per-
formance of the various types of barriers.

Test Procedures

Vehicles-All vehicles for the dynamic tests were obtained from State surplus and
retffiã16-r disposal on completion of the tests. Standard models of the popúlar makes
were selected to provide results which could be taken as typical of those that might ac-
tuallyoccurin barrier crashes.

Automobiles for Tests f-9 (1960-f961) were 195? 4-door Ford sedans weighing3,800
lb, with a wheelbase of 116 in., and equipped with interceptor engines, powerbrakesand
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ÎABLE 4

DYNAMIC SÎRENCTH 3I'.? POST WTTH ANCHOR PLATES

Late¡â¡ Axis Longttudlnal Axts
Plâte

Slze, in,
(Area, ln. z)

Flne Sand

Lb In.

Glaclal TtU Flne Sand Glacial Tlll

Concrete
l2-ln,
diameter

Aby 24 3,900
(e6)

6 bv 24 4,100
(144) 4,000¿

8 by 2tl
(le2)

4by39
(r56)

6by39
(234',)

8by39
(3r2)

1,6004

1,600
1,6004

r, 500^
2,000"

l, 5o0a

1, 900

2, tooa
1,6004

1, 9004

2, 000

5,800 2L
5,4004 19

4,000 19
6,200^ 24

5, ?00 20
5,200 19
5,000 t't
4,200 22
3, ?00 20

{,9004 22
4,1004 18

5, ?00 2t
5,9004 n
5,600 18
5, ?004 19

g4

31
30

31
25

32
2S

27

23
2l

19
l8

10

20

20
1ô

20

19

4, 500
4,3004

4.200
a, sooa

4,4004

4, 800
4, ?004

20

2t
18

l0 mph.

standard shifts. The cpnter of gravity was 22 in. above the pavement and 51. 3 in. aft
of the front anle. One of the vehicles was used as a control car, and another to push
test cars up to starting speeds.

Crash vehicles for Tests 10-19 (1963) ìr,ere 1960 Plymouth 2-door sedans weighing
3,900 lb, with a wheelbase of 118 in., and equipped with power steering, power brakes,
¡nd automatic transmissions. The center of gravity was 22 in. above the pavement and
53 in. aft of the front a:rle. One vehicle r,vas used as the control car. A 1955 60-pas-
senger Ford school bus, weighing approximately 14,000 lb, was used for Tést 16. The
bus was 32 ft long, and its center of gravity was 42 in. above the pavement and 13 ft
aft of the front æ<le.

Vehicles for Tests 20-24 (1965) were 1961 Plymouth 2-door sedans u'eighing 3500 lb,
with a wheelbase of 119 in., and equipped with 6-cylinder engines, automatic trans-
missions, standard steering and brakes. The center of gravity was 22 in. above the
pavement and 53 in. aft of the front a.:<le.

Control Equipment-Three remote control systems were used during the investiga-
tioñ, ll[ñTI-fiñã$stem provÍding the most precise control over impact angle. Be-
fore each full-scale test, the crash vehicle was driven through a series of preliminary
runs to establish the line of approach and the length of run necessary to accelerate the
vehicle to impact speed. After each test, remote control equipment r/as removed and
placed in the next vehicle to be tested.

Radio Control-For the initial series of tests, equipment to control test vehicleswas
borrowed from the Materials and Research Section of the California Division of High-
ways, which also generously provided assistance in installation of the equipment.

Tether Cable Control-Because of interference on transmitting frequencies and dif-
ficulty in steering, the remote radio equipment was replaced with a system designed
by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory for Tests 8-19.

Guide Track Control-In both radio-controlled cars and the tethered cars the remote
driver tended to oversteer because he had nofeel for the car motion. In Tests 20-48
precise control of angle of impact was desired. Therefore, the cars were guided by
placing the wheets on one side in a long steel channet (track) nailed to the runway along
the predetermined approach to the impact point (fig. tt¡. The channel, connected in
40-ft sections, was easily moved for the next test. Signals for ignition cut-off and
braking were transmitted through a tether cable by opening a single switch controlled by
a man located in good view of the approaching car and the barrier.
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Figure ll. Test cor in sfeel chonnel trqck.

Test Sites-Two test sites were used. Tests 1-19 (1961-1963) were conducted atNia@ilFãIß Municipal Airport. A wide concrete ramp provided an approach to"n""""
suitable for erecting abanier up to 200 ft long. fests20-48 (1965) were conducted at
Schenectady County Airport. Two unused landing strips and flat areas between them
provided room for erecting several barriers at the same time and permitted up tothree
tests in a week.

Barrier Construction-The first nine barriers were erected by CorneÌI AeronauticalLab@rTests10-48werefabricatedanderectidbyo.w-dbdì*
and Sons, Inc., under contract with New York State Department of puútic Works. Bar-
riers for Tests 10-19 were erected at Niagara Falls Airport under supervision of De-
partment personnel from the Buffalo District office. Reþair and maintenance of the test
barriers was provided by Department maintenance personnel from Niagara County.
Barriers for Tests 20-48 were erected at the schenectady county Airpõrt.

Photographic Coverage-Photographic coverage of all tests was provided bv three
types of cameras: (a) high-speed movie cameras (500or 1000 fps) to provide ¿äta on
vehicle motion; (b) documentary cameras (16 to 64 fps) to provide copy for reports and
to documentthe tests; and (c) normal movies and still phoiographs tilienafterthetests
to show vehicle and barrier damage.

In the first 19 tests, four high-speed cameras (1000 fps) were used as shown in Fig-
ure 12. One was placed at each end of the barrier, one òn'a line at right angles to the
barrier intersecting the impact point and one on a mast 38 ft over the impact- point. The
cameras at each end of the barrier provided a duplication of data and the-over-head cam-
era provided a partial duplication due to a small field of view.
., Doeumentary cameras were usually placed on the ground in these same positions but
tåey were not always used in all locations depending on the barrier being teìted. The
duplication, of 

-coverage was justified because of thtdifficulty in maintaiñing a clear view
(impact raised dust around the test cars), the probability of some mechaniõal failure,
and the restricted impressions often rendered by a singie view of a subject.

For Tests 20-48 the number of cameras was reduceã. Only two higñ-speed cameras
were needed for data. Since a large number of tests were schedutea ana many were
similar, it was felt that it would be easier to re-run a test if a camera failedihan to
provide duplicate coverage. In addition, a rigorous check-out and countdown system
was developed to insure that atl cameras would function for a test.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW BARRIERS

It would be desirable to have one I'all-purpose!' highway barrier for guide rail, me-
dian barrier or bridge railing. However, a primary function of any barrier is to mini-
mize the loss of human life by keeping vehicle deceleration as low as possible during a
collision. This can best be accomplished by a system that yields as it deflects since in
doing so it absorbs energy and cushions the impact. Unfortunately, large deflections
are not always permissible. There are many obstructions such as retaining walls,
overhead sign supports, and bridge piers which cannot be removed from the roadside
or median. Many existing medians are very narrottr and may not economically be wid-
ened. For these locations some type of barrier is needed which will restrict deflection
to a predetermined value and at the same time minimize vehicle deceleration.

A system relying primarily on rail bending was selected for situations where deflec-
tion must be restricted because it appeared the only practical way to develop a nearly
constant restraining force with controlled magnitude. A cable guide rail design was
modified for use where large deflections are tolerable and where a clear view is desir-
able or where other types might act as a snow fence. A modified rff or corrugated rail
design was also developed since it has certain advantages in that it is less affected by
minor collisions than the cable, it provides better delineation than cable, and, as it
turned out, provides very low vehicle deceleration during major collisions. On bridges,
rail deflection must be kept at a very low value. Therefore, a relatively rigid bridge
rail was developed. To keep vehicle decelerations as low as possible by permitting as
much deflection as the situation will allow it is necessary to change from one systemto
another. This is most difficult where it is required to have a transition from guide rail
to rigid bridge rail. Therefore, this type of transitionwas included inthe testprogram.

Box Peam Median Barrier
The first barrier rail designed to act primarily as a beam was a prototype median

barrier built and tested by Cornelt Aeronautical Laboratory for New York State (Fig.
13). It consisted of a box section rail mounted on lightweight posts. The posts were
spaced close together so that several posts would be deflected at the same time during
a collision. The rail rested in saddles fastened to the top of each post. The railtended
to stay at the same elevation during collision so that a car would not go over or under
it. The small posts were considered expendable during major collisions. The rail and
post strength were balanced to limit deceleration to less than 10 g's during a maximum
impact by a 4,000-tb car. For the first test on this prototype barrier the rail ends
were anchored. This barrier redirected the car but the steering system was damaged
by contact with the posts (Fig. 14) and the saddles were torn off the impacted posts
during the collision. During a second test (rig. 15) ihe rail ends were not anchored.

I
a
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Figure 13. Box beom medion borrier (Test 4).
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Figure 14. Cor ofter Test 4.

The speed and angle of impact were nearly the same as the previous test and the carand
barrier reactions were similar. The calculated increase in rail strength due to end

anchors was only six percent at maximum anticipated rail deflection.
The two tests demonstrated that a barrier which controlled deflection without pro-

ducing intolerable decelerations could be constructed. They also showed that the design
concept was practical without providing rail tension with end anchors. The hollow steel
tube had a neat appearance along with good performance and it was decided to use this
basic concept in äèveloping a median barrier, bridge rail and guide rail. Because of
the hollow rectangular steel tube used as a rail this type of barrier became known as a
box beam.

Although the first two tests on the prototype box-beam median barrier were higttly
successful, there were five features which needed improvement:

1. A wider rail was needed to help prevent wheels irom contacting the posts in low
angle collisions. It was also practical to use a more economical rail section which had

thã required lateral strength with somewhat less vertical strength. Only a modest ver-
tical sirength is required to prevent the rail from sagging between posts even after
several have been eliminated during collision.

2. The saddles used to support the rail broke off and would have been a hazard to
oncoming traffic.

3. Wét¿eA splices are not practical in the field particularly where sections of rail
must be replaced by maintenance crews.

4. In tests of the prototype median barrier, posts were spaced at 4 ft. Greater post

spacing was desirable in the interest of economy.
5. A post embedded in concrete is expensive and inconvenient to replace. A driven

post is, therefore, more desirable.
6. The 2Yqby 2-in. fence posts used in Tests 4 and 5 wereonlyavailableinmerchant

quality steel which does not have uniform strength or good welding properties. It was

necessary to adopt a post with predictable structural characteristics.
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Figure 15" Box beom medion borrier (Test 5).
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TABLE 5

LATERAL BARRIER RESISTANCE AT lz-INCH DEFLECTION

Rail Type wt/Ft
Resistance (kips) at

sect. Mod, Post spacing

8Fr 6Ft 4Ft

ïY¿by t0 (rest 5)
6by6by%s
6by6by%
6by6by%s
6by6by%
6by6byI
8by6by%o
8by6by%
8by6by%o
8bv6bv%
8by6by%
10by6by%
l0by6by%s
l0by6by%
10by6by%

30. 6
14.4
18. I
23. 0
27,0
34,4
16.8
22.0
27.0
31. ?
40. 6
2t.4
3L.2
36.8
47,3

17.5
?.8
9.9

11.8
13. 5
16.1
tt.4
14. 6
17. 4
19.9
24.0
20. t
24. I
27.7
33.9

16.6
1?. 6
19. 6
27.6
22.2
20.2
22.8
23.4
24.2
26. 6y'
25. E!
28. 3
29. 6
30. 4

24.5^
25,N
28.0
30. 0
3r.4
33. 6
30.0
33.0
35. 0
3?.0
40. 0
37. I
40. 6
4L.4
46.2

20. 0
22.4
23. 6
24.Ñ
26. N
24,0
26. ol
28. 6
30.0
31.6
31. 0
32.4
35. 0
36. I

oPost 
sÌrength for Test 5 wos 3,000 lb, oll others 4,100 lb.

Calculated barrier reactions for the design used in Tests 4 and 5 showed that the rail
would deflect about 2 ft when hit by a 4,000-lb car traveling 60 mph and at an angle of
25 deg to the barrier. This would make the rail effective in a median 4 ft wide. It was
therefore decided to select a post and rail combination that would have nearly the same
characteristics as the one used in Tests 4 and 5.

Table 5 shows the force at 12-in. deflection for several rail and post combinations
onsidered. This table includes, on the first line, the results of calculations per-

tbrmed for the prototype barrier. Following down the table it can be seen that the first
rail section, tried on posts spaced at 4 ft, developed adequate lateral resistance (check
marked). Lateral resistance was also suitable when the heavy wall 6 by 6 tubes and
8 by 6 tubes were mounted on posts spaced at 6 ft. Finally, another acceptable com-
bination appeared to be the heavy wall 8 by 6 or 10 by 6 tubes on posts spaced at I ft.
Since it was desirable to obtain a minimum weight of rail and a maximum offset be-
tween face of rail and post, the I by 6 by L/a rail on posts spaced at 6 ft was selected
for further development.

Hollow steel tubes were selected for a rail because tlìe tubes hadgood torsionalsta-
bility, neat appearance and they are commercially available. The rectangular shape
allowed maximum dynamic stress in the flanges with little danger of local buckling be-
cause of the two webs. An 8 by 6 by %u-in. tube with posts spaced at 6 ft had a re-
sisting force almost the same as the CAL prototype, but an 8 by 6 by '/n-in. tube was
selected because it was necessary to cut holes in the tube to make post connections and
it was felt that extreme bending would produce stress concentrations at ends of splice
plates. The post selected first was a 5 by 2 by s/ru-in, hollow steel tube, but later the
3I5.7 post was found to have nearly the same lateral strengti¡ less longitudinal strength
and was more economical. The 3I5. ? post was substituted for the 3 by 2-in. tube with-
out recalculating the force deflection curves or a vehicle trajectory.

Considerable difficulty was encountered in developing a satisfactory rail-post con-
nection. The connection shown in Figure 16 was designed to sustain a 4,000-lb lateral
load under plastic deformation. It will resist a longitudinal load of about 1,000 lbwhich
is as little as could be obtained while maintaining a 4, 000-lb lateral strength. The plate
was designed to allow the rail to deflect laterally with little change in elevation. When
a post is bent over by direct contact with a car bumper, the post is free to pull out of
the rail so as not to pull the rail down. The tendency for the rail to lie down when hit
by a car is resisted by the vertical stiffness of the rail and by undisturbed posts out-
side the impact area. There was no positive connection between rail and post. It was
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Figure ló. Box beom medion borrier (Test 24).
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Figure ì7. Box beom medion borrier splice.

ielt that any positive connection would make it more hazardous for a car to get by a
post while the rail was deflected. It was also hoped that the rail denting into the car
rould help prevent rail uplift.

The splice illustrated in Figure 17 was designed to resist lateral bending. Sincevery
Iittle tension is developed in the rail, it was not necessary to design the splice to trans-
mit high tensile stresses. The bolts serve first to hold the bent plates in place and
second to develop a nominal amount of rail tension when the rail is loaded beyond design
capacity. An internal splice would present a more pleasing appearance but would make
rail replacement much more difficult. It is also difficult to develop an internal splice
which is snug fitting and easily installed. A lateral snugfit is essential if lateral bending
strength is to be maintained. Several internal and external splices were tested in the
laboratory. The one shown in Figure 17 seemed like the simplest to fabricate and de-
veloped the lateral strength of the rail i¡r laboratory tests.

The trvo major testing irnpact conditions, 60 mph at a 25-deg angle and 45 mph at a
35-deg angle were selected for the steel box beam median barrier because they repre-
sented the ¡nost severe impacts expected on this barrier. A shallow angle impact was
not planned; however, one occurred following a majorimpactand itclearlydemonstrated
the favorable results of a shallow angle impact. A third test was performed at 60 mph
with a 25-deg angle on an aluminum rail placed on the same posts used for the steel
rail tests.

Results of the two tests on steel box beam ¡nedian barrier are shown in Figures 1?

and 18.
The vehicle reactions for these two tests were very satisfactory. Maximum vehicle

decelerations were 5 g's and 10 g's as shown in Figures 16 and 18. In Test 24 the
steering system was damaged when one wheel struck one or more posts (see Fig. 19).
In Test 26 the deceleration was greater but the steering was not damaged. The car was
driven away after the test (fig. ZO). Vehicle redirectionwas very good. In Test 24the
car collided with the barrier a second time and slid along the barrier until it stopped.

The barrier performance was not as good as desired. Rail deflections of 5.5 ft for
Test 24 and 5. 6 ft for Test 26 were greater tìran the 2 ft expected. The high-speed
rnovies showed that the rail moved vertically up along the post as the post inclined
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Figure 18. Box beqm medion borrier (Test 2ó).
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Figure 19. Cor ofter Test 24,

Figure 20. Cqr ofter Test 26.

Figure 21. Box beom medion borrier ofter Test 26.
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Iaterally. When the rail lost contact with the post sooner than expected it was retativity
free to deflect laterally. The extra deflection resulted in long vehicle contact with rail
and several posts were bent over by the car (fig. 2t). The most noticeable rail bends
occurred at the splices. There was about %-in. lateral clearance between rail and
splices which allowed the rail to deflect easily at the splices after the rail lost contact
with the posts.

The test on a median barrier using an aluminum rail was planned for 60 mph and 25
deg, the same as for the steel rail, to provide data on the effects of rail mass and the
dynamic strength of aluminum.

To evaluate the influence of rail inertia on a colliding vehicle it was assumed that an
18-ft section of steel box-beam rait (400 lb) attains a lateral velocity of 21 mph when
impacted by a 3800-1b car at 60 mph and 25 deg (car's lateral velocity = 25 mph). Using
the principle of conservation of momentum (Mr x AVr = Mz x AV¿), it was computed that
lateral velocity of the car would decrease by 2 mph. An aluminum rail of the same
cross-sectional area would weigh approximately one-third as much as the steel railand
the lateral velocity of the car would decrease about 0.7 mph.

The change in lateral kinetic energy of the car due to the change in lateral velocity
is about 530 ft-lb when impacting the steel rail and about 59 ft-lb when impacting the
aluminum rail. Since the car has nearly 80r 000 ft-lb of lateral energy, it was con-
cluded that rail inertia should not significantly affect the ability of the barrier to absorb
the impact.

The dynamic yield strength of steel is about 20 percent greater than the static yield
strength (6). The dynamic yield strength of 6061T6 aluminum alloy was found to be
slightly less than the static yield strength in one dynamic post test. The aluminum rail
had ihe same cross-sectÍonal area as the steel tube used in Tests 24 and,26but thewall
thickness was varied to get a larger section modulus which compensated for the reduced
dynamic yield strength.

The objective of a full-scale test on aluminum rail was to find out if the aluminum
would perform in a manner similar to steel and if the difference in mass had any no-
ticeable effect on reactions. However, the adverse effects of rail uplift in Tests 24 ar^
26 made it necessary to revise the rail-post connection so that some resistance to rail
uplift was developed. This was aecomplished by cutting the plate as shown in Figure 22.
The %-in. "ear" provided a mechanical interlockwiththetiponthebottomsideof therail.

Results of the test on aluminum median barrier are illustrated in Figure 22. Vehicle
deceleration was limited to 5. 5 g's. Redirection was excellent and the steering system
was not badly damaged.

Barrier performance was better than in Tests 24 and 26 since rail deflection was
limited to 3 ft and there was very little rail uplift. Some postswereliftedslightlywhich
indicated that the "ear" on top of the post helped keep the rail down. The 3-ft rail de-
flection was still greater than was desired. The internal splices were loose as shown
in Figure 23 and this may account for some of the dynamic deflection. During the col-
Iision one post was pulled completely out of the ground, bounced up, and droveupthrough
the rear floor pan and into the right side of the car. The post was located where the rail
deflected excessively and the plate on top of the post was bent about 90 deg. No other
posts in the three tests were bent in this manner. It is assumed that this post action is
due partly to excessive rail deflection. Damage to the aluminum rail was about the same
as for the steel rails (Fig. 24).

The barrier details shown in Figure 25 have been accepted by the New York State De-
partment of Public rrlti/orks and are being used in medians up to 14 ft wide. \ilhere nec-
essary, shims are used at the splices to assure a snug lateral fit and minimum rail de-
flection. The paddle is bolted to the top of the post rathe¡ than welded for easier post
driving. Holes 1 in. in diameter are used at splices for %-in. bolts to provide for
temperature expansion and contraction. At bridge expansion joints the hole in the rail
is slotted.

Box Beam Bridge Railing

The box beam concept also appeared to be applicable in the design of bridge rails and
it was decided to develop a bridge rail with the same force-deflection characteristics z'

I
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Alumlnum RalI Srrx6rl
Al1oy (606I-16)

klr Plaüe

" \szz-
Length -

200 Ft.
krr Stee1 Plate

8r x 24r

fmpact Condlttons:
Speed: 501 MPH
Angles 25"

Maxlmu¡n Dynanlc
Deflectlon: 3.0 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Soeed: 40! MPH
A;ele: ooù

Length of Barrler
Contacb: 30 Ft.

Nunber of Postg
Damaged: 7

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlna HlÂhesü Per:lod
5.2 qrs (õ.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Conüacü
1.6 9rs (0.90 sec.)

Permanent Set: 2.0 Ft.

27u

I Post
I rrl.z
l6 Fr. c.c*J

I

I

I

l:

Figvre 22. Box beonÍ medion borrier (Iest 43).
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Figure 23. Splice ofter Test 43.

the box beam median barrier. There are several differences between the two systems. The
median barrier posts are usually driven into soil, but on a bridge the posts areanchored
to concrete or steel. On bridges the railing often serves as a pedestrian handrail and
many times a curb is desirable to control drainage and provide a walkway for pedestri.
ans. The box beam bridge rail was designed to meet all of these conditions along with
the six normal functions of a highway barrier.

The fÍrst two box beam bridge rail tests are shown in Figures 26 and,27. Tests per-
formed by the California Division of Highways (1) indicatea that a curb could cause a

car to jump appreciably. To provide for
this possibility, the railingwas first tested
behind a 10-in. curb with a 5-ft sidewalk.
The second test was performed on a rail
mounted behind a 20-in. safety walk. The
top rail in the first test and thebottomrail
in the second test were placed at the eleva-
tion anticipated for the car center of gravity.
It was thought that a passenger vehicle would
contact onlyone railand leavethe otherrail
relatively free. Trucks, of course, would
likely bear on both rails. Therefore each
rait (considering post height and spacing)
wasdesigned to provide the same strength
as the prototype box beam median banier.
The top rail had a larger section modulus
in order to distribute the load over more
posts because each post would act as a
longer cantilever with the top rail than it
would with the lower rail. A curb 10 in.
high was used since this is accepted prac-
tice on New York State bridges. A 3 by
2-in. hollow steel tube post was selected
because it had a pleasing appearance and
the desired lateral strength.

I

t';

Figure 24" Borrier ofter Test 43.
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Bent Plateg
3/8rr thicksteel Tube-8rx6ixl/4ttx22 l/î.t.

Slot 7"x1 l/2"

Post Y
315.7 o tt
6r-0r'C.toC. \

1,z8 "Max . J' lr' 0 holes for 2' bolÈs 3/4"0 x 8" lS,
(use stotteã nores in-iåirsat bridge expansion joints)

Ga!.v.
5" x

22 ga.

L/32"

Steêl- Plate: 6"x5"x3ll6" thick

L/4

f/4 across bottom
of plate

l3/ló,' oholes for 3/4,' 4bolts
Stee1 bar: 2"x8'rxl/4,' thick

Figure 25. Box beom med¡on borrier detoils.

The barriers were impacted at approximately 60 mph and 2b deg (Figs. 2o a\d. z,t).
When the cars traversed the 5-ft wide sidewalk it did not jump. However, the car body
was raised so that at impact it was at normal height above the sidewalk surface. To
minimize longitudinal post strength, toggle bolts were tried in the first test. The par-
ticular size and style used proved to be too weak to retain the rails and while they did
not influence the test results they were not used again. In both of these tests, thè lateral
rail deflection was much less than desired and accordingly the vehicle deceleration was
much higher. Review of the high-speed data films showed that both rails were active in
restraining the car. The 10-in. high curb damaged the steering system. Evidence of
rail and curb action are shown in Figure 28 along with pictures of the bridge railing be-
fore and after test.

A third test was performed on this same box beam bridge rail design constructed of
aluminum (rig. ZS). The car was partially redirected wtren tt¡e weldeã portion of the
posts at the base plates began to tear. Successive failure of nearly every post allowed
the car to carry off the rails. The high-speed films indicate that the barrier was per-
forming as expected until the posts failed and conection of this deficiency might have
provided an acceptable design.

A final test of this box beam design was performed using a 14,000-Ib school Uus (flg.
30). The front wheel mounted the curb, the bus impacted tie railing and was smoothly
redirected. Neither the bus nor the rail were extensively damagedandvehicledecelera-
tion was moderate. In addition to visually studying the problems which might be as-
sociated with high center of gravity and large wheels, this testprovideddatawhichcould
be used to verify the vehicle trajectory model with large vehicles.

As a result of the initial tests and analyses, a modified box beam bridge rail design
was developed. This design had lighter rails which were assumed to act in unison to
provide the lateral resisting force and deftect about 2 ft during a severe impact. The
calculated force-deflection curve was nearly the same as for the prototype box beam
median barrier.

I
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Sbêel Tube
Ûtt x4ttx27 , 0ll /Ft ,

Steel- Tube
8rxArxt4.4
#/Ft.

Post-Steel Tube
3tt x?tt x\ . 3ll /?t .

20r ll Fb. c.c.

I r*- ea

T-nF-
I

Asphalt FlLler

fmÞact Condltlons:
Speed: 6l^l'lPH
AnBIe: 27"

Maxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon! 0.9 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
speed : ll3^MPH
Ai¡gle: 6'

Length of Barrler
Contac¿: L6 Ft.

Nurnber of Postg
Damaged: 4

Average Deceleratlon
Durlng Highest PerJ.od

10.9 q's (0.05 sec.)
Durlñg Barrler Con0act
5.2 q's (0.265 sec.)

Permanent Set: Not
¡neasurable

Figure 26, Box beom bridge roil (Test l0).
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Post - Steel Tube
3"x2'fx4.3#/Fr, 6 Ft. C.C.

Impact Condltlons:
Speed: 5l^¡{PHAngle: 28"

¡laxlmum Dynanlc
Deflecü1on: 0.5 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: 38^MPH
Angle: 5"

Length of Banrler.
Contact: I0 Ft.

Number of Posts
Damaged: 6

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlng Hl.ghest Perfod

1.4.4 s's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
3.7 qrs (0.365 sec.)

Per.manen¿ Set: 0.1 Ft.

Length - 100 Fü.

Figvre27, Box beom bridge roil (Iest ll).
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Figure 29. Cor qnd borrier domoge (test I I ).
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t{elded Atun. Channels 606L-16
Bttx4t¡x8,5ll/Fþ.
Lengüh . t00 Ft.

Posts - AluÍ¡. Tube8 6063-T5
3rtx2"xt.43f,/Ft. - 6 Ft. c.c.

'npact Condltlons:
Speed: 5?^l,lPH
An8le: 30"

Maxlnu¡n Dynanlc
Deflectlon: + l0 f,t.

Exlt Condltlonsr
Speed: Not applicable
Angle: Not applicaÞle.:

Length of Barrler
Contaci.: +50 ft.

Numþer of Postg
Da¡naged: Al.t

Average Decelenatlons
Durlng Hlghest Perlod
t'¡ot determlnetl
Durlng Bar¡l€¡ Contacü
Not determineal

Pelmanenü Set:
Nono in ralls

I

.l
I

Figure 29. Box beom bridge roil (test l4).
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Pos¡ - Steel Tube
3tlx2"x4. 3#/Ft. 6 Ft. C. C.

5/ú" I
1r

Impact Condltlons:
Speed: 29^l4Plt
Angle: 22-

l4axlmum Dynamlc
Deflecblon: 0.3 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: 25 -MPHAhgle: 6'

Length of Barrler
Contact: l0 Ft.

Number of Po6ts
Damaged: 6

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlns lllchest Perlod
3.7 qï" (ò'.os sec.)
Dunlng Barrler Contact
0.8 crrs (1.000 sec.)

Permanent Set: 0.1 Fl.

l¡ ¡lfr E-l'
: jltir¡Furr-

+

Steel Tube

,)fl" xtt" xz7 t /rv .

lsteeL Tube ll
lg"*t¡ '*t¡. ¡'¡Or¡

trt" I

i Fzos],¡;-F;
Length = 100 Ft.

d r¡rõT4õF€É¡d. r--"

---i:-1.:;riri:rr"

--iÚ-rrlFi

S$'t'.lfttriffi*ii'"ïî.
Figure 30. Box beom bridge roil (Test ló).
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Length = 100 Ft.

Pcst - 3rrxArrx3l16,' Tube
(A36 )
6 Fü. c.c.

Ìmpact Condltlons:
Speed: 4o-MpH
Angle: 25u

lilaxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: 0,3 ¡t.

Exlt Condlùlons:
Speed: I2-!lPH
Angle: 3'

Length of Barrler
Contact: 2q Ft.

Nunber of Posts
Danaged: 4

Average Deceleraü1on:
Durlng Hlghest Perlod
5.6 g's (0,05 sec. )

Durlng Banrler Conüact
2.4 g's (0.605 sec. )

Pemaneng Set: 0.2 ¡'t.

Figure 31. Box beom bridge roil (Iest 23).
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Post-3"x2"x3,/l.6rr Tube
(436) 6 FL. cc

Length = t00 Fb.

Impact Condlglons:
soeed: 60 Ì4Pll
AàsLe: 25o

Maxlmun Dynamlc
Deflectlon: No Daba

Exlt Condlelons:
Speed: No Data
Angl-e: No Daba

tength of Barrler
Conbact : 24 F¡.

Number of Posts
Damaged: 4

Average Deceleratlon
Durlng Hlghes¿ Perlod

No Data
Durlng Barrler Contact

No Data

Permanent Seu: 0.4 Ft.
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Figure 32. Box beom bridge roil (lest 3l).
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Post - 3r'x2'rx3116" Tube
(A36) 6 Fr. CC

Length = ]00 Ft.

-'Dâct Condltlons:
. ìDeed: 61 ltlPH

rthg:.e: 25o

l4axlnum Dyna¡nlc
Deflectlon: 0.9 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: 52^l4PH
AngIe:

Leng¿h of Barrler
contact : lB Ft.

Number of Posts
Danaged: 5

Average Deceleratlon
Durlng lllghest Perlod
9.5 g's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
2.8 g's (0,570 sec.)

Permanent Set: 0,5 Ft.
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Figure 33. Box beom bridge roil (Tesr 32).
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Figure 34. Cor ond roil ofter Test 3.|.
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Figure 35. Cor qnd roil ofter Tesf 32.

An impact at 45 mph and 35 deg was planned lor the first test on this modified box
beam bridge rail at Schenectady County Airport. To attain the high angle of impact the
guide track was curved. On the approach run the car jumped the track too close to the
barrier to avoid an impact and the results are shown in Figure 31. The car brakes
were set before impact and the car drifted into the barrier at 40 mph. The drilt was
such that the velocity vectorwas about 25 deg but the heading angle was much larger.
The barrier successfully retained the car but since the car was spinning it was unable
to rotate it so that it could exit with the car axis nearly parallel to the rail.

A second test was planned at 60 mph and 25 deg. However, the data cameras did
not work in Test 31 necessitating a rerun. The pictures obtained by the documentary
cameras are shown in Figure 32. During the retest the barrier deflected about 11 in.,
lateral deceleration reached a peak of 9.5 g's, and the car left the barrierat ashallow
angte (fig. 33). The high-speed movies showed that the car had no tendency to roll over
the rail or drop off the edge of the structure.

The vehicle deceleration graphs indicated that occupants of the car would be subject
to less than fatal injuries. The damage to the front wheel caused the car to veer away
from the rail in Test 31 and toward the rail in Test 32 after the car left the rail (fig-
ures 34 and 35).

In both Tests 31 and 32 the bridge rail sustained a 60 mph, 25-deg impact bya3500-
Ib car. Up to five posts required replacement after each test. The system was still
serviceable, and the rail splices held, having no noticeable effects on the rail or ve-
hicle action (Figs. 3¿ and 35). Maximum dynamic deflection for Test 32 was 11 in. -at
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Post - 3'rx2'rx3,/l6rl
(436) 6 Ft. cc

Length = 100 Ft.
Impact CondLtlons:

Speed: 3I^MPH
Angi.e: 7"

Maxlnun Dynamlc
Deflectlon: 0'2 Ft'

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: No Data caneras
Angle: No Data Caneras

Len8bh of Barrler
contacg: 6 Ft.

Number of Posts
Damaged: None

Averaqe Deceleratlon:
DurIng Highest Perlod
No Data Cameras
Durtng Barrler Contact
No Data Cameras

Permanent Sec: None
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r g|"
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Figure 3ó. Box beqm bridge roil (Test 44).
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Length = 100 Ft.
'npact Condlülons:

Speed: 53^MPH
AngÌe: 7-

¡{axlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon3 0.7 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed3 No Data
AngLe: No Data

Length of Bafrler
conüact: 8 Fü.

Nunber of Postg
Dåmaged: None

Âverate Deceleratlon:
Duräng Hlghesü Per-lod
2.0 g's (0'05 sec.)
Dur:lnn Barrler Contact
0.7 grs (0.680 sec.)

Permanent Set: None

Figure 37. Box beqm bridge roil (test 45).

6rx3nx¡¡r ,

Tubes (424I

Posü - 3ttx2rrx3./16" lube
(436) 6 Ft. cc
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Figure38. Cordomoge,box beom bridgeroil (ó-in.curb): toprbeforeTest44¡center,ofterTest44
qnd before Test 45; bottom, ofter Test 45.
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6rx3"xlú
llubes (4241

Posü - 3nx2rrx3./L6t' Tube
(436) 6 Ft. cc

íengtrr . 100 Ft.

Inpact condiflonss
Speed: 40^MPH
AngLe: 25"

Maxlmum Dynâmlc
DeflectLonr 1.7 Ft.

Ex1ü Condltlons:
Speed: 32^l,lPH
Angle:

Length of Barrler
ConÈect: 24 Ft.

Nunber of Posts
Danaged 3 ll

Averege Deceleratlons
. Durlng Hlghest Perlod

2'9 g's (0.05 sec. )
Du¡lLng Barrler Conüact
1.5 g's (0.720 eec.)

Permanent Set: 0.2 Ff.

Figure 39. Box beom bridge roil (test 47)'
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Post -3'ix2rrx3lL6" Tube
(A36) 6 Fr. cc

Length = 100 F¡.

Impact condltlons:
Speed:. q5^MPH

Angle: 35-

Mâx1mum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: 3,6 Fb.

Ex1ü condltlons:
Speed: 25^MPH
Angle: 14"

!rt'*q*"

(
¡l

Length of Ba¡rler
Contact: 30 Ft.

Nûnber of Posbs
Damaged: 9

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlng Hlghest Perlod
8.9 g's (0.05 sec.)

DurlnZ Barrler Contact
4.1 g's (0.890 sec.)

Permanent Sêt:
Not meagurable because
rails saggeal
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Figure 40. Box beqm bridge roil (Iest 48).
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Figure4ì. Cordomogerboxbeombridgeroil (ó-in.curb): top,beforeTest4T;bottomrofterTest4T.

least 24 in. was expected. Had the rail deflected 24 in., the 9. 5 g deceleration v/ould
have been considerably reduced.

It was apparent from the test results that the system was still too strong. The 10-
in. high curb caused considerable steering damage and it was problematical where the
car would stop after a severe collision with this height of curb. It was observed that
car rTumprr only occurred where the curb is offset from face of rail enough to allow the
suspension system to recover before the car strikes the rail.

Impacts against a 6-in. curb without any railing were performed in a car controlled
by a driver. These tests showed that a 6-in. high curb had almost no effect on the
steering system. The 6-in. curb also had very little effect on the vehicle motion during
several shallow-angle low-speed impacts. It was concluded that a 6-in. curb shouldnot
affect the motion of a car striking a box beam bridge rail if the rails were mounted close
enough to the face of the curb to prevent car '!ump" due to recovery of the suspension
system. To verify this the bridge rail used in Tests 31 and 32 was erected on a curb 6

in. high for full-scale tests.
Four tests were performed. In the first two the car hit the rail at mild angles and

speeds. Neither rail nor car was seriously damaged and the car was smoothly redi-
rected (Figs. g6 and 3?). Vehicle damage was slight enough so that the same car was
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"+ *+EffiF-

fmpacC Condltlons:
Speed: 55^MPH
AngIe: 26"

Maxlnun Dynarnlc
Deflec¡lon: Second Panel

Sheared Off

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: None
Angle: None

Length of Barrler
Contact: Not applicable

Number of Posts
Damaged: 3

Average Decelerâ01on:
Durlng Hlghest Perlod
22.0 q's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
2.8 qrs (0.825 sec.)

Permanent Set:
Not applicable

Figure 42. Rigid bridge roil (Íest 9).
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2-7l8rr Sceel
5" C St€el Plpes

q" ó SteeÌ PlPe
Length = 60 Fb.

t2r

Plafes
Spaced 0
8,,8"41

-+12r'

--+
l2rr

2O:"/{-l T

;-1T

ImDact Condlflons:
bpeed: 58^MPll
Angle: 27-

Maxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: 0.2 Ft'

Exlb Condltlons:
speed: 46^MPH
Angle: 10-

Length of Barrler
concact: 5 Ft.

Number of Posts
Danaged: None

Average Decel eratlon:'' 
óu"lnc Hlahest Perlod
10,1 q's (0,05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
4.? q's (0.300 sec')

Permanent Seb: 0'2 Ff'

Figure 43. Rigid bridge roil (test 8).
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Impact Condltlons:
Speed: q5_trPH
Angle: 35'

I'laxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: 0.3 Fb.

Exlt Condltlonc:
Speed: Nog Redlrected
Angle: Not Redl¡:ected

Length of Barrler
Contacb: 8 F¿,

Nunber of Posbs
Damaged: I

Average Deceleratlon;
DuflnÂ H1Âhest Pe¡'lodlL .¡l q's f0. 05 sec. )
Durlng Barnler' Contact2.2 qrs (0.900 sec.)

Permanent Set:
Not applicable
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2 Steel Tubes
5'xJrt¡¡r contlnuous

27"

T

lwc 3/4 | Ple,tes 5rl
Aparg 6'-9'r c.c.

Length = 100 Ft,

t.

Figure 44. Rigid bridge roil (Iesr 29).
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Inpact Condltlons:
Speed: 55^MPH
Angle: 25"

Maxlrnun DynaÍ¡1c
Deflecglon: 0.0 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed : 37 ^l'lPHAnglè:

Length of Barrler
contact: 8 Ft.

Nunþer of Posts Damaged:

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlng Hlghesü Perlod
12.3 (I's(0.05 sec.)
DunlnÉ Barrler Coneact
3.0 g'e (0.440 sec.)

Permanent Set: 0.0 F¿'

Lengüh =
100 Fb.

? Steel Tubes
5rrx3rrxtrr ConbLnuous

lwo 3/\tl
Aparb 8'

Plates 5r'
-gu c.c.

Figure 45. Risid bridge roil (Test 30).
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tigure 46. Vehicle domoge, rigid bridge roils: top, ofter Test 29¡bottom, ofter Tesf 30.

used for both tests and u'as driveable after the second test (FÍg. 38). In the third and
fourth tests the car hit the rail at 25 deg and 85 deg respectivety (rigs. 39 and 40). tn
Test 47 a,previously damaged car was used. However, the steering was not further
damaged (fig. af ¡ and the car was driven away after the test. In Tãst 48 a car with no
bumper was used and the wheel nearest the barrier snagged on one or more posts and
was snapped off. As predicted, the 6-in. -high curb had no noticeable effectbn vehicle
reactions.

B_arrier damage for the shallow-angle tests was negligible and barrier damage for
the 25-deg test was minimal since only four posts were damaged.

Tests 31 and 32 demonstrated that a 3500-tb car can be reáirected by a box beam
bridge rail under the most severe impact conditions. Tests 44 and 45 demonstrated

I

I
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that the box beam bridge rail can redirect a car às well as can a 10-in. high curb dur-

iná mifA impacts. tesi ¿l and several low-speed, Iow-angle tests showed that a car is
not adversely affected by a curb 6 in. high.

Rigid Bridge Railing

Four tests in the program u¡ere carried out to evaluate rigid bridge railings. In all
four the barriers were ñounted on curbs 10 in. high and offset 18 io 20 in. from the

iacã oi the curb. The 10-in. -high curb is used to prevent cars.from rubbing a barrier
ãùring shallow-angleimpacts wñich constitute the large percentage of collisions with
¡riagã raits. ThJcurb atso serves as an elevated walkway forpedestriansorworkmen'--iäst g was performed on a bridge rait design consisting oJ three panels fabricated

from thin-watl steel tubing (fig. ¿ã). The car struck near the end of the first panel,

deflected the rails and hitlhe then-exposed end of the second panel "head on' " The

sõãona panel was torn off the curb. Vehicle deceleration was very high' This test

áemonsirated the importance of continuous rails and the need for a generally

stronger system.- i"ãt I was performed on a proposed bridge rail designed to.contain both large and

"*.riï"rtióiã"-(ru. 
d). the'car was rediiected but vehicle deceleration was high.

õriy tf," lower railwas contacted by the car and the rail was bent slightly' Th9 ca¡

made contact with the posts wtrich added to the vehicle damage and the vehicle decelera-

tion. This test showeå that a 4-in. rait offset from the posts was not enough to prevent

u"tri"t" contact with a post, resulting in severe damage and longitudinal deceleration'

it" bridge rail shoivn ií figures'+4 and 45 meets current AASHO standards' Rails

are offset fóm the posts 5 in. ãnd rail and post strength are bala¡ced to provide the re-
quirea static design-strength with minimum weight. Two tests were scheduled, one at
.iá rnprt and 35 ¿es anã-oËai oo -pr¡ and 25 deg' A shallow-a"cl".t:l-Ylf ilo^t ll?Î""d
because testing pérformed by the California Division of Highways inclicatect that a Iu-
;n. cur¡ would'ieAireci acar at 60 mph and ? deg. .During.the higher-angle impact the

-ar was not redirected and deceleratiõns were túgn (rig. ¿¿). The lower rail deflected

4 in. because a post t"if"a at the base plate weld. Had the post held, the deceleration

*óüia"ñrr¿ ¡een-srigrttiv higher. For fhe higher-spee9. t""l: the welds on post bases

*ã"ã 
"o""""ted 

and-the"tesíwas run at 25 deg (rig. ¿S). The.car was redirected par-

allel to the rail for about 50 ft and then it left the roadway on the right. The steering

;t;t"; was uaaty aamalea by tle 10-in curb (rls. +0). It is of interest to compare the

"åniõfò 
dr*rge wtrictr rãsuttðd during these testJ with the damage which resulted from

impacting a bãx beam bridge rail mounted on a 6-in' curb'

Special Bridge Railing

The research on bridge railing conducted during this project r¡/as concerned primar-

ity wittr analyzing *a t"ãtmg boibeam bridge railè and testing rigid bridge rail.s' A

såatt portioi of tne study (dtests) was concèrned with speciat railing configurations.

These vrere propos"A 
"tiiing. 

or modifications of existing types which the Department

wished to evaluate. Howevðr, since they were structurally indeterminate and therefore

did not lend themsefvðã to anatysis withihe mathematical models, they were evaluated

by reducing the movies of full-scale tests'
The first test on rails of this type was performed on a cable bridge rail (fig'- ¿Z)'

fire car impacted tnã narrier, was not redirected, broke nearly every one o.t t]t9 Jigttt-
weight posts off near the base and came to rest with the cables across the windshield'

The second test was performed on a steel railing with continuous rails on the face

ot fãirly heavy posts (Fig. 48). The car.got off 9olls9 .oi t}: approach and while at-

tempting to turñ "*ay'i"õ- 
the barrier the car drifted into the rail. The barrier reac-

tion'was-acceptable in that the car was contained and continued on at about the same

rpåL¿ 
-n"*eïer, 

the deceleration seemed rather high, considering the impact con-

ditions, and this design was not considered further'- it"'tti"¿ and louríù tests were conducted on a continuous aluminum bridge railing

with a cable througn tf¡e tower rait (Figs. 49 and 50). The third test was suecessful

¡"i ln" speed and ángle of impact werJnot as severe as planned' Therefore' the test
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fmpact Condlt,lons:
Speed: 52^t4PH
AngLe: 2I"

Maxlmum Dynarnlc
Defl.ectlon: !.0 Ft.

Exlt Condl¿lons:
Speed: Pocketed
AngLe:

Length of Barrler
Conùact: 42 Ft,

Number of Posts
Dama!çed: I2

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlng Ìflghest perlod

12.2 q's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
3.3 q's (0.650 sec,)

Length = ?00 Ft. Anchoredf'Htf Posts 2*," x 2rr,r 6 Ft, C,C.

t

\

Figure 47. Coble bridge roil (Iesr l2).
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Contlnuous steel lubeg
3rrx3trxlOl./Ft. Welded üo Pos¿s

*,;¡riryÍffi
^ìr<. , ..; :
", #r r.*.rrrâ qq:T,.d{q..;. *

Post
5r10I Fr. c.c.

impact Condltlons:
Speed: 55^MPH
Angle: L2-

Måxlmu¡ll Dynanlc
Deflectlon: 0.2 Ft.

Exlt Condltlong!
Speed: Sldeswlpe
Ang1e:

Length of Barrler
Contact ! 15 Ft.

Nunber of Posfs
Danaged3 None

Average Deceleraü1on:
Durlng Hl8hest Perlod

fir"ltf lr""å9i1?."?'oiJt""t
2.3 q's (0.600 8ec.)

Permanent Set: 0.2 Fü.

¡ll a ll Þ
II

\"- n " È

Figure 48. Continuous sfeel bridge roil (Iest l3).
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Irnpect Condltlons:
Speed: 53^MPH
Angle3 15"

Maxlmr¡m Dynanlc
Defl.ectr.on! 0.1 Ft.

Exlü Condltlonsl
Speed ¡ 5z^lt!PH
Angle: ¡l'

Length of Barrler
Contacü: tI Ft.

Number of Posts
Danaged: 1

Averâge DeceÌeratlon:
DurlnÊ Hlqhest Perlod
4.,1 gts (ú.05 sec.)
Durlnr Bar't.ler Contact2.8 qrs (0.725 sêc.)

Permanent Seü: 0.0 Ft.

Figure 49. Continuous oluminum bridge roil (Iest l5).

Contlnuous Alum. Rail
3rrx3rr(6061-T6)

Post
5trx5t HI Fr.cc
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A lumlnum
Post

5"x5"
B Ft.

Contlnuous Alum. RalI
3'x3tr (606r-T6)

_T
rl-L,'

+
Ll-t"

+
ll!"

H
cc

3/ \r
CabIe
Anchored
Length =
53 Ft.

AII Conr¡ectlons Bolbed

Impact Condltlons:
speed: 55^NPli
Angle: 28"

Maxlmuri Dynamlc
Defleculon:

Exi.t Condlülons:
Speed: Pocketed
Angle:

Lênggh of barrler
CÕntac¿:

Number of Posts
Damaged: ,

Average DeceleratLon:
Durlng Hlghest Perlod
10.7 q's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Congact
5.3 qrs (0,450 sec.)

Permanent SeC: Rails
were bent ând broken

-T
10¡

Figure 50. Conlinuous oluminum bridge roil (Test ì7).
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F :l:>4- .:-,.

S¿eel Tube
6'tx6tt x3/:..6tt xI\ I /Fl .

Bolt

Post
3r5.7
6 Fr. c.c.

t-fr
kil steel
Plate
8u x 2llrt

Length = 200 F8.

fmpact Condltlons:
Speed: 50^l.lPH
Angle: 25"

l4axlmum Dynamic
Deflectlon: 3.0 Ft,

Exlg Condltlons:
Speed: 32^MPH
Antle: ll"

Lenggh of Barrler
Contact: 24 Ft.

Nunber of PosLs Damaged
Damaged: ¡t

Average Decel-era¡1ons:
Dr¡rlnÂ HlEhest Perlod
5.5 d's C0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
1..6 g's (0.900 sec.)

Permanent Set: 1.0 Fi.

\, 1

\l I \L
.,r,-fXi\\

$úw

Figure 5.|. Box beom guide roil (Test 25).
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I
27u+

I

1--
39tt

Steel Tube 6rx6tx3/L6n
.- 5/I6tt 9 Bole

!" I BoLt

Post
3r5.7
6 Fr. c.c.

IB*-+
h = 200 Ft.

t" Steel Plaüe
8r x 24"

rpact CondLtlons:
speed: 49^MPH
Angle: 35"

Maxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: 5.f Fb.

Exlt Condlblons:
speed: 24^MPH
Angle: 12"

Lengbh of Barrler
Contacþ: 30 Ft.

Number of Post6
Dâmaged: 9

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlng Hlghest Perlod
1..2 o's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
2.5 qrs (0.675 sec.)

Permanen¿ Set: 3,0 Fb.

Figure 52. Box beom guide roi I (l'est 34).
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Figure 53. Vehicle domoge, box beom guide roil: top, ofter Test 25; bottom, ofter Test 34.

was rerun, In the fourth test the railing failed, the cable broke the upstream end post,
and the car destroyed about half of the railing. This type of railing was therefore aban-
doned as unsuitable.

Box Beam Guide Rail
The box beam median barrier was designed to limit rail deflection to about 2 ft and

vehicle deceleration to less than 10 g's. It was estimated that a cable or W-section
system could limit deceleration to 2 or 3 grs with about 12 and 8 ft of deflection respec-
tively. Since 8 to 12 ft of deflection is not always permissible because of the proximity
to the roadway of sign posts and other fixed objects, a barrier was needed which would
limit deflection to between 2 and 8 ft. The 6 by 8-in. tube used in the median barrier
could be used if post spacing were made larger. However, a6by6-in. rail wasselected
because it was more economical and since the rail would be mounted on the roadside
face of the posts. The 6-in. width is enough to keep cars lrom contacting posts during
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Jeswipes and the 6-in. height is about the minimum for adequate car contact and de-
lineation. Figures in Table 5 show that the maximum deceleratingforcewould be 20,000

Ib, which could causea3500-tbcartodecelerateaboutS.?grsif postspacingwere6ft
on centers. A vehicle trajectory was calculated which indicated that ma:<imumdisplace-
ment for the center of gravity ol the car would be 48 in. and that maximum displace-
ment would occur when the vôhicle was parallel to the rail (vehicle heading angle = 0

deg). It also showed that the vehicle exit angle would be sm-all (10 deg). Table 5 also
shðws that a 6 by 6 by %o-in. rail with 4-ft post spacing will provide nearly the same

bending resistance as the I by 6 by %-in. rail used in the box beam median barrier.
.I'trJ6 Uy 6 by %u-in. rail appeared satisfactory ?ld the rail-post arrangement shown

in Figure 51 was scheduled for full-scale tests' A %e-in' bolt was used to hold the rail
to thãposts because it had been successfully used in Test 11to hold a similar bridge
rail to posts. The clip angle was fastened to the po.st with !,'/z-in. bolt which was the

largest size that woulá fit the small flange (rie' ¡t)' The %a-in' bolt was designed to
break when a car made direct contact with a post.

An external splice was selected for the same reasons as with the median barrier.
However, the spiice bolts were placed through slots in the tube ends to prevent the rail
from puliing alf posts toward the coltiding vehicle as the barrier deflected up to 4 ft
under-impaõt. This *ove-ent of the tube ends inside the splice plates does not reduce
the ability of the splice to transmit the bending in the rail.

Two fùll-scale tests were completed and the results are shown in Figures 51, 52, and

53. In both tests the car followed a smooth path, deflected the barrier 3 to 5 ft and left
the barrier traveling nearly parallel to it (Figs. 51 and 52). Lateral deceleration was

timited to 5. 5 grs and ?. 2 g's. The 50-mph impact speed in Test 25 is less than the in-
tended 60 mph ãnd it follows that the deceleration is less than in Test 34.

After Teit 25 the car was driven away from the test site with good steering control.
After Test 34 the steering system was in excellent condition. OnIy a cracked ignition
coil prevented the car from being driven away (fig. ¡3).

tirese two tests show that the "sudden stop" occurring when a car hits a fixed object

.'t the roadway can be prevented, the car can be redirected with minimal loss of con-

-^'ol, and the barrier deflected within fixed limits.

Figure 54. Box beom guide roi I domoge: left, ofter Test 25; right, ofter Tesl 34.
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Figure 55. Vehicle domoge, box beiom end treotment.

In both Tests 25 and 34 the box beam guide rail performance was excellent but in
Test 34 the impact speed was higher than expectedänd the rail deflected b ft instead of
!.ft as P]Tned (rig. s¿). There was some uplift of the rail_ during impact as shown i
Figure 54 but the effeet is not considered significant. The %e-in.-bolt held the rail
down to assure good barrier performance.

The rail splice was snug fitting and permitted no free lateral rail deflection. The
splice plates were hammered onto the rails during erection. Where the fit is not snug,
22-ga4e sheet metal shims are inserted between raU ana splices.

The rails expanded at the splice as provided for by the {-in. slots in the end of each
l?il: The splice near the exit area in Test 34 would probably have to be replaced. One24-ft section of rail in each test had to be replaced. The otËer splice in thô impactarea
did not appear to be damaged.

Box Beam Ends and Transitions
The exposed end of a box beam rail, whether bridge, median or guide, would be a

serious hazatd. which could_be_ reduced by bending the rail down to tñe ground, orcurving
the rail away from the roadside to a point where lhe end is not likely tõ¡e nii ny a car.
Combining these two treatments incorporates the advantages of both, and therefäre such
a configuration was selected for a full-scate test at 60 mph and 25 deg. The car would
feavg the roadway and approach the norma! langent alÍgnment of the bãrrier at 25 deg,
but due to the curve in the rail the car would strike the barrier at about 35 deg. the
curved portion was ?8 ft long and the rail end was offset 18 ft from the tangení (82-åeg
cu_rve). The car only attained a speed of 40 mph and was redirected with moderate de-
celeration and some body damage (fig. SS). The test results are shown in Figure 56.
A retest was made, the results of which are shown in Figure 5?. In this test ihe ve-
hicle speed was close to that desired and the rail faited tó resist the impact.

These two tests show that the curved rail will resist a moderate collision but the end
treatment thoqt¿ begin beyond the point of barrier need because of possible penetration.
The curved rail could be stiffened by using closer post spacing or a strongei rait but
this would result in higher vehicle decelerations. The curved rail is onty"a *"*s of
overcoming the danger of an exposed rail end.
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Steel Tube 6trx6trx3,/I6"
r5/L6" I sort

r:" f aott

Impact Condltlons:
Speed: q0 XPHAnsle: 35!"

.rxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: ?,? Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: 25^MPH
Angle: 3q"

Length of Barrler
Contact: 18 Ft.

Nunber of Posts
Da¡naged: q

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlng Hlghesb Perlod
4.3 g's (0.05 sec,)
Durlnß Barrler Contact
2.7 g's (0.504 sec.)

Petmaneng Set: 1.0 Fb.

Figure 5ó. Box beom end treotmenf $est 22).
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Steel Tube 6"x6"x3/I6'l
5/16" I Bort,

L" Á Bort

Post
3r5,7
6 Fr. c.c.

+r8'Li 
q

Length = 200 Ft.

krr Steel Plate
8rr x 24rl

Irnpact Condltlons:
Speed: 53^MPH
Angle: 40-!

Maxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon:

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: Barrler Falled
Angle: Barrler Falled

Lenath of Barnler
Cõntacg: Àpprox. l0 feet

Number of Posgs
Damaged: 5

Average Deceleratlon:
Durlng Hlgbest Perlod
4.1 qts (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Conbact
2.0 q'g (0.775 sec.)

Permanent Set:
Not apPlicable

I lr.ñt*ùi¡¡û'

Figure 57. Box beom end treotment (Tes¡ 27).
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Figure 58. Box beom tronsition to bridge roil.

It is not desirable to install a guide rail with Iittle bending strength on a bridge ap-
proach adjacent to a pylon or stiff railing on the bridge itself. A collision with suchan
approach guide rail causes considerable deflection and serves to pocket the vehicle at
the end of the bridge railing or pylon with disasterous results. The logical approach
system to a relatively stiff lridge rail is a box beam guide rail with similar deflection
-operties. The 6 by 6 by %u-in. rail with 4-ft post spacing has nearly the same force

-eflection characteristics as the box beam bridge rail (Table 5) and was selected as a
transition between bridge rail and normal box beam guide rail with posts spaced at 6ft
(rie. se).

Impacts at 25 and 35 deg were selected for the transition to box beam guide rail and
a third test at 25 deg was scheduled for a similar transition to a rigid bridge railing.

Results of the 25-deg test on the transition to box beam bridge rail are shovrn in Fig-
uíe 59. The vehicle reâction was similar to the vehicle reaction Ín Test 32 on box beam
bridge rail. The car was redirected but the deceleration was high and the steering was
badty damaged. Barrier damage rrvas more than expected for two reasons: (a) ttrere
wasãbout I ft between the last bridge rail post and the first transition post (fig. 0g);
and (b) a splice sleeve in the lower bridge rail was not properly installed and the far
end of the lower bridge rail was relatively free to whip off the posts after the bolts con-
necting the rail to posts sheared off.

Results of the 35 deg test on transition to box beam bridge rail are shown in Figure
60. The car did not attain the desired speed before impact. It was not redirected and
it is doubtful that it would have been redirected at an impact angle of 35 deg or greater
considering the increased number of posts direcUy contacted and the longitudinal re-
sistance provided by a 10-in. curb. However, decelerations were not extreme and the
vehicle was retained.

The last test on a transition was performed at 2õ dee (fig. 0t). In this test the
bridge rail was a rigid system designed not to deflect during a collision. The transition
details were the same as in the other two tests. The vehicle speed at impact could not
be determined due to an error in selecting lenses for the data cameras. Judging by the
vehicle and barrier damage, the speed probably exceeded 60 mph. Thecarwassmoothly
redirected and did not pocket at the end of the bridge rail.

Cable Guide Rail

Cable guide rail has been used extensively in New York State and was considered
"i.rst in the study since it appeared easy to analyze. A full-scaletestwasperformed

t.
i.

i:

Il.'
I

I

Lt.
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Steel Tube
6ttx6ttx3/I6tl

' *" 6 Bolt-
2?tl

1

s/LG"l Bort

Post
3r5.7
4 Ft. c.c.

ffi

length . 300 Ft.

¡trt Süeel P1ate
- 8nx24r

"L___fr
Impact Condltlons:

Speed: 5ll^MPH
Angtre: 25"

Maxl¡nu.n Dynamlc
Deflectlon! 4.6 Ft.

Exlt Condlttons:
Speed¡ 40^MPH
ArurLe:

Lengüh of Bar"ler
Contact¡ 32 F¿.

Number of PostE
Denageds 5

Average Deceleretlon¡
Durlng Hlghest Pe¡lod
9.4 g's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Ba"r"ler Contact
3.3 g'E (0.360 sec. )

Pernanent Set! I.5 Ft.

Figure 59. Box beom tronsition (test 2l).
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Scee} Tube
tty$naJ/!$tl

BoIC

5/L6" I Boú,

Posf
3f5.7
4 Fr. c.c.

Length = 300 Ft.

trr steel Plate
8r x 24x

3gu

I

Impact Condltlons:
Speed: 36^MPH
Angle: 35"

Maxlmum Dynanlc
Deflecülon: 0.6 Ft,

ExLt Condltlons:
Speedr Not Redlrected
Angle: Not Redlrected

Length of Barrle¡:
Contact : 12 Ft.

Number of Posts
Danaged: 3

Average Deceleraolon:
Durlng Hlghest Perlod
3.9 q's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Berrler Contact
1.9 qrs (0.825 aec.)

Permanent Set: 0'1 Fg.

Figure ó0. Box beom tronsition (Iest 35).
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sbeel Tube

1u-

5/L6" I Bolt

Post
3r5.7
4 Fr. c, c.

ñ\-l7Zt\ Irl
'i'

krr Sbeel Plate
8il x 2ll,'

Length = 300 Ft.

Impact Condltlons:
Speed:
Angle: 25"

l4axlmum Dynamlc
DeflecLlons: 2.5 l't.

Exlt Condlflons:
Speed: No Data
Ângle: No Data

Length of Barrler
contact: f8 Ft.

Numben of Posts
Damaged: 5

Average Decel.eration :
Durlng HlghesL Perlod
8.4 q's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Contact
3.5 q's (0.302 sec.)

Permanent Set: 2.0 Ft.

.l

Figure ó1. Box beqm tronsition (Iest 42).
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u - 3tu'{ cabres A

Sprlng Offset

Impact Condltlons:
sDeed: ql l4PH
nirgLe: 3qo

Maxlmum Dynamlc
Deflecblon: ]2.0 Ft.

Exlt Condltlons:
Speed: None
Angle: None

Length of Barrle¡"
Contact: 20 ¡'t.

Number of Posüs
Dañaged: 6

Average DeceLeratlon:
DuÌ.1n9 Hlghest Perlod
4.4 s's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrle¡. Contact
2.4 q's (0.600 sec.)

l¡

L

.l

Fisure ó2. Coble guide roil (test l).
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Post 2krtx2ilx4 ,Ifl/Ft.
8 Fr. c.c.

3-314" Cables and
- rúrr rrJrr Bol,ts wlth
End Anchors

Length = 200 Ft.
rBl

I
48" Drlve Anchors

Impact Condltlons:
soeed: 62 I'lPll
nirsle: 32o

Itlaxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlons: 11. Ft.

Exlb Condltlons:
Speed : 37 ^l4PHAngle: lO"

Length of Barrler
contact: 95 Ft.

Number of Posts
Damaged: All

Average DeceLeratlon:
Durlng Hl€ihest Perlod
5.2 q's (0.05 sec.)
Durlng Barrler Congact
2.6 qrs (0.?25 sec.)

¡I

**ab;
*.lF¡-tr

Figure ó3. Coble guide roil (Test l8).
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- _jr:iÉtr.Ff';,_ I

'1..,!lFt':--.¿:_-

\2"

3-3lqI Cab].es and
I/\r ilJt Bolts lllth
End Anchors

Post 3I5.7
B Fr. c.c.

Length - 1000 Ft.

Impact Condltlons:
Speed: li5^l'lPll
Angle: 25"

Maxlmum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: ll Ft.

Ex1¿ Condltlons:
Speed: 42^t4Pll
Angle: 23"

Length of Barrler
Contact: 56 Ft.

Number of Posts
Da.maged: 9

Average Decel-eraù1on :
Durlng Highest Period
3.9 s's (0.05 sec.)
During Barrfer Contact
2.0 g's (0.9110 sec. )

39"

-L
krrSteel
B Íx 2ll 'r

Figure ó4. Coble guide roil (Test 20).
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to compare the measured vehicle reaction with the computed vehicle reaction, thus es-
tablishing initial verification of the analytical approach. In addition, load cells and
strain gages were placed on posts and anchor rods to validate assumptions made con-
cerning their strength and elasticity in the soil. Furthermore, this system was an
existing design and it was desirable to evaluate its performance over a range of impact
conditions. Verification of the mathematical analysis would allow such an evaluation
without further testing.

The test results shown in Figure 62 were disappointing in that the vehicle was not
redirected and, therefore, the mathematical analysis could not be completely verified.
In addition, some features of the barrier were found to be structurally inadequate. Dur-
ing the test, the car contacted the railing at 41 mph and 31 deg. It continued without
appreciable redirection 12 ft into the barrier, knocking one post over, cutting one cable
and separating the second cable at a splice. At this point the cable splice caught in a
post offset, the car's forward motion was stopped and it was violently pitched about 1?
deg, rolled up to 28 deg and yawed 150 deg coming to rest on the barrier. Decelera-
tions during the impact do not appear to be lethal, but the complete loss of forward ve-
locity, lack of vehicle redirection and severe pitching would likely have thrown any oc-
cupants violently forward, resulting in serious injury.

Because ofthe disappointing perforrnance of the first cable guide rail testandthe de-
sire to develop other barriers, further work on this type of barrier was delayed until
later in the program. However, subsequent analysis and knowledge of the importance
of post reaction led to the design ol an improved cable guide rail.

The following factors were considered in modifying the cable guide rail design:

1. Cables elongate resultingin relatively large deflections.
2. Large deflections make it virtually impossible to prevent the vehicle from con-

tacting posts.
3. A largenu¡nberofposts are contacted at both shallow and large impact angles.
4. Cablesrequireastrong end anchor. Existing anchors did not appear adequate

for severe impacts.
5. Cable elevations might be critical-too low lor big cars, too high fof small carr
6. Post heightmightbecritical-toolowisnoteffectiveinresistinglargedeflection,

too high gets in the way of snowplows.
7, Effect of fiII slope behind thebarrierwasnot accounted for in mathematical

models.
8. Theoptimumnurnberof cables had to be established. (There appeared no rea-

son to change the diameter of the %-in. cable commonly used. )
9. Cable is not very large and provides little roadway delineation compared with

other rails.
10. Cables should not be securely fastened to posts to prevent posts from pulling

cables down during impacts.
11. Temperature compensators are needed to minimize cable sag between posts

during all seasons of the year.

After analyzing the data obtained, the following cable guide rail design was selected.
It consisted of three %-in. cables mounted on lighter posts. The 2faby 2-in. by 4.ILb/
it fence post was used with drive anchors, because the drive anchors provided a re-
straint to lateral post and cable movement and very little resistance to longitudinal
movement. It was expected that the cable would deflect several feet and several posts
would be bent over while the car was being redirected. The cable elevations were se-
lected to cover the range of fender and hood elevations on both small and large cars.
The posts were extended 6 in. above the top cable so as to provide resistance to large
Iateral movernent of the cables when deflected by a car. Early loss of contact with the
posts would permit larger cable deflections. Cables 200 ft long were selected pri-
marily because the test area only had room for about 200 ft of barrier. It was felt that
if a test was successful the mathematical models could be used to calculate the effects
of using longer cables. Post spacing of I ft was selected which appeared reasonable
since calculations showed that a deflection of 10 ft would result from an impact of 60
mph and 25 deg. The deflection could ¡rot be significantly reduced by closer post
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3 - 3//¡lrr cables
and krr rrJI BoLbs
wlth End Anchors

Post 315. ?
B Fr. c.c.

Lengt,h = 500 Ft.
8" curve

kl steel. Plåte
8'r x 24rl

Inpact Condltlcns:
Speed: t3^l4PII
Angfe: ¿)

l4axlnum Dynamlc
Deflectlon: 8.5 Fb.

Exlt Condlblons:
Speed: 45! iiPll
AngIe: Large
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Figure ó5. Coble guide roil (Test 28).
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Figure óó. Coble guide roil (Test 33).
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Figure ó8. Cor ofter Test 37.

spacing. A J bolt fastner was used to hold the cables to the post until the posts were
deflected appreciably by lateral load or impagted directly by the car. Whén the post
deflected, the relatively weak J bott would open and allow the cable to stay at neàrty
the original elevation so that a car would not climb up on the cable. The ôables were
anchored at an end post.

There was concern about the possibitity that the car might roll over and down a fill
slope. A ditch 3lt deep with a 2:1 slope was dug behindthe test barrier in order to
permit visual evaluation of this factor. The vertical motions of the car are not con-
sidered in the mathematical analysis.

The results of the first test on the modified cable barrier are shown in Figure 63.
The car was redirected with moderate decelerations and tittle steering damage, but the
barrier deflected and was dam-aged more than expected partly because of the iigh angle
of impact (30 deg rather than 25 deg). Tests showea tnàt a cable system would redi-
rect a car as desired but lateral deflection would be large. Large deflection could make
it difficult to use the cable on the inside of sharp curves because the cables might not
develop tensio¡r untit the curve reversed.

The cable system was subsequently modified again and retested. As described else-
where in this report it was desirable to change from a 2L/abV 2-in. by 4.1 Lbht post toa3I5.7lb/ft, To minimize the use of intermediate anchors it was desirable to iee if
longer lengths were satisfactory. Finally, it was important to see how the system
would react on relatively sharp curves.

A 1, 000-ft barrier was tested as shown in Figure 64. The top of the posts was 12
in. above the top cable i¡rstead of 6 in. as Ín Test 18 to provide more resistance to
cable deflections as the posts bent over. A 6-ft deep ditch with a 2:1 slope was pro-
vided to help evaluate the tendency for the car to roll over. The end posiwasanãhored
to a ccincrete deadman.

The barrier deflected 11 ft and the car was redirected but it rolted over onto the
pavement as the car left the barrier. Apparently some of the energy absorbed by the
cables was not dissipated, but was stored and returned to the car as it left the barrier.
The cables "shoved" the rear end of the car back onto the pavement too fast causing the
car to roll completely over and rotate nearly 180 deg. In the mathematical modelJ the
car was assumed to have contact with the ground at all times. The friction between
tires and ground helped dissipate the lateral energ] of the car in Test 18. In Test 20,
the ground contact was not maintained as long as in Test 18.
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Figure ó9. Coble guide roi I (Test 37).
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Figure 70. Coble guide roi I (l'est 4ó).
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The 500-ft cable on an 8-deg curve was tested and the results are shown in Figure
65. In this test the ground behind the barrier was flat and the car was redirected as
desired.

The basic difference in vehicle reaction between Tests 20 and 28 wasthe contact with
the ground. It was apparent that the system should be weakened to permit larger de-
ilecfion and more time for the car to settle into the ditch. The system could be weak-
ened by using two cables instead of three or by increasing the post spacing. The in-
crease in poÀt spacing appeared to be more desirable and was tested at a 25-deg and a
35-deg impact angle. In botlt Tests 33 and 36 the cable performed acceptably.

The barrier details for Test 33 were the same as in Test 20 except that post spacing
was 12 ft center-to-center and the top of the post was only 6 in. above the top cable to
further weaken the system by altowing the cable to lose post contact easier.

The use of 3I5. ?-ib posts-instead ot ttre OeA. 5-lb posts with offset brackets (Test 1)

considerably reduced the visibility of the cable barrier. In Test 33, 3 by 3 by 24-in.
angles were fastened to the cables between posts with J bolts to help increase visibility
of the barrier.

Test results are shown in Figure 66 (note 3 by 3-in. angles beforeimpactandafter).
The car was redirected as desired but the reaction \{as very similar to Test 20 and the
car nearly rolled over again. In this test the top cable slid over the hood and cracked
the windshield.

On the day of testing, the vehicle tendency to roll over was not noticed and the next
test (35 deg) was scheduled before the data films were viewed. For the 35-deg test all
three cables were lo.wered 3 in. to prevent the recurrence of a shattered windshield.
Results are shown in Figure 67. The rear end of the car was again "shoved" out too fast
and this, combinedwith the larger impact angle, caused thefrontendtosnagonthecables.

In both Tests 33 and 36, the 3-in. angle delineators flew off the cables during impact
and could have been a serious hazard. The use of angles was therefore discontinued.

Since the siragging in Test 36 appeared to be partly due to the large impact angle and

post spacing rather than cable elevation, the 5-deg test was performed with the cables
àt the sa*Jelevations used in Test 36. Results are shown in Figures 68 and 69.

When the high-speed movies of Tests 33 and 36 were reviewed, it appeared that the
system was still too stiff and that post spacing could be increased and post height above

câbles decreased. It also was decided to raise the lower cables to prevent them from
stiding under the car as in Test 3? and to reduce the chance of snagging as in Test 36.

In iests 20, 28, 33 and 36, very little movement of the end anchors was observed
and it was felt that a lighter post with a flush deadman might work. A wide flange sec-
tion was set in 1 cu yd of concrete placed flush with the ground. The 3I end post had a
6 by 6-in. plate welded to the bottom to prevent vertical settlement due to dynamic and

residual cable loads. This end anchor along with 16-ft post spacing and cables at eleva-
tion shown in Figure 70 were used in-Test 46. This time the car reacted very much as

desired.
The details shown in Figure ?1 have been adopted by New York as a standard. The

end anchor consists of approximatety 1 cu yd of concrete which hassmoothslopingsides
to help prevent frost from lifting the concrete. The top of concrete is flush with the
grounâ.- Cable lengths up to 2,000 ft between end anchors are allowed. Cable splices
áre permitted but their use is discouraged because of the observations made by the
Caiiiornia Division of Highways and at the General Motors Proving Grounds that they
tend to snag on the car during a collision. A slight tension is maintained in the cables
at all timeJ to prevent unsightly sag. A spring temperature compensator with a1^!-in.
take-up is proøOed on one énd of each cable where the instattation is less than 500 ft
long. On longer instaltations a spring compensator is provided at both ends of each
caufe. the oiiginal Ye-in' J bolt has been replaced with a"/rc-in' boltwhichwillresist
shearing when the rail is rubbed by a snow plow and is less subject to vandalism.

W Section Guide Rail

Like cable guide rail, the'W-shape or corrugated metal rail hasbeenusedextensively
in New York and other states. It was also used back-to-back as a median barrier. An
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Figure 71. Detoils of modified coble guide roil.

evaluation of the existing W-section guide rail began with a full-scale test so that the
mathematical models could be verified and used in completing the evaluation. Test 2
(fig. ZZ) provided an abrupt evaluation without the use of mathematical models. It was
obvious that the posts v/ere too strong and the rail had too littie beam strength to span
the 12 ft 6 in. post spacing.

It seemed logical that the system could be improved by using closer post spacing to
increase beam strength, placing spacers between rai.l and post to help prevent the car
from snagging on posts, and a¡rchoring the ends to preventrail tensionfrompullingposts
over. Also, two rails as used in a median barrier would provide some truss action.
Therefore, a median barrier with these features was tested in asecond effort toprovide
a complete vehicle trajectory for the mathematical models. In Test 3 the impact was
less severe than in Test 2 and the car was redirected (fig. Z¡).

Although the car steering was damaged the barrier did perform weil and was rec-
ommended to the Department as an interim solution to the median barrier problem.

The success of the prototype box beam median impacted in Tests 4 and 5 gave rise
to speculation about a similar rail under tension. As conceived, this rail would have
less bending strength than a median barrier and be anchored to develop rail tension. It
would be mounted on posts in the same manner as the median barrier. The tops of the
posts would have saddles in which the rail would rest freely. Such a barrier was con-
structed and tested twice. In the first test (Fig. ?4) tt¡e cable clamps on the end an-
chorage failed, necessitating a re-test. The seco¡rd test was successful and demon-
strated the desirability of the light post (fig. Z¡). The concept was sound, but with the
anticipated vehicle and barrier damage during brushing accidents and difficulty of main-
tenance, the design was laid aside.

It was still desirable to use the W-shape rail and to find a way to modify the existing
guide rails to get better performance. A full-scale test was scheduled for the barrier
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Figure72. W-section guide roi I (Test 2).
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Figure 74. Tension box roil (Test ó).
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Figvre 76. W-section guide roil (Test l9).
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Figure 78. W-section guide roi I (Test 39).
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Figure 81. Cqr ofter Test 39.

shown in Figure ?6. Post spacing r,vas reduced from the normal n ft 6 in. to 6 ft 3 in.
to increase beam strength of the rail and reduce lateral deflection. Spacers B in. wide
were used to keep the car wheel away from the post as far as possible, and the rails
were connected directly to end anchors to develop ma^ximum rail tension during impact
A 50-mph, 25-deg test was selected as the minimum impact which the system äoutå re
sist without exceeding the tensile strength of the rail. In the full-scale iest the car at-
tained a speg$ greater than planned and the rail failed as expected under a 60-mph im-
pact (Fig. 76).

After Test 19 it was apparent that if the W-shape rail was to be used it would actprimarily in tension, much as the cable rail. Therefore, provision would have to be
made for large deflection. Further work was delayed unti[developmentof the modified
cable barrier was completed.

Since the cable performed satisfactorily in Test 33 and the lvV rail was expected to
react in a similar manner, the mathematical models were not used to evaluàte the pro-
posed system before the full-scale tests. The W-shape rail was erected on the same
posts used for the cable tests except that only 500 ft of W rail was used. The center-
line of rail was placed 24 in. above ground which is about 2 in. above the center of srav-
ity of the car. The rail was fastened to each post with one %-in. bolt. A %o-in. iott
is needed to support the rail under transient loads during erection or subsequent snow
plowing but will fail when the post is struck by a car bumper. The rail will remain in
contact with the car at the same elevation and not be pulled down with the post. The
bolts outside the impact area prevent the rail from rising during a collision. The end
anchors used in the full-scale tests were designed to develop the tensite strength of therail. After the flush cable anchor proved successful in Tesl 46, it was adopteã for use
with W rail.

Tests at 60 mph and 25 deg and at 45 mph and 35 deg were scheduled to determine
the- ability of the syste_m_to absorb energy and redirect the car. In addition, a b¡-mpl¡
5-deg test was scheduled to determine the barrier damage to be expected from side-
swipes and shallow-angle impacts.

The ve-hicle trajectories and decelerations for four tests are shown in Figures ??
through 80. In Test 38 (Fig. 77), a laulty end anchor failed and the test is ñot consid_
ered to be significant. There was no significant deceleration in Test 41 (Fig. S0). In
Tests 39 and 41 the car was redirected but in Test 40 the car was redirecteã until tne

:';¡.ff
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Figure 82. Borrier re-ossembled ofter Test 39.

front end s¡tagged on the rail and was forced to stop on the rail. None of the decelera-
tions were high enough to preclude human survival but the exit angle for Test 39 was
large enough to cause an oncoming traffic problem. In all three tests the steering sys-
tem of the car was not damaged. The cars could be co¡rtrolled after leavi¡rg the bar-

'er, thus reducing the probability of interlering with traffic (fig. Sf).
During the high-angle tests the barrier deflected approximately I ft. This deflection

limits the use of the barrier to areas where there are no solid objects within about I ft
of the barrier. The rail did not spring back toward its original alignment, which in-
dicates that the rail and posts absorbed rnost of the lateral kinetic energy of the car.
However, the car left the barrier at an angle of 14 deg in Test 39. This was probably
caused by the tendency of the car to follow the rail, which was deflected and therefore
was at an angle to the roadway as the car left the barrier.

In the 5-deg test only two posts were damaged beyond sirnple realignment. In the
test conducted at 54 mph and 25 deg, no rails were seriously damaged. The same rails
were re-erected the day following the test. The only repairs required were neril posts,
new %-in. bolts and the pounding out of a few "scallops" on the rail edges (nig. aZ¡.

In Tests 39 and 40 the top of the rail was set at 30 in. above grade. During maxi-
mum rail deflection in Test 40 the front wheel dropped down on the fill slope while the
frarne of the car did not. The rail slid between the wheel and the frame and when the
wheel returned to normal position the rail was caught between the wheel and the frame
(nig. gS). This prevented the front end of the car from leaving the barrier. Lowering
the top of the rail to 27 in. above ground should prevent this type of snag.

Ouiing the 5-deg test a few of the %-in. bolts which hold the rail to the posts failed;
however, the rail stayed at the proper elevation. Although two posts were bent over the
system still was serviceable and repairs could be made at some later date with little
Ioss of barrier protection before repairs. 

,

Later experiences have shown that the %-in. botts will shear when the rail is rubbed
by a snowplowi %o-in. bolts were substituted and held when the railwasseverelyrubbed
by a laige snowplow. Since the standard rail used in the United States has slots for
7.-in. ¡ótts the washer detail shown in Figure 84 is used with the u/ru-in. bolts.

The standard rail splice detail was used in all tests and appears to be entirely satis-
factory.
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Figure 83. Cor snogged on roil in Test 40.

The heavy anchor post with a rod to a deadman used in the tests is not considered
satisfactory because the large post could cause severe deceleration to a car. The flush
end anchor for cable proved successful and there seems to be no reason why a flush an-
chor cannot be used with the rvV-type rail. Vertical thrust on the end post or posts
would only occur during an impact and would be minimal if the rail had a low-angle
vertical bend.

Both cable and W-type barriers are used primarily as guide rail and are expected to
resist impacts up to 60 mph and 25 deg by a 4,000-1b car. When these barriers are
carried around an intersection on short radii it is possible for a car to strike the bar-
rier at a 90-deg angle on a tangent to a short radius curve. The barrier was not de-
signed to redirect a car under these conditions. The problem of protecting vehicle oc-
cupants in this situation has not been completely resolved. However, it is higlrly desir-
able to have an effective barrier near these intersections. If the barrier Ís carried
around the curve it is necessary to insure that the rail will not pull over all the posts
on the curve and that rail tension will be transmitted around the curve and ultimately
to the end anchor. This can be assured by reducing post spacing onshort-radiuscurves
(Tables 6 and ?).

I0 qa. or L 3/4" 3/g¡r0 Hote
hcávier - t J /Fox'/t|'þBoil¿

\ lMin.l / rcnrlle Stren
4oo0 lbs.

r zÃ-"¡u----F-2e/32"'ú rì:::fr -ú | .r r I

L ___l
2t3/8ú _ 3t 3/8r

Figure 84. Suggesled roil-post connection detqil for W-shope guide roil.
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POST SPAC¡NG FOR CABLE GUIDE RAIL ON CURVES
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TABLE ?

POST SPAC¡NG FOR W RAIL ON CURVES

Radius of Curvature Post SpacingCurv¡ture (Degree or Radius) Post sÞacing (It)

I deE or less
¡*rà"ä irt"n I des to 26 deg (220 ft radtus)
219 ft to 111 ft
110 ft to ?6 ft
?ã It to 50 ft
Less than ã0 ft

16
12

6
4
3

Use not recommended

MoÌe than 220 ft radius
219 ft to 111 It
110 ft to ?6 ft
?5 ft to 50 ft
Less than 50 ft

12 ft 6 tn.
6ft3tn.
4ft2in,
3 ft 1% in.

Use not recommended

The W or beam-type guide rail (Fig. 85) mounted on 3I5. ? posts andanchoredateach
end satisfied nearly all requirements for a guide rail. Vehicle decelerationfor the most
severe impacts is limited to less than 3 g's, which is lower than those for any other bar-
rier tested, and a car can be brought under control when leaving thebarrier. The rails
are not subject to frequent replacement and they can be easily re-erected. The only
problem is that a clear distance of at least 8 ft is required behind the railtopermitrail
deflection during a collision. If the rail is painted a bright color the edge of the road-
way can be delineated. Of course, delineation can easily be provided by erecting re-
flectors in several different ways.

The W-shape rail may also be used as a median barrier simply by adding a second
rail to the other side of the posts. The ends of the second rail can be bolted to the first
rail so that tension can be developed in the second rail. Since the rail on the back side
of the posts from an impact can transfer very little load to posts the system should act
very much the same as a single rail system with slightly less deflection. Because of
the close similarity between the guide rail and median barrier no tests were considered
necessary on the median banier. The top of the rail can be kept at 30 in. above ground
where the median is relatively flat.

INSTALLATION AND PERFORMANCE OF NEW BARRIERS

The maximum dynamic deflections exhibited by the netñ/ standard guide rails and me-
dian barriers under impact condition of 60 mph and 25 deg are as follows:

- 
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Figure 85. W or corrugoted beqm type guide roil.
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1. Cable guide rail-12 ft
2. W-section guide rait-B ft
3. W-section median barrier-? ft
4. Box beam guide rail-4 ft (posts spaced 6 ft c. c.)
5. Box beam guide rail-2 ft (posts spaced 4 ft c. c.)
6. Box beam median barrier-2 ft
Considering that the more deflection permitted, the lower the anticipated decelera-

tion upon impact, it is logical to consider the use of this criterion in selecting the ap-
propriate barrier type for a given situation. This procedure has the additional advantage
of maximum economy, since the cost of the instaltation decreases as the deflection in-
creases; that is, in order of increasing installation cost, the above barriers would be
ranked l' 2' 3' 4, 5, and 6. The amount of deflection allowed in any situation calling
for a barrier has become a major factor in the choice of type by designers of the New
York State Department of Public Works.

New barrier designs adopted by the Department have been installed on a number or
highways throughout New York State, and are currently being placed onalleonstruction.
The typical appearance of aII five types of barriers is shown in Figures 86 through g0.

In the next phase of this research project, accident data will be collected in order
to verify the expected reduction in the severity of collisions with guide railing, median
barriers and bridge rails. This survey should also uncover any problems in the main-
tenance of the new barriers. A preliminarv studv of barrier performance has been
made and is summarized below.

Figure 8ó. Modified coble guide roil.

Figure 87. Box beom guide roil.
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Figure 88. Modified W-shope guide roil.

Figure 89. Box beom medion borrier.

-*--
Figure 90. AASHO bridge roil.
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Box Beam Guide Rail

In the 9 months since the rail was installed on Route 108, CoId Springs Harbor, Long
Island, it has been hit several times. The resident engineer estimated that in each of
the five most serious hits, at least one section of the old type W beam guide rail would
have needed replacement. However, the 6 by 6 box beam is still in excellent condition
and no posts have been damaged.

In one of the accidents, a man was hospitalized with minor injuries after his car hit
the guide rail at a very high angle (about ?0 deg). His car entered from a side road,
crossed both lanes of Route 108 and struck the guide rail. In all other instances, the
vehicles left the seene without reporting the accident.

On the Henry Hudson Parkway, a box beam guide rail was erected on both sides of
a narrow median to prevent cross-median accidents and prevent vehicles from striking
Iamp posts. Priorto theinstallationofthisrail, anaverageofonelamp postwasknocked
down or damaged each week. Only one post has been hit in the 5 months since the rail
was erected. The rail has been sideswiped five or six times. No personal injuries
have been reported. In the one accident where a light post was sheared off, 200 ft of
rail each side of the median was dislodged from the posts. This was due to a lack of
Iateral restraint at rail ends near the point of impact and because a light pole close to
the rail prevented the rail from deflecting more than a few inches. This can be cor-
rected by anchoring the rail at the ends and by increasing the size of bolt used to hold
the rail to the posts.

Box Beam Median Barrier
The median barrier on the Cross Bronx Expressway, New York City, has been hit

on at least six occasions with one post being hit each time. Three posts were knocked
out cornpletely and three others were only bent. The bent posts were straightened and
no rail has required replacement. The barrier has also been sideswiped several times
but no maintenance was necessary. The original 6 by 8-in. boxbeam isstillinverygon'l
condition. No injuries were reported in any of these accidents. All vehicles apparen
drove away.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this investigation, the New York State Department of Public Works
has completely revised its specifications for highway barrers. New standards for guide
rail, median barrier, and bridge railing based on research performed during this pro-
ject are now being installed.

Mathematical models have been developed that permit the evaluation of many existing
barriers, modifications to these barriers and proposed barrier designs. An electronic
computer is employed to solve these mathematical models, which predict the reaction
of a vehicle during impact.

The research led to the development of a new type of barrierdesignbasedon the con-
cept of a strong beam and light post. In this approach, a rectangular rail section of
considerable beam strength is supported by relatively weak posts; such a barrier de-
flects and absorbs impact forces over a large area while decelerating and redirecting
the vehicle. By using box beams of different strengths and by varying the spacing of
posts, barrier deflection can be controlled, thus making this type of barrier suitable
for a guide rail, median barrier, or bridge railing.

A method of guide rail and median barrier selectionispresentedbasedontheamount
of deftection which can be tolerated in any given situation. This criterion, used in con-
junction with the improved barrier designs developed in this program, will insure that
the minimum practicable decelerations will be imposed on a colliding vehicle.
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Objective Criteria for Guardrail Installation
JOHN C. GLENNON, and THOMAS N. TAMBURRI, California Division of Highways

.THE PRIMARY reason for installing guardrail on embankments and adjacent to fixed
objects is to reduce the combined effect of severity and frequency of ran-off-road type
accidents. Guardrail reduces accident severity only for those conditions where the
overall severity of striking the guardrail is less than the overall severity of going
down the embankment or striking the fixed object. Guardrail reduces accident fre-
quency only if it provides increased delineation at high frequency ran-off-road accident
locations. Generally, however, it would be expected that installing guardrail adjacent
to fixed objects would increase the accident frequency because the guardrail would be a
larger obstacle.

Warrants for guardrail installation are presently subjective in nature, requiring
judgment of the relative effect of certain factors for each installation. This required
judgment may vary greatly from one design engineer to another, precluding the possi-
bitity of minimizing the consequence of running olf the road. The purpose of this
study, therefore, was to develop a more objective basis for installing guardrail on
embankments and adjacent to fixed objects.

Guardrail standard in California during this study was W-section comugated beam
guardrail (fig. t¡. Before January 1, 1960, the guardrail standard was spring-mounted
curved metal plate guardrail (fig. Z¡. Based on a recent full-scale dynamic impact
test series (1), the 1965 guardrail standard has been revised to a 27-ín. overall beam
height and 6--ft, 3-in. center-to-center post spacing. The testing demonstrated that,
at 58 mph and a 25-deg impact angle, a passenger vehicle could vault the rail (1965

standard).
No distinction was made between the two existing types of guardrail in collecting data

for this investigation because of the difficulty in locating each type throughout the state.
The curved metal plate guardrail is the more prevalent of the two because it was in-
stalled and is still maintained on all highways built before 1960.

It was assumed for this investigation that all three guardrail types have the same
accident severity potential. The basis of this assumption is tlut each successive change
in the guardrail standard has increased the rigidity (more severe for vehicles striking
and deflecting in normal path) and at the same time has decreased the penetrability
(tess likely for a striking vehicle to vault the rail and suffer the greater severity of the
condition protected by the guardrail).

THEORETICAL MODEL

To establish objective waruants for guardrail placement, it is necessary to compare
guardrail safety with embankment or fixed object safety in relation to two variables:
(a) accident severity and (b) accident frequency. In other words, at any one embankment
or fixed object location there is a threshold of severity and frequency of accidents above
which guardrail placement would increase the relative safety. To establish an objective
basis for guardrail placement, therefore, it was necessary to develop a mathematical
relationship to evaluate accident severity and accident frequency, and to compare the
relative safety of guardrail with that of embankments and fixed objects.

Severity Index

To evaluate severity, weighted severity values were assigned to the three accident
severity classes: fatal, injury, and property-damage-onty (pDO). Economic accident

Poper sponsored by Committee on Guordroì ls, Medion Borriers ond Sign, Signol ond Lighting Supports
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W-Section Roi I 3"
'/i?(%

8"x8" Timber Block

4 oo

8" x 8" Post

Figure l. l9ó5 Colifornio guordroil stondord (W-section corrugoted beom guordroil).

values are the most convenient basis for evaluating the three classes of accidents.
Many different philosophies have related the economic values of traffic accidents. How-
ever, rather than be conjectural, it was decided to use the direct costs of single vehi-
cle accidents to obtain the relative severity weights of the three accident classes.

A study made by the Illinois Division of Highways (2) was used to obtain direct acci-
dent costs. These costs were adjusted for California single vehicle reported accident
data (see Appendix). Table 1 gives the direct costs and relative severity weights of
California single vehicle accidents.

Moderate changes in the relative weights of the fatal and injury accidents have a
relatively small effect on the severity index (SI). However, a consideration of human
suffering and loss of future earnings would increase the severity weights of the fatal
and injury accidents considerably and would have a substantial influence on the SI. The
use of these increased weights was investigated and was found to affect the use of
guardrail for embankments but not for fixed objects.

t.
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Figvre 2, Spring-mounted curved metol plote guordroil.

TABLE 1

CALIFORNIA SINGLE VEHICLE DIRECT ACCIDENT COSTS
AND RATIOS BY SEVERITY CLASS

Fatal
Injury
PDO

Accident rype Direct cost (g) Relative
Severity Weight

25
6
1

5,100
1, 200

200
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The severity index chosen for comparison purposes is an average per involvement
severity value for all accidents for a given condition; it is of the following form:

25F+6I+Po^=-----T-

where

F = no. of fatal accidents for condition,
I = no. of injury accidents for condition,

P = no. of PDO accidents for condition, and
N = total no. of accidents for condition.

Probability Index

The sêverity index alone is not sufficient for comparing the relative safety of two
different conditions. For instance, two locations with the same vehicular exposure
may have the same SI even though one location has twice as many accidents. It is
necessary for comparison purposes, therefore, to consider also the number of acci-
dents that occurred in relation to the number of vehicles exposed to the condition.

The accident frequency represents the probability that an accident will happen for a
given set of conditions. The probability index (pl) is of the following form:

where

N = no. of accidents for condition, and
V = no. of vehicles exposed to the condition during accident study period.

This equation assumes that accident frequency is related to the number of vehicles
"xposed to the condition, but the accident rate is independent of traffic volume (time

' ate of exposure). It is recognized that accident rate may vary with traffic volumes.
However, for comparison purposes, if the volume distributions are similar for loca-
tions for each of the conditions compared, the probability indices will not be affected
by the "volume vs accident rate relationship. "

Collision Index

The true measure for comparing the relative safety of guardrail with embankments
or fixed objects is the product of the SI and the PI, which was named the collision
index (cI):

cI=sIxpI=25Ft-6I+PrNNV
n,_25F+6I+Pvr-----l¡-

To obtaina better understanding of the meaning of this equation, the severity values
may be considered as equivalent PDO accidents. In other words, each injury accident
is equivalent to 6 PDO's and each fatal accident is equivalent to 25 PDOrs. If this
equivalence is assumed, a more conceptual form of the equation would be:

^, _ equivalent PDO accidents
"r-@

DETERMINATION OF GUARDRAIL NEED FOR EMBANKMENT CONDITIONS

The primary reason for placing guardrail on embankments is to increase the relative 
i

safety of ran-off-road type accidents at embankment locations. This includes in- i

creasing the safety to vehicle occupants and to people and property off the roadbed An j

investigation concerning the protection of people and property off the roadbed was

nr=+
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previously reported (Ð. The present study, therefore, was concerned only with in-
vestigating guardrait need to increase Jhe safety to ran-off-road vehicle occupants.

Warrants for installing embankment guardrail are presently subjective in nature,
requiring judgment concerning the relative effects of such factors as embankment
height and slope, alignment, roadbed width, accident history, speed and volume of
traffic, visibility, and climatic conditions. This required judgment may vary greatty
from one design engineer to another, precluding the maximization of ran-off-road
accident safety at embankment locations.

This part of the study, therefore, was aimed at an objective determination of the
combinations of roadrvay geometry and embankment conditions which require guard-
rail placement to maximize the overall safety of ran-off-road accidents at embankment
Iocations.

Design of Study

The determination of the probability index for ran-off-road accidents was beyond
the scope of this study. This determination would involve evaluating the frequency of
accidents, for embankment and for guardrail, related to the following roadway and
environmental variables: horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, superelevation,
roadway width, shoulder width, type of roadrvay, number of lanes, traffic volume,
vehicle speeds, and climatic conditions.

The analysis would entail collecting many years of accident data for many miles of
roadway to obtain a stable sample for the great number of combinations of roaôvay and
environmental variables which relate to off-the-road accidents.

Because the PI was not measurable, it was necessary to estimate how the guardrail
PI relates to the embônkment PI. The only discernible reason why guardrail would
reduce accident frequency is its delineation quality on horizontal curves. However,
this delineation can be accomplished with guide markers or a continuous device less
severe than guardrail. Also, it was assumed that guardrail would not increase acci-
dent frequency unless the roadside maneuver area was greatly reduced by its presenc
lVith these assumptions in mind, i.t was estimated that guardrail placement would not
sigaificantly affect ran-off-road accident frequency, and the comparison of guardrail
vs embankments was made on a severity basis alone.

The embankment severity index can be directly evaluated by using multiple re-
gression techniques to relate the severity of a down-the-embankment accident to the
embankment conditions at the site of the accident. The guardrail SI can be directly
evaluated by obtaining a large sample of embankment guardrail single vehicle acci-
dents, classified by severity.

The variables considered for analysis as affecting the severity of down-the-embank-
ment accidents were as follows: (a) treigirt of embankment (inctuding natural hillside
height), (b) stope of embankment, (c) size of embankment surface material, (¿) tirm-
ness of embankment material, (e) slope of "original ground" at the toe of the embank-
ment, (f)waterat the toeof theembankment, (g) fixed objectsonslope, and(h)speed of ve-
hicle. After examining these variables, a selection r,vas made of the following four variables
for use in a multiple regression analysis: height of embankment (including natural
hillside height), slope of embankment, size of embankment material, and slope of the
original ground at toe of embankment.

Not using the other four variables could possibly reduce the degree of correlation;
however, these variables were not used for the following reasons.

1. The firmness of the embankment material is difficult to evaluate because it is
variable over time.

2. Fixed objects contribr¡te considerably to severity, hrt this factor should be con-
sidered separately from embankment conditions.

3. Water at the toe of the slope should also be considered separately.
4, Speed definitely contributes to severity but unfortunately is not a predictable

quantity for any single vehicle involved in an accident. Generally, however, if larger
accident samples are used, it is expected that the distribution and range in speeds
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for accidents within each embankment category will be similar. If this is true, speed
would not affect the relative severity between embankment categories.

Cond¡ct of Study

Reports of all 1963 single vehicle down-the-embankment accidents were obtained.
Each of 1, 368 accident reports was read, and those involving fixed objects or bodies
of water were eliminated. The number of accidents involving the embankment only was
1, 046. A fieid inspection was made of the site of each of these accidents, and the
desired embankment variables were recorded. In the field, the necessary ùta at 47
sites were not obtainable because of recent construction; therefore, 999 usable records
remained.

Reports of all 1963 and 1964 single vehicle embankment guardrail accidents were
obtained. Each accident report was read to verify that embankment guardrail was in-
volved. Table 2 gives the severity breakdown of these accidents.

TABLE 2

1963-1964 SINGLE VEHICLE STRUCK
EMBANKMENT GUARDRAIL ACCIDENTS

Fatal Injury PDO Total sr (1-6-25)

170 4.24

Analysis of D¿ta

The basic form of the linear multiple regression equations is

Embankment SI = br + b¿h + b¡s + tram + bst

where

h = height of embankment,
s = slope of embankment (inverse decimal equivalent),

m = size of embankment material, and
t = slope of original ground at toe of embankment.

In the computer analysis, transformations \4¡ere also used to investigate semi-Iog
and log-log fits. In the initial computer analysis it was discovered that two variables,
the slope material and the slope of original ground at the toe of embankment, had no
significant correlation with the SI.

The form of the accident data used in the final computer analysis is indicated in
Table 3. The data were grouped and categorized to improve the reiiability of the SI in
each category of embankment height and slope. The category limits were chosen so
that the distribution of heights within each category was as symmetrical as possible.

The SI data entered in the computer analysis were the category mean SI's and not the
SI's for each accident because the regression equation was intended to predict an
average SI of all accidents for a given embnkment condition rather than predict the SI
for a single accident for that condition.

Several sets of severity ratios were considered in the computer analysis to investi-
gate the effect of different severity weights on the prediction equation.

Results of Analysig

The regression equations developed in the computer analysis are given in Table 4.

The correlation coefficient and standard error are also given for each equation. In
comparing the goodness of fit for the various equations, a direct comparison can be
made between correlation coefficients but not between standard errors because the
maglitude of the standard emor is dependent on the magnitude of the severity ratios.

331t47L4
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TABLE 3

I9ó3 SINGLE VEHICLE EMBANKMENT ACCIDENTS

With a regression equation establisheq it is possible to predict at whât embankment
conditions guardrail will reduce the SI. This is accomplished by substituting the
guardrail SI for the embankment SI in the regression equatlon. Figure 3 shows a plot
of the resulting two-dimensionalequations for the three fits using the 1-6-25 ratios.
Figure 4plots the resulting two-dimensional linear equations using the various sets of
severity ratios. The guardrail need is determined by checking if an embankment con-
dition plots above or below the regression line. Gtrardrail will reduce the SI for all
embankment conditions which plot above the line.

Figure 4 shows that there is some difference in the amount of guardrail needed,
depending on the severity ratios used. However, the use of any of the equations would
permit considerably less guardrail than the present CalifornÞ standard which permits
guardrail for heights above 10 feet or slopes steeper than 4:1.

Figure 5 shows a conceptual form of the severity criteria. The curve was derived
from the best fit (log-tog form with R = 0. 80 and s. E. = 0. 91) curve for the chosen
ratios of 1-6-25. The curve predicts, on the average, a family of embankment con-
dÍtions which have an SI equal to the SI for guardrail. Because of the limitations of the

l

l¡
I.
I
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TABLE 4

ilULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATIONS

e: EüoÀr{xrEàffs wHrcx plot AsovE
AtlO 10 ÍIIE RIGHÍ OF IHE
CRIfERIOI¡ LIIIE HÂVE A HIGIIER
sEv€ñtfY ll{o€x f}rAN GuañonatL.
ELtSa¡ttMEilts wfftcÍ PLof SELow
A'{O 10 lHE LEfI HAVE À LOWER
SEVEÊIÏY IIDEI ÎHAN OUARORAIL.
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Figure 3. Three types of equotions investigoted in the regression onolysis for the severity rolios <if
t-6-25.
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ERROR

MULTIPLE

CORRELATIOl{

COEFFICIEI{T

l-4-17

Linear sl = 1.988 + 0.01ãì + t,933s 0.ó5ó 0.791

Semi:Loo Sl = 2.250 + l.433Los(h) + 2.061 Loq(s) 0.705 0.753

Log-Log Log(St) = 0.413 + 0.l49Loq(h) + 0.278 Los(s) 0,440 0.794

t-r25

Linear Sl = 2.189 + 0.0Uh + 2.85ts 0.970 0.788

Semi-Log Sl = 2.679 + 2.020L09(h) + 3.064l0q(s) t.071 0.734

Log-Log Log(Sl) = 0.505 + 0.164Lo9(h) +. 0.329L0s(s) 1.070 0.785

t-6-25

Linear Sl = 2,649 + 0.018h + 3.075s 0.9ó6 0,804

Semi-Log sl = 3.146 + 2,l85Log(h) + 3.3l6log(s) t.032 0,772

Loq-Loq Log(Sl) = 0.51S + 0.l60Los(h) + 0.324L0q(s) 0.913 0.804

l-6-28

Linea¡ Sl = 2.565 + 0.0190h + 3.341s 1.108 0.785

Seml-Loq Sl = 3.151 + 2.326L09(h) r 3.56óLog(s) Lr90 0.747

Lo9-Lo9 Log(Sl) = 0.572 r 0,164L09(h) + 0.336l0s(s) 1.212 0.790

r-t0.r00

Linear Sl = 2.787 + 0.0ó& + 9.578s 4.163 0.750

Semi-Log Sl = 3.618 + 7.625L09(h) + 9.It3Los(s) 4.690 0.6ô7

Loq-Log Log(Sl) = 0.806 + 0,235L0q(h) + 0.4ó7Loq(s) 18,841 0,tn
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rood occ¡denl locolions,

Eil8AilKTEilT SEvERIIY LowEn

Do nol use guordroll on embon¡mcnt8
olher sgvere condillons worronl

.!numerous fixed ob¡oct9, palmono¡l
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TABLE 5

1963-1964 ACCIDENT RATES FOR STATE HIGHWAYS

Location Total Accidents/
Million Vehicle-Miles

Fatal + Injury A,cc. /
MVM

Fatalities/
100 MVM

Freeways
Other

1.46
3. 68

0. 64
r.42

2.71
?. 55

data, the portion of the curve for the higher embankment heights and flatter embankment
slopes has been indicated as an extrapolation.

Figure 5 is not completely objective, because the guardrail need is determined only
on a reduced severity basis. Because guardrail can be a costly item, it would be
economically feasible to install it only at potentially high frequency ran-off-road acci-
dent locations (i. e., on the outside of horizontal curves and on higher volume roadrvays).

If an embankment condition plots in the lower area of the chart, guardrail should not
be installed on that embankment unless other severe conditions warrant it (i. e., nu-
merous fixed objects on the slope or at the toe and permanent water at the toe of slope).

It should be kept in mind ihat at locations where the guardrail need is determined,
guardrait placement is not the only method to minimize the SI. For lower e¡nbankment
heights (say less than 20 ft) with steep slopes (steeper than 2:1), it may be more
economical to flatten the slope.

DETERMINATION OF GUARDRAIL NEED ADJACENT TO FREEWAY
FD(ED OB.IECTS

It has been established that freeways are much safer tlnn all other highways (4).

r'able 5 indicates tÌøt state freeways have significantly lower rates than all other state
highways for total accidents, fatal plus injury accidents, and number of fatalities.

However, by examining relative SI's, which represent the average per involvement
severity, it becomes apparent that freeways have a higher per involvement severity
ttran aII other highways (taUte O).

It might appear that the per involvement severity of freeways should be lower than
all other highways because of the minimization of three severe accident types: head-
on, right-angle, and pedestrian accidents. The minimization of these types of acci-
dents and the overall safety of freeways evolves from the elimination of conflicting
traffic. However, this elimination of conflict necessitates grade separations and in-
troduces a new contributor to the severity picture: fixed objects. Grade separations
require structures, complex signing, and interchange illumination which account for
the majority of the fixed objects on freeways.

The fact ttnt fixed object accidents constitute 25 percent of all freeway accidents
and 31 percent of freeway fatal accidents shows that fixed objects contribute to the
higher overall severity of freeways (5).

TABLE 6

RELATIVE SEVERITY INDICES, 1963-1964

Fatal
Accidents

Injury
Accidents

PDO
Accidents

Total
AccidentsLocation

No. SI No. SI SINo.No.

Freeways 847
Other 2,696

6

6

25
25

23,192
59, 820

31, ?00
98,999

55, ?39 3.45
161,515 3.25

SI



(b)

Figure ó. (o) Possible locotion for sfructure-mounted
sign; (b) strucfure-mounted sign.

Figure 7. (o) Possible locotion for enclosing side
obutment in fill cone; (b) side qbutment enclosed in

fill cone or cul slope.

Figure 8. (o) Seporote bridges with interior bridge
roi ls; þ)bridgestructurewith no interior bridge roi ls.



(o)i

Figure 9. (o) Possible locqtion for bock-to-bock signs; þ) bock-to-bock signs.

Figure I l. lndiscriminote use of guordroi l.

Figure 
.I0. 

Combined sign ond lightpole.



(o)

Figure 12. (o) Gore sign could be reploced by overheod sign odiocent to right shoulder ot beginning of romp Figure 'l3. Signpost ploced immediotely beyond
toper ond o structure-mounted sign for next exif; þ) overheod sign odiocent to shoulder. bridge roil.

(ol

Figure 14. (o) Possible locotion for plocing liohtpoles behind pier guordroil; þ) possible lo-
cotion for plocing signpost ind bridge guordroil flore.



Figure 15. (o) Fixed ob[ect (wood signpost) less

hozqrdous thon guordroil protection; þ) fixed obiecf
more hozordous fhon guordroil profection.

Figure ló. (o) Sign with steel
hove been ploced on timber

timber posts.

posis which could
posts; þ) sign on

Figure 17. Bridge roils.



Figure 18. Guordrqil flore ot bridge roi ls. Figure 19. Abutments ond piers. Figure 20. Guordrcil flore ol qbutments ond Þiers.



Figure 21. Sfeel signposts. Figure 22. Guordroil ot steel signposts. Figure 23. Lighrpoles.
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Figvre 24. Guordroil ot lightpoles.

It is therefore possible to increase the overall safety of freeways by reducing the
number of fixed objects, by reducing the exposure to fixed objects, and by reduðing the
conseqnence of striking fixed objects. The following are suggestions for accompli-tring
these three objectives.

1. Methods to reduce the number of fixed objects: (a) ptace overhead signs on
overcrossing structures.where appropriate (fig. 0); (b) enclose overcrossing abutment
in cut slope or fiII cone (Fig. 7); (c) avoid construction of separate bridges wittr in-
terior bridge rails whenever possible (rig. a¡; (d) place electroliers oñ overcrossing
structures where possible; (e) place signs back to back in median (rie. s); (f) investi-
gate use of advance information signs for possible reduction in number; (g) combine
signs and lightpoles (fie. fO); and (h) avoid indiscriminate use of gua"ábilt (fig. tt¡.2. Methods to reduce exposure to fixed objects: (a) place largé overhead diiectional
slgnq ldjacent to the right shoulder in lieu of the more vulnerable gore position (fig.
12); (¡) place signs-and.lightpoles on top of or immediately beyondiridge rails wheie
convenient (fig. te); (c) place sÍgns and lightpoles behindbriáge rail añd atutment
guardrail flares where convenient (fig. t¿); and (d) place signs and tightpoles adjacent
to right shoulder instead of in the median (reduced exposure to total traffic).

3. Methods to increase safety of fixed object accidents: (a) place guardrail in front
of those objects having a higher collision index than the guardrail (fig. 15); (¡) employ
wood posts for smaller directional signs (Fig. 16); (c) design less rigid and less
penetrable bridge rails; (d) design a more contiguous bridge-rail-guarArait system;
and (e) place fixed objects at greatest possible distance frõm the edge of tt¡e tïavetéd
way.
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This part of the investigation was concerned with determining wtrat affect adjacent
protective guardrail lras in reducing the CI of various fixed objects. The fixed objects
studied were bridge rails, ahrtments (and piers), steel signposts, and lightpoles.
Present freeway design standards provide for guardrail flares for aII bridge rails and
guardrail protection for abutments, piers, and overhead steel sigaposts within 12 ft of
the traveled way.

The fixed objects studied, with and without guardrail protection, are shown in Fig-
ures 1? through 24.

Design of Study

It was necessary for this investigation to make certain assumptions to simplify
comparisons and to obtain relatively large samples within each fixed object category.
The following simplifications were used.

1. C¡¡ardrail accidents were tabulated without regard to guardrail type.
2. Accidents involving bridge-rail ends were tabulated without regard to bridge-rail

design.
3. Accidents involving abutments, piers, and columns were all tah¡lated in the

same category.
4, Accidents involving lightpoles were tatn¡lated without regard to the light standard

design.
5. Accidents involving steel signposts were tabr¡lated without reprd to size or

design.
6. Roaòvay geometry and lateral placement of fixed objects were not considered as

variables.
7. Fixed objects off the outside shoulder were assumed to be exposed to one-half the

total two-way volume.
8. Fixed objects in the median were considered_ to be exposed to the total two-way

volume unless site conditions made exposure possible from one direction of travel only.
9. As discussed earlier, it was assumed tlnt accident frequency is independent of

.iaffic volume (time rate of exposure). ttrat is, accident rate ls cõnstant rägardless
of traffic volume. The effect of this assumption (if erroneous) on the results of the
study was examined. Because the distribution of exposure volumes for fixed objects
closely matched the distribution of exposure volumes for guardrail within each com-
parison group, the effect of large variations in accident rate with moderate vari¿tions
in the traffic volume would have a negligible effect on the comparison of the fixed object
and guardrail.

Conduct of Study

Computer tabulations of 1963-1964 main-line single vehicle freeway fixed object
accidents were obtained. These tahrlations were verified by reading the original acci-
dent reports. The accident totals by fixed object category are given in Table 7.

To obtain a relative exposure count, a field inventory of fixed objects on 1, 100
freeway miles was made. This represents 95 percent of 1, 15? freeway miles existing
on January 1, 1963. The number of each type of fixed object was tabulated between
points of major volume changes on each route and the corresponding volume applied to
each fixed object using the 1965 annual traffÍc census data. The exposure totals are
given in Tabte 8.

The fixed object accident categories were mutually exclusive with respect to fixed
object type. However, if a vehicle struck both the guardrail and the fixed object, the
accident was classified as a guardrail accident because the overall severity of the
accident was composed of the severity of striking the guardrail and the severity of the
guardrail failure (striking the fixed object).

Results of Analysis

Table 9 combines Tables 7 and I to indicate the relative SI's, PI's, and CI's of the
various fixed object categories. It is evident that overall fixed object safety can be
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TABLE ?

1963-1964 SINGLE VEHICLE TREEWAY FIXED OBIECT ACCIDENTS

No. ofAccldents
Type of Fixed Object

Injury PDO

Bridge-rail ends
Guardrail and brldge-rall ends

Ahrtments and plers
Grardrail at ah¡tments and piers

Lightpoles
Guardrail at llghtpoles

Steel signposts adjacent to
shoulder

Gu¿rdrail at steel signpoets
adjacent to shoulder

Steel slgnpostg in gore area
Guardrall at steel slgnposte

in gore area

Timber signposts

19 79 26 123
16 191 199 406

51 183 59 293
8362812

26 401 305 732
L23133?

146 269

31 68

Ll 51

116 351

624 792

11 Ltz

136
727

15

3

220

165

TABLE 8

FD(ED OBIECT ACCIDENTS

Type of Fixed Object No. Counted 2-Yr Exposure
(hiuion velricles)

Bridge-rail ends
Guardrail at brldge-rail ends

Abutments and piers
Guardrall at ah.¡tments and piers
Lightpoles
Guardrail at lightpoles

Steel signposts aqiacent to
shoulder

Guardrall at steel signposts
âdjacent to shoulder

Steel signposts ln gore area
Guardrail at steel slgnpostg

ln gore area

?55
L,6L2

1,750
568

8, 338
99

t,464

14. 35
40.76

34, L7
13.20

1?9.84
2.20

24.63

15.65

1.01

20.26

616

õ7

968

increased by placing guardrail acljacent to bridge rail ends, abutments (and piers), and
steel signposts. Guardrail should not be placed adjacent to tightpotes

Table 9 also indicates th¿t steel signposts should not be placeä in the off-ramp gore
area, because even with guardrail these sign installations are not as safe as steðl 

-
signposts adjacent to the shoulder.

T1þle 9 also gives the SI for timber signposts. Aasmuch as the signpost material
should not affect the PI, it appears that overall signpost safety coutd be improved by
placing aU the smaller signs on timber posts.

_fng analysis qqed in Table I was performed using severity ratios that ranged froml'4'L7 to 1-10-100. The conclusions of the analysiJ were inâependent of theieverity
ratios used.

The following additional comments apply to the CI anâ.lysis.

1. All objects u'hich hadthe higher CI also had the higher SL
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TABLE 9

ANALYSIS OF FIXED OEJECT COLLISION INDEX

FIXED OBJECT TYPE

I{UIIBER OF ACCIDENTS EXPOSURE
VOLUME
(Bi I I ion
Vchic lcs)

SEVERITY
INDEX
(sr)

PROBAEI LITY
INDEX 3,/

(Pt)

c0LLrsr0N
INDEX
(cr)Fat¿l hjury PDO Tolal

Eridge-rail Ends t9 79 25 t23 14.35 7.9 8.6 ó7.9

Guardrail P Brldge-rail Ends t6 19t 199 406 40.76 4.3 10.0 43.0

Abr¡tmenls & Piers il 183 59 293 34,17 8,3 8.6 7t.4

Guardrail 0 Abutments & Plers 8 36 8 72 t3.20 6.2 5.5 14,t

Llght Poles 26 401 305 732 179.84 4.6 4.1 r8.9

Guardrail Q Lighl Poles I 23 t3 31 2.20 4.8 16,8 80.6

Steel Slgnposts
Ad¡acent to ShouldeÌ u It2 146 269 24,53 4.1 It.0 45.1

Guardrail 0 Steel S¡gn Posts
Adiacent to Shouldei I t6 3l 68 15.65 4.0 4.3 r7.2

Steel S¡gn Posls
ln Gore Area 7 27 t7 5l l.0l 7,0 50.5 353.5

Guardrail Q Sleel Sign Posts
ln Core Area l5 220 Itô 351 20,25 5.2 t7.4 90,5

TOTAL 155 1308 939 2402 345.96 5.3 7.0 37.1

Timber Slgn Posts 3 165 624 792 NA 2.1 NA NA

-4./ Pl expressed as accldents pe¡ billion vehlcles

2. For ab.¡tments and for both roadside and gore-mounted signs, the data indicate
ttnt the addition of guardrail reùrced the PI considerably. Actually, an increase could
be expected for the following two reasons. First, the guardrail has a greater impact
area than the fixed object. However, Figures 20 and 22 show that the impact area at
abutments and signs is not substantially increased with the addition of guardrail. For
the two fixed object types (bridge ends and lightpotes) \4'hich experience an increased
PI with the addition of guardrail, the guardrail impact area is considerably greater
than tlnt of the fixed object. Second, the fixed objects are generally at a greater dis-
tance from the edge of the traveled way than the guardrail. The decrease in accident
frequency with guardrail at ah¡tments and signs could be dre to the following: (a)
guardrail increases the delineation at the fixed object, ana (¡) the reporting level of
accidents at the guardrail could be lower than ttnt of the fixed objects, because of
glancing blows to the guardrail in which the vehicle continued without stopping; how-
ever, if this inequality existed and the statistics were corrected accordingly, the CI of
the guardrail would be increased only slightly because PDO accidents do not greatly
affect the CI.

3. The SI for striking guardrail at fixed objects varies considerably with the dif-
ferent fixed objects, ranging from 4.0 for guardrail at signposts a{iacent to the
shoulder to 6.2 for guardrail at ah¡tments and piers. This occurs, even though the
guardrail installations are substantialty the same, because the guardrail accidents
included accidents where vehicles had struck both the guardrail and the fixed object.
It is expected that the severity of the secondary collision would be greater in the case
of ah.¡tments and piers.
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TÂ,BLE 10

EXPECTED REDUC1TON IN REPORTED ACCIDENÎS BY PLACING
GUARDRAIL ACCORDING TO COLLßrcN INDEX ANALYSß

Expected Number of Accidentsa
Fixed Object fv¿tal

Injury PDO

Guardrail at
bridge-rail ends

Guardrail at
ahrts. and plers

Llghtpoles

Guard¡ail at steel
signposts adjacent
to shoulder

Guardrail at steel sign-
posts in gore area

Total after ctange

Previous accident
totals

Expected reduction in
accldents for 2-yr
perlod

22(s5)

2e (5e)

26(27)

3(12)

L6(22)

268(270)

130(219)

401(424)

s2(148)

232(247)

26s(224)

101( 87)

308(318)

78(1??)

121(1 33)

877

54e(529) 4.3(5. t)

260(365) 6. 2(7. e)

741(?69) 4. 6(4.8)

1?3(33?) 4.0(4.1)

369(402) 5.2(6.4)

4.8

939

96

155

1119

I 308

2492

2402 5.3

oFigures in porenlheses indicote the originol totol occidents for the fixed obiect ond guordroil ot the some

fixed obiect.

Analysis of Possible Accident Reduction

If guardrail adjacent to all lightpoles were removed, and if guardrail were installed
adjacent to all bridge-rail ends, abutments (and piers) and signposts, a reduction in the
1963-1964 accidents would be expected as indicated in Table 10.

The method employed to arrive at the figures in Table 10 treated each of the five
comparison groups separately. Using the PI and ratio of fatal-injury-PDO accidents of
the lower CI condition and the exposure of the higher CI condition, the expected number
of accidents (by severity) was determined at the locations where the higher CI condition
was changed. These accidents were added to the accidents for the lower CI condition
to obtain the total accÍdents expected.

For example, in the case of bridge-rail ends, the exposure of 14.35 billion vehicles
was multiplied by the PI (10. 0) of guardrail at bridge-rail end.s giving 143 accidents
which would Ìrave occurred if these bridge-rail ends Ìrad been protected by guardrail.
(Actuatly, there were 123 accidents at bridge-rail ends. ) fne 143 accidents added to
the 406 which actually occurred at guardraits at bridge-rail ends gives the 549 acci-
dents listed in Table 10 for guardrait at bridge-rail ends. The 549 accidents âre now
subdivided into the fatat-injury-PDO categories in the same ratio as the original 406.

The accident redr¡ction accomplished by this change in guardrail placement specifica-
tions would save approximatety $2?0,000 in direct accidents costs per year. The addi-
tional guardrail needed (using 100 ft per installation at $4.00 per ft) would cost ap-
proximately $i, 600,000 to install. This illustrates that in approximately six years the
savings in accident costs would pay for the additional guardrail installation.

Also important is the fact that the SI of those accidents that could be eliminated is a
high 8.9.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Embankment guardrail need should be determined on the basis of Fig. 5, and
modified by considerations of cost, alignment, grade, traffic volume' climate, and
accident experience.

8.6189
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2, Guardrail should be placedadjacent to: (a) bridge-rail approach ends, (b) bridge
piers and abutments, and (c) steel signposts. The guardrail increases the relative
safety (decreases the prodtrct of accident frequency and severity) at these fixed objects.

3. Guardrail should not be placed adjacent to lightpoles. The guardrail decreases
relative safety (increases accident frequency, whereas the severity remains approxi-
mately unchanged).

4. Steel signposts in the off-ramp gore area should be avoided. Similar signposts
placed adjacent to the right shoulder are safer.

5. Dimensional lumber signposts should be used in lieu of steel signposts whenever
possible.

6. A review of present material and dimensional requirements of signposts should
be made with the objective of providing posts of the minimum strength consistent with
structural requirements to reùrce the severity of accidents involving signposts.

7. A subsequent investigation should be undertaken with the purpose of evaluatÍng
the effects of highway geometry and traffic on the frequency of ran-off-road accidents.
With this information, a more objective basis for embankment guardrail placement
can be developed.
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Append,íx
COMPUTATION OF DIRECT ACCIDENT COSTS FOR CALIFORNIA SINGLE

VETtrCLE REPORTED ACCIDENTS USING THE ILLINOIfI COST ANALYSß (2)

TABLE 11

DIRECT Co,STS PER VETTICLE
INVOLVEMENT OF URBAN AND RURAL
REPORTED ACCIDENTS IN ILLINOIf¡ BY

SEVERITY OF ACCTDENT_lg58

Severity of Accident

Cost per Accident
Involvement ($)

Urban

Fatal
Injury
PDO

5, 628
l,42L

272

4,215
910
144
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TABLE 12

NUMBER OF URBAN AND RURAL SINGLE VEHTCLE REPORTED
ACCIDENTS ON CALIFORNIA STATE HIGIIWAYS CI,ASSIFIED

BY SEVERITY OF ACCIDENT-1964

Number of Accidents
Severity of Accident

Rural Urban Total

Fatal
Injury
PDO

608
7,990
8,628

63. 5

54.2
48.2

350
6, 669
9,142

36. 5
45.8
51.4

958
14,548
I7,770

TABLE 13

COMPUTATION OF COST PER SINGLE VEHICLE REPORTED
ACCIDENTS ON CALIFORNIA STATE HIGHWAYS CLASSIFIED

BY SEVERITY OF ACCIDENT-I964

Severity of Accident Computation Cost ($)

Fbtal
Injury
PDO

5, 100
1, 200

200

5, 628(0. 635) + 4, 21 5(0. 365)
1,421(0.542)+ 910(0. 45S)

272(0. a86)+ 144(0. 514)


